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Home Sick
To night I lay dreaming
Of a place far a way.
With my heart a longing
To go back some day,
Of a little log cabin
On a snow fed stream.
Where the mountain sides
All scarlet and a gleam.
Oh to hear and to see
Winging ducks in the sky.
And all through the night
Hear the lonesome coyotes cry.
By a camp fire bright
And hunting out in the fall.
From a way out there comes
The bull moose’s call.
It’s the end of a perfect day
The sun’s sinking in the west.
And the trout are leaping high
That’s the time I love best.
My heart stays in the Yukon
With a love that lingers on and on.
To soon the morning comes
Then my dreams fade and are
gone.
J.C. Wilkinson
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FONDS DESCRIPTION
WILKINSON FAMILY FONDS. – [ca. 1860]-1982 ; (predominant 1915-1976).
Physical Description:
27.5 cm of textual records, 4,127 photographs, 18 films, 12 postcards, 1 map
Administrative History:
Jared Cecil Wilkinson was born in Richfield, Utah on July 30, 1886. Lura Thompson was born in
Amery, Wisconsin on July 4, 1882. The two met in Washington state where J.C. was working with
horse teams and they were married in the town of Redmond in 1909. In 1914 they moved to Peace
River Crossing where there first son, William Jared, was born on November 13, 1914. Shortly
thereafter the family decided to move back to Washington and settled in the Wenatchee Valley.
Their daughter Ethel Lougene was born on March 17, 1917.
Lura Thompson's brother Bill had come to the Yukon during the Klondike Gold Rush. He worked
for a short time as a pilot on the Yukon River, guiding boats through Miles Canyon and the
Whitehorse Rapids. After that he moved to Fort Selkirk and began prospecting and mining on the
nearby Selwyn River. Bill Thompson invited the Wilkinsons to join him and they arrived in Fort
Selkirk in 1917. Not finding much gold on the Selwyn River, the family settled at Fort Selkirk where
J.C. trapped in the Winter and did odd jobs during the Summer. The Wilkinsons’ second son, Byron
Edwin (Eddie), was born in Fort Selkirk on March 19, 1919.
In 1927, the family moved to Plateau Mountain near the MacMillan River, just below Russell
Creek, where Jared continued to be a trapper.
On June 14, 1940, the family left the MacMillan River for the Pelly Farm, located six miles west
of Fort Selkirk along the Pelly River. There, they pursued a life of trapping, hunting, farming, and
guiding until 1954 when they sold the farm and moved to Pelly Crossing, where they lived at the site
of the old Pelly Roadhouse. In 1956 Ethel met Andy Porterfield, whom she was to marry a few
years later. In 1957 Jared ran boats for the topographical survey crews.
In 1958 the family left the Yukon to live in Edgewood, British Columbia. From 1962-1964 Jared
worked as a logger and farm hand in B.C. In 1964 Jared and Eddie returned to the Yukon and to the
Pelly Crossing area where they farmed, hunted, and trapped. J.C. and Lura returned to the Yukon in
1967 and settled with their sons near Pelly Crossing. Ethel remained in B.C. for the rest of her life,
only returning to the Yukon for a holiday. Lura died in 1970 and J.C. died around 1976. In 1976
Jared and Eddie moved to Lansing, an abandoned settlement near the confluence of the Stewart and
MacMillan Rivers. Eddie was killed by a bear at Lansing in 1977, Jared died in a car accident in
Whitehorse in 1980, and Ethel died in B.C. in 1985.
Scope and Content:
The fonds includes photographs, textual records, and films primarily generated by the Wilkinson
family, however, there are some records from the Porterfield and Thompson families. The textual
records include correspondence between members of the Wilkinson family and friends of the
Wilkinsons; journals kept by the Wilkinsons, and poetry, primarily by J.C. Wilkinson. The
photographs, largely taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, depict the Wilkinson’s life at Fort Selkirk,
Plateau Mountain, Pelly Crossing, and Lansing from 1915 to 1980. They include views of
communities, rivers, lakes, trapping, fishing, farming, hunting, wilderness areas, and people
throughout the Yukon. The films, taken by Jared and Edwin Wilkinson, document the hunting,
fishing, and trapping activities of the Wilkinson family during their years spent at Pelly Crossing,
1954-1958; the Wilkinsons’ years at Edgewood, B.C.; and at Pelly Crossing, Lansing, and
Whitehorse, 1958-1977.
Source of Supplied Title:
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Title based on provenance.
Arrangement:
The fonds is arranged into 12 series, as follows: I. Wilkinson family journals; II. Wilkinson family
correspondence, poetry and clippings; III. Ethel and Andy Porterfield correspondence; IV.
Wilkinson family Fort Selkirk, Plateau Mountain and Pelly Farm photographs; V. Wilkinson family
Pelly Crossing and British Columbia photographs; VI. Wilkinson family Pelly River, British
Columbia and Lansing photographs; VII. Wilkinson family photographs of ancestors, relatives and
friends; VIII. Porterfield family Britsh Columbia, Ontario and Yukon photographs; IX. Jared
Wilkinson Pelly Farm and Pelly Crossing film reels; X. Eddie Wilkinson film reel; XI. Jared and
Eddie Wilkinson Pelly Crossing and Dawson City film reels; XII. Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Yukon
and British Columbia film reels.
General Note:
The records were donated to the Yukon Archives by Queenie Leclair of Salmon Arm, B.C. in June
1986, on behalf of the estate of Andy Porterfield.
Financial Assistance Note:
Funding for the arrangement of the photographs and films was provided by the Canadian Council of
Archives and the Yukon Archives under the CCA’s Arrangement and Description Backlog Reduction
Cost Shared Program in 1991 and 1992.
Accession Number(s)
Accession number: 86/50
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SERIES I
WILKINSON FAMILY JOURNALS. – 1934-1978.
16.5 cm of textual records.
The series consists of journals and diaries kept by the Wilkinson family. There are journals from
Lura Wilkinson, J.C. Wilkinson, Jared Wilkinson and Ethel Porterfield. The journals include detailed
records about the weather, where each family member was on a given day, the animals that were
caught, and personal observations. The journals cover the period when the Wilkinsons were in the
Yukon (Fort Selkirk, Pelly Farm, Pelly Crossing, and Lansing), British Columbia, and Seattle,
Washington.
No original order. Arranged by creator and then by date.
Detailed listing follows.

1.

Lura Wilkinson journals. – 1934-1958.
5 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of journals kept by Lura Wilkinson (there is a possibility that other
family members may have kept these journals as well). They record daily temperature and
weather conditions, the whereabouts of the family members, and the number of animals
that each of the family members caught.
Some material restricted due to conservation concerns (indicated with an ‘R’ in the file
list).
File list follows.

2.

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 251

1

[Daily journal]

1934-1938

2

[Daily journal]

1944-1950

3

[Daily journal]

1944

4R

[Daily journal]
Restricted: Extremely fragile. Use conservation
copy only.

1944-1958

Ethel Porterfield journal. – 1968-1969.
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1 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of a journal kept by Ethel Porterfield when she was in the Yukon
and British Columbia. It records temperature, weather conditions and daily observations.
File list follows.

3.

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 251

5

[Daily journal]

1968-1969

J.C. Wilkinson journals. – 1969-1972.
2.5 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of journals kept by J.C. Wilkinson in the Yukon, British Columbia
and Seattle, Washington. The journals record temperature, weather conditions, and
personal observations.
File list follows.

4.

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 251

6

[Daily journal]

1969-1970

7

[Daily journal]

1970-1972

Jared Wilkinson journals. – 1937-1978.
8 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of journals kept by Jared Wilkinson. They record temperature,
weather conditions and daily observations.
File list follows.
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Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

1

[Daily journal]

1937-1959

MSS 252

2

[Daily journal]

1947

3

[Daily journal]

1967-1968

4

[Daily journal]

1967-1968

5

[Daily journal]

1970

6

[Daily journal]

1976-1978

Textual Records

SERIES I
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SERIES II

WILKINSON FAMILY CORRESPONDENCE, POETRY AND CLIPPINGS. – 1927-1976.
4 cm of textual records.
12 postcards.
1 map.
The series includes correspondence, personal documents, poetry and clippings created or collected
by the Wilkinson family.
Detailed listing follows.

1.

Wilkinson family correspondence. – 1927-1970.
1 cm of textual records.
1 postcard.
The sub-series includes incoming correspondence to the Wilkinson family. Included are
Jared’s school records from Fort Selkirk, cards, postcards, and personal letters.
File list follows.

2.

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

7

[Family correspondence]

1927-ca.
1940

8

[Family correspondence]

1953-1970

Jared Wilkinson correspondence. – 1946-1971
1 cm of textual records.
11 postcards.
1 map.
The sub-series consists of Jared Wilkinson’s incoming correspondence, which includes
personal letters, official letters (including genealogical material from the Mormons), cards,
and postcards. There is also a photocopied map that indicates Jared’s trapline along the
Pelly River.
No original order. Arranged chronologically by archivist.
File list follows.
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Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

9

[Correspondence

1946-1971

J.C. Wilkinson poetry. – [196-]-1972
1 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of poetry written by J.C. Wilkinson (most is typewritten) and
poems that he received from other people (including Ethel Porterfield). There is also
some genealogical information and a brochure from St. Mary’s Hospital, Dawson. The
majority of the material is undated, but it appears to be from the 1960s and 1970s.
Originally in an envelope marked ‘Poetry’. Original order maintained.
File list follows.

4.

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

10

[Poetry]

1960s-1972

Wilkinson family clippings : 1912-1976. – Photocopied 1993.
1 cm of textual records.
The sub-series consists of photocopies of newspaper clippings gathered by the Wilkinson
family. Most of the clippings are stories about the Wilkinson family or northern life.
Originals replaced with photocopies for conservation reasons.
File list follows.

8

Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

11

[Clippings]

1912-1976(Copied 1993)

SERIES III
ETHEL AND ANDY PORTERFIELD CORRESPONDENCE. – 1892-1982 ; (predominant
1970-1982).
7 cm of textual records.

The series includes Ethel and Andy Porterfield’s incoming and outgoing correspondence. The
correspondence is mainly between the Porterfields and the Wilkinsons, however, there are letter
from friends of the Porterfield's. There are also some letters Andy Porterfield sent to his parents
when he was undergoing military training in Ontario the 1940s; a number of poems written by J.C.
Wilkinson that he sent to Ethel; and a autograph book from Annie Thompson.
Original order retained. Material is generally in chronological order within each file.
File listing follows.
Box

File

Description

Date

MSS 252

12

[Andy Porterfield correspondence]

1941

MSS 253

1

[Porterfield correspondence]

1970-1975

2

[Porterfield correspondence]

1972-1982

3

[Porterfield correspondence]

1968-1976

4

[Porterfield correspondence]

1971-1979

5

[Porterfield correspondence]

1979

6

[J.C. Wilkinson poetry]

1960s-1971

7

[Annie Thompson autograph book]

1892-1899
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SERIES IV
WILKINSON FAMILY FORT SELKIRK, PLATEAU MOUNTAIN AND PELLY FARM
PHOTOGRAPHS. – 1915-1954.
1,328 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 26.0 x 33.5 cm and smaller.
The Wilkinsons moved to the Fort Selkirk area at the invitation of Lura Wilkinson’s brother,
Bill Thompson, who had been in the Yukon since 1897. The family first tried gold mining, but
they were unsuccessful, so they took up trapping. In 1927, they moved to Plateau Mountain,
where they had a cabin on the MacMillan River, just below Russell Creek. They hunted and
trapped in this area until 1940, when they bought the Pelly Farm. Here they successfully farmed,
raising crops and livestock, while at the same time, continuing to hunt, trap, and guide. In 1954
they sold the farm to Hugh and Dick Bradley.
The series contains photographs of the Wilkinsons hunting, trapping, farming and guiding
around Fort Selkirk, Plateau Mountain, and the Pelly Farm. The majority of the photographs
are of the Pelly Farm and the area surrounding it. The series is divided into sub-series based on
content and how the photographs were found (e.g. photograph albums are treated as a separate
sub-series).
The photographs were found in albums, envelopes and loose in boxes. All of the original
groupings were retained. Loose photographs were grouped together based on their content or
the type of photograph.
Sub-series listing follows.

1.

Wilkinson family Fort Selkirk photographs. – [ca. 1920-1927].
51 photographs : b&w negatives ; 10 x 13 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family in Fort Selkirk when the
children were young. Also includes views of houses and the landscape of the area.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

13734

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with her three children: (l to r) Jared, Mrs.
Wilkinson, Eddie, and Ethel, ca. 1920.]

13735

[Jared and Eddie or Ethel posing in front of cabin, Fort Selkirk, ca.
1920.]

13736

[Jared posing holding a ball of string with person in the background
sawing wood, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920.]
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Photo #

Description

13737-13738

[Jared, Ethel and Eddie posing with dogs in front of their house, Fort
Selkirk, ca. 1924.]

13739

[Ethel, Eddie and Jared standing in a field, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1924.]

13740

[Eddie, Mrs. Wilkinson (?), Ethel and Jared posing with dogs, Fort
Selkirk, ca. 1923.]

13741

[One of the Wilkinson children wearing a mask, Fort Selkirk, ca.
1923.]

13742-13745

[Eddie, Jared and Ethel standing and playing in a field, ca. 1924.]

13746

[Eddie, Jared and Ethel standing in a river, ca. 1925.]

13747

[A pack train leaving Miller, ca. 1920s.]

13748

[View of a river taken from its banks, ca. 1920s.]

13749

[Three unidentified children, ca. 1920s.]

13750-13751

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson posing with their children, Fort Selkirk, ca.
1924.]

13752

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with the children in the winter: (l to r) Jared,
Eddie, Mrs. Wilkinson, Ethel, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1924.]

13753-13754

[Eddie Wilkinson(?) posing next to an ice jammed river and on a ice
floe, ca. 1924.]

13755

[The Wilkinson children playing on a swing with Mrs. Wilkinson
watching in the background, ca.1925.]

13756

[Dogs hauling firewood, ca. 1920s.]

13757

[Dog team hauling logs with Mr. Wilkinson in the background, Fort
Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

13758

[Eddie, Ethel and Jared posing in front of house, Fort Selkirk, ca.
1924.]

13759

[Eight children on a horse being held by two adults, ca. 1920s.]

13760

[Dogs at their kennels, with Ethel in the background, ca. 1925.]

13761

[Snow covered house, Fort Selkirk(?), ca. 1920s.]

13762

[Ice on the river, ca. 1920s.]

13763

A fisher man on the Sixty Mile river [,] the white streak is water from
a [?]. [ca. 1920s.]

13764

[Moose and caribou heads, ca. 1920s.]

13765

[Man with dogs standing next to river, ca. 1920s.]

13766

[Mrs. Wilkinson and with children(?) on a sled being pulled by a dog
team, ca.1920s.]

13767-13768

[Landscape views of the Fort Selkirk area(?), ca. 1920s.]

13769

[Flowers at the Wilkinson home, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

Photographs
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SERIES VI

Photo #

Description

13770

[House at Fort Selkirk(?), ca. 1920s.]

13771

[Wilkinson home on the MacMillan River, near the Plateau
Mountain, ca. 1927-1940.]

13772-13774

[Needle Rock, Pelly River, ca. 1920s.]

13775

[Farms in a valley, ca. 1920s.]

13776

Automatic dam first as she oppened [sic], [Wooden dam being opened
with people looking on, ca. 1920s.]

13777

[Sternwheeler travelling on the river, ca. 1920s.]

13778

S.S. Serah passing Hally and Alaska, [ca. 1920s.]

13779

[Sternwheeler docking with people standing by on the riverbank, ca.
1920s.]

13780

[View of a river and its bank from boat, ca. 1920s.]

13781

[Wilkinson children with unidentified child playing in a stream, ca.
1925.]

13782

[Team of horses and sled in front of house, ca. 1920s.]

13783

Reflection. Lake Bennett. Case & Draper, 18, [ca. 1920s.]

13784

[Gold mining operations at unidentified location, ca. 1920s.]

13785

A Dredge on Eldorado Creek, [ca. 1920s.]

Wilkinson family Fort Selkirk and Plateau Mountain photograph album. – [ca.
1927-1940]
70 photographs : b&w negatives ; 7 x 5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists mainly of photographs of the Wilkinson family hunting and
trapping in the areas around Fort Selkirk and the Plateau Mountain. Includes many shots
of animals, individuals, and groups of people.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

13786-13787

[Fish hanging from wooden pole, ca. 1930s.]

13788

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1930s.]

13789-13790

[Fox caught in a trap, ca. 1930s.]

13791

[Fox caught in a trap, ca. 1930s.]

13792

[Ethel and Jared? with pups, ca. 1930s.]
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Photo #

Description

13793

[Mr. Wilkinson with fox furs, ca. 1930s.]

13794

[Sternwheeler travelling down the river, ca. 1930s.]

13795

[Dead caribou with rifle propped up on its antlers, ca. 1930s.]

13796

[Unidentified person hunting with pack dogs, ca. 1930s.]

13797

[Unidentified person holding fox furs, ca. 1930s.]

13798-13799

[Landscape views around Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13800-13801

[Dead moose with bulging eyes, ca. 1930s.]

13802

[Dog team behind snow drifts, ca. 1930s.]

13803

[Dead grizzly bear posed over rock, ca. 1930s.]

13804

[Jared or Eddie on sled on frozen river, ca. 1930s.]

13805

[Six pups, ca. 1930s.]

13806

[Wilkinsons’ home on the MacMillan, near the Plateau Mountain, ca.
1930s.]

13807

[Unidentified person standing on the bow of a boat holding a wooden
pole, ca. 1930s].

13808-13809

[Wilkinsons’ home flooded by the rising waters of the MacMillan River,
ca. 1930s.]

13810

[Eddie and Jared Wilkinson, ca. 1930s.]

13811

[Dog team in the snow, ca. 1930s.]

13812

[Unidentified river viewed from the top of a mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13813

[Early automobile being driven down the street at Dawson, ca. 1930s.]

13814

[View of unidentified river taken from the bank, ca. 1930s].

13815

[Log cabin at the foot of a hill, Fort Selkirk(?), ca. 1930s.]

13816

[Eagle (wounded) next to a tree, ca. 1930s].

13817-13819

[Unidentified landscape views, maybe of Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13820-13821

[Jared and Eddie hunting on Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13822

[Wilkinson family posing with unidentified individuals; from left to
right: J.C. Wilkinson, Lura Wilkinson, unidentified, unidentified, Ethel
Wilkinson (?), Eddie Wilkinson, unidentified, ca. 1930s.]

13823

[Ice on unidentified river, ca. 1930s.]

13824

[Dog posing on chair with Wilkinson home on the MacMillan in the
background, ca. 1930s.]

13825

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1930s.]

13826

[One of the Wilkinsons posing with pups in front of their home on the
MacMillan River, near Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13827-13828

[Ice on unidentified river, ca. 1930s.]

Photographs
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13829

[One of the Wilkinson brothers having a conversation with an
unidentified person, ca. 1930s.]

13830

[Jared and Eddie Wilkinson hunting on Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13831

[Three unidentified individuals sitting in a small boat, ca. 1930s.]

13832

[Dogsled with four dogs, ca. 1930s.]

13833

[Unidentified valley viewed from a hilltop, ca. 1930s.]

13834

[Unidentified individual riding a horse, followed by four loaded
packhorses, ca. 1930s.]

13835

[Cut hay left to dry in a field at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13836

[A wagon being pulled by a team of horses in a field, with two
unidentified individuals, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13837

[Individuals picking vegetables at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13838

[Loading hay onto a wagon at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13839

[Ethel riding a cow at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s].

13840-13844

[Small boats on the river moving people and goods, ca. 1940s.]

13845

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson posing with three loaded pack dogs, ca.
1940s.]

13846

[Ice floes in the river, with the Wilkinsons’ boat up on the shore, ca.
1940s.]

13847

[Potato crop at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13848

[Ice on unidentified river, ca. 1940s.]

13849

[Area cleared with logs piled up, ca. 1940s.]

13850-13851

[Snow covered mountain slopes, ca. 1940s.]

13852

[Small log cabin, possibly belonging to the Wilkinsons, ca. 1940s.]

13853

[Jared Wilkinson fishing in stream, ca. 1940s.]

13854

[Eddie Wilkinson standing with four unidentified individuals, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13855

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson using a machine to cut logs, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

Wilkinson family Plateau Mountain and Pelly Farm photograph album . – [ca.
1927-1945].
129 photographs : b&w negatives ; 7 x 11 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the
MacMillan River near Plateau Mountain from 1927 to 1940 and at their home on the
Pelly Farm from 1940 to 1954. A few photographs of Fort Selkirk are included. All
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aspects of the Wilkinsons daily life are illustrated, such as fishing, hunting, trapping and
farming. Also included are views of the surrounding areas.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, with captions written
under each photograph by Mrs. Wilkinson, but they were removed for conservation
reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
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13856

Dog Team. [Dog team in front of the Wilkinson home on the
MacMillan River, near Plateau Mountain, ca. late 1920s.]

13857

Crossing MacMillan. [Dog teams crossing the MacMillan River, near
Plateau Mountain, ca. late 1920s.]

13858

Dog Teams. [Dog teams on the MacMillan River near Plateau
Mountain, ca. late 1920s.]

13859

Hauling Wood. [Dog team hauling wood in front of the Wilkinson home
on the MacMillan River, near Plateau Mountain, ca. late 1920s.]

13860

On Picnic at Wolverine. [Wilkinsons having a picnic with unidentified
individuals at Wolverine Creek, ca. 1920s.]

13861

Our School House, 1925. [Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

13862

Wilkinsons and Browns, 1929. [Fort Selkirk.]

13863

A Hunt’s Heads, [ca. 1920s.]

13864-13865

Pups eating. [Pups eating with church and other buildings in the
background, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

13866-13867

Pups fighting. [Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

13868

Caribou in Yukon. [Caribou swimming across the Yukon River, ca.
1920s.]

13869

Tame Mink. [Caged mink, ca. 1920s.]

13870

Caribou Swimming Yukon. [Caribou swimming across the Yukon River,
ca. 1920s.]

13871

Needle in the Grand Canyon. [Needle Rock in the Granite Canyon, Pelly
River, ca. 1920s].

13872

Our house after we left, 1929. [The Wilkinson home on the MacMillan
River, 1929.

13873

Our house on MacMillan. [The Wilkinson home on the MacMillan
River, ca. 1929].

13874

Some fox furs. [Fox furs hanging from a wooden frame, MacMillan
River, ca. 1930s.]

13875

Our Fox Catch. [The Wilkinsons standing in front of hanging fox furs,
MacMillan River, ca. 1930s.]

Photographs
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13876-13877

Bear Cub at Selkirk. [Bear cub climbing a pole and being offered some
food. Fort Selkirk, ca. 1920s.]

13878

Jared with fur catch. [Jared standing in front of the furs that he caught,
ca. 1930s.]

13879

Tame mink. [Caged mink, ca. 1930s.]

13880

Bear cub. [Chained bear cub sitting on top of pole, Fort Selkirk, ca.
1930s.]

13881

Annaconia, 60 lb. [ca. 1930s.]

13882

Big Salmon, 56 lb. [ca. 1930s.]

13883

Lynx. [Lynx caught in trap, ca. 1930s.]

13884

Lynx in trap. [ca. 1930s.]

13885

Lynx. [Lynx caught in trap, [ca. 1930s.]

13886

Packing out meat. [Jared, Eddie, Ethel, and Mr. Wilkinson with dogs,
packing out meat, ca. 1930s.]

13887

Packing out bear. [Eddie, Ethel, Jared and Mr. Wilkinson packing out a
bear on poles, ca. 1930s.]

13888

Moose head. [ca. 1930s.]

13889

Eddie and Caribou. [Eddie posing with two caribou heads, ca. 1930s.]

13890

Eddie with moose head. [Eddie carrying a moosehead on his back in the
winter, ca. 1930s.]

13891

Jared with martin [sic]. [Jared with a marten in front of their house on
the MacMillan River, Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13892

Ethel with fox. [ca. 1930s.]

13893

Ermine. [ca. 1930s.]

13894

Salmon. [Salmon hanging from a wooden pole, ca. 1930s.]

13895-13896

Caribou on Plateau Mountain. [ca. 1930s.]

13897

Lynx and Mink. [Lynx and Mink furs hanging, ca. 1930s.]

13898

Fox in trap. [ca. 1930s.]

13899

Moose. [ca. 1930s.]

13900

Pups Eating. [Ethel feeding pups in front of the Wilkinson home on the
MacMillan River, near Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13901

Pups. [Mrs. Wilkinson, Ethel and Eddie with pups, in front of the
Wilkinson home on the MacMillan River, ca. 1930s.]

13902

[Ethel and Jared with fox furs, ca. 1930s.]

13903

Jared with fox. [Jared standing in front of the Wilkinson home holding
fox furs, ca. 1930s.]

13904

Mr. Wilkinson. [ca. 1930s.]

13905

Fox in trap. [ca. 1930s.]
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13906

Wolverine. [Wolverine caught in trap, ca. 1930s.]

13907

Loading the boat. [The Wilkinsons in their boat Owl with their dogs, on
MacMillan River, near Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13908

Unloading the boat. [Two of the Wilkinsons carrying flour sacks to
shore from one of their boats on MacMillan River, near Plateau
Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13909

On Yukon. [View of the Yukon River and the shore from a boat, ca.
1930s.]

13910

Hospital at Dawson. [View of the hospital at Dawson from the river, ca.
1930s.]

13911

Kids and pups. [Unidentified children holding pups, ca. 1930s.]

13912

Truck hauling wood. [ca. 1930s.]

13913

People and pups. [Ethel and Mrs. Wilkinson standing behind woman and
two children holding pups, ca. 1930s.]

13914

People and pups. [Ethel and Mrs. Wilkinson holding pups, ca. 1930s.]

13915

STAR. [The Wilkinsons’ dog Star, ca. 1940s.]

13916

Tuff. [The Wilkinsons’ dog Tuff, ca. 1940s.]

13917

Feeding the pups. [Ethel feeding four dogs, ca. 1940s].

13918

Ethel and Rover [with] squirrels. [Pelly Farm (?), ca. 1940s.]

13919

Eddie and Coyote. [Eddie with coyote on a leash at the Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

13920

Jared and Martin [sic]. [Jared posing with marten furs in front of the
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13921

Eddie, Ethel and pups. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13922

Load leaving for Selkirk. [Family leaving their home on the MacMillan
River for Fort Selkirk, ca. 1940s.]

13923

Ethel. [Ethel posing in a dress at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13924

Jared in garden. [Jared in the garden at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13925

Planes at Selkirk. [Two floatplanes docked at Fort Selkirk, ca. 1940s.]

13926

Planes Leaving. [Two floatplanes leaving Fort Selkirk, ca. 1940s.]

13927

[One of the Wilkinson brothers standing on a boat, returning from a
hunt, ca. 1940s.]

13928-13930

Ice jam. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13931

[Ethel, Mr. Wilkinson and Jared posing with an ice floe, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

13932

Ethel and Jared [with] calves. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13933

[Jared, Ethel and Eddie with calves, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

Photographs
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13934-13935

[Ethel with cows, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13936

Ethel and calf. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13937

Ed [and] Ethel with calves. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13938

Dad [and] Jared with twin calves. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13939

Ethel with pigs. [Ethel feeding pigs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13940

Ethel with chickens. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13941

Mamma and pigs. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13942

Looking at pigs. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13943

Vegetables. [Variety of vegetables grown at the Pelly Farm: includes
cabbage, turnips, lettuce, cauliflower, celery, parsnips, beets, corn, and
potatoes. Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13944

Flowers. [Flowers growing next to the house, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13945

[Ethel riding a horse, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13946

[Horse in the hay field, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13947

[Horse with two colts, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13948

Eddie and Jared [with] colts, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13949

Stacking hay. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13950

Pelly Farm. [Aerial view of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13951

Threshing. [Threshing grain on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13952

Sawing Lumber. [Sawing lumber with a machine, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13953-13956

[Dog teams at and around the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13957

In wheat field. [The Wilkinsons standing in a wheat field at the Pelly
Farm; (l to r) Ethel, Jared, Mr. Wilkinson, and Eddie. Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

13958

Ethel in Pea Patch. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13959

In the garden. [The Wilkinsons standing in the garden eating
watermelon; (l to r) Mrs. Wilkinson, Jared, Mr. Wilkinson, and Eddie.
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13960

Jared and Maw with cauliflowers. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13961

Pack train in Selkirk. [Fort Selkirk, ca. 1940s.]

13962

Pack train leaves farm. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13963

Pack horses. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13964

Pack train leaving farm. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13965

Ethel and Eddie. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13966

Ethel with bear. [Ethel standing above dead bear, with rifle in one hand
and a knife in the other. Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13967

Blackie. [The Wilkinsons’ cat, Blackie. Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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13968-13969

Cutting Grain. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13970

Cows and horses drinking. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13971

Ethel raking hay. [Ethel using a horse pulled implement to rake hay at
the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13972

[Mr.] Woods and [his son] Jack. [ca. 1940s.]

13973

Hauling hay. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13974

Maw and cumber. [Mrs. Wilkinson holding a cucumber. Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

13975-13976

Moving threshing machine. [Thresher being moved from a barge to the
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13977

Cows and thrasher. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13978

Ethel [with] twin calves. [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13979-13981

Ice in Yukon. [Ice on the Yukon River near the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

13982

[Aerial view of the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

13983

Christmas party. Caption on verso: Ione, (?), Mrs. Webber, J.W., Mrs.
Cameron, Mr. McLennan and Tom Hankin. Mr. Niddis, Mr. Coward.
Xmas/43. [Whitehorse(?), 1943.]

13984

Visitors. [People visiting the Wilkinsons at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

Wilkinson family Plateau Mountain and Pelly Farm photograph album. – [ca.
1927-1954].
71 photographs : b&w negatives ; 9 x 15 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the
MacMillan River near Plateau Mountain from 1927 to 1940 and at their home on the
Pelly Farm from 1940 to 1954. Some photographs of Fort Selkirk are included. Included
are views of the surrounding areas. All aspects of the Wilkinsons’ daily life are illustrated,
such as fishing, hunting, trapping and farming.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
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13985-13987

[Views of the Wilkinson home on the MacMillan River, ca.
1930s.]

13988

[Jared or Eddie standing on a wood pile, ca. 1930s.]

13989

[Jared and Ethel sawing wood with a hand saw, ca. 1930s.]

Photographs
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Photo #

Description

13990

[Boat travelling down a river loaded with moose meat, ca. 1930s.]

13991

[The Wilkinsons’ home on the MacMillan River, near the Plateau
Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

13992

[View of a lake, ca. 1930s.]

13993

[Ethel and Eddie holding moose heads, ca. 1930s.]

13994-13998

[Landscape views of the area around the Wilkinsons’ home on the
MacMillan, ca. 1930s.]

13999

[Eddie standing on a frozen lake holding two rifles, ca. 1930s.]

14000

[Jared, Ethel and Eddie packing a moose, ca. 1930s.]

14001

[The Wilkinson home on the MacMillan River, ca. 1930s.]

14002

[Small cabin belonging to the Wilkinsons, ca. 1930s.]

14003-14004

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1930s.]

14005

[Dog team on a frozen river, ca. 1930s.]

14006

[Birds on a river, ca. 1930s.]

14007

[Landscape view of the area around the MacMillan River, near the
Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

14008-14009

[Two moose in the river, ca. 1930s.]

14010-14012

[Views of mountains, valleys and rivers of the area around the
MacMillan River, near the Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

14013

[Eddie or Jared sitting on a mountain slope with two pack dogs, ca.
1930s.]

14014

[Eddie crossing a stream with two pack dogs, ca. 1930s.]

14015

[Frozen river with mountain in the background, ca. 1930s.]

14016-14017

[Dog team on frozen river, ca. 1930s.]

14018

[Frozen river with dog team in the foreground, ca. 1930s.]

14019-14020

[Landscape views, ca. 1930s.]

14021

[Woman, RCMP officer and young girl, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1930s.]

14022

[Three women, one holding a baby, and an RCMP officer, Fort
Selkirk, ca. 1930s.]

14023

[Bulldozer, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14024-14025

[Aerial views of the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14026

[Unidentified person posing in front of some equipment and
buildings, Pelly Farm (?), ca. 1940s.]

14027

[Bi-plane with three individuals standing around it, ca. 1940s.]

14028

[Vegetables grown on the Pelly Farm displayed in front of the
house: includes corn, cabbage, lettuce, potatoes, cauliflower,
celery, turnips and carrots, ca. 1940s.]
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14029

[The fields at Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14030-14031

[Grain and hay being harvested at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14032

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14033

[Birds near the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14034

[Hillside near the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14035

[Cutting grain at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14036-14040

[Jared and RCMP officer in the bush with packhorses, ca. 1940s.]

14041-14043

[Boat travelling over rough waters, ca. 1940s.]

14044

[Two dead moose in a field, ca. 1940s.]

14045-14046

[Packing out moose meat on horses, ca. 1940s.]

14047

[Aerial view of mountains in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14048

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14049-14050

[Mountains and mountain goats, ca. 1940s.]

14051

[A camp along one of the Wilkinsons’ traplines, ca. 1940s.]

14052

[Dog team with sled in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14053

[River with mountains in the background, ca. 1940s.]

14054

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1940s.]

14055

[One of the Wilkinsons’ cabins along their trapline, ca. 1940s.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Plateau Mountain hunting trip photographs. – [ca.
194-].
6 photographs : b&w ; 6.5 x 6.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs that document a sheep hunting trip on Plateau
Mountain, where Jaredand Eddiewere acting as guides.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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14056

[Eddie, Jared and unidentified individual with dead sheep on the
Plateau Mountain, ca. 1940s.]

14057-14058

[Eddie and Jared with sheep on the Plateau Mountain, ca. 1940s.]

14059

[Eddie sitting on a hillside in the Plateau Mountain, ca. 1940s.]

14060

[Four individuals at a campsite, ca. 1940s.]
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14061

[Two men posing on the float of a floatplane, ca. 1940s.]

Wilkinson family photographs of men hunting around the MacMillan River, near
Plateau Mountain. – [ca. 193-].
18 photographs : b&w ; 8.5 x 13.0 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs that document men hunting near the MacMillan
River and the Plateau Mountain.
The original order of the photographs was retained.
Caption list follows.
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14062

[Man standing next to large, fast flowing river, ca. 1930s.]

14063

[Granite Canyon, Pelly River, ca. 1930s.]

14064

[Large beaver dam, ca. 1930s.]

14065

[Raft loaded with supplies and dogs on the river (may be the Wilkinsons),
ca. 1930s.]

14066

[Small raft with two men and dogs, ca. 1930s.]

14067

[Dogs on a raft, ca. 1930s.]

14068-14069

[Views of a river, ca. 1930s.]

14070-14074

[Men and pack dogs in the mountains, ca. 1930s.]

14075

[Caribou on the river banks, ca. 1930s.]

14076

[A single caribou on a hillside, ca. 1930s.]

14077

[Dead caribou, ca. 1930s.]

14078

[Dead sheep on a mountainside, ca. 1930s.]

14079

[Two men with dogs packing a moose, ca. 1930s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photograph album. – [ca. 1940-1954.]
221 photographs : b&w negatives ; 9 x 14 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954, including their move to Pelly Crossing. All aspects of the
Wilkinsons daily life are illustrated, such as fishing, hunting, trapping and farming. Also
included are views of the surrounding areas. People other than the Wilkinsons are also
portrayed, such as Mr. Wilkinson’s sister Leona, and other unidentified individuals.
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The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
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14080

[J.C. Wilkinson standing next to his house at the Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14081

[Man standing in a road at Dawson or Whitehorse, ca. 1940s.]

14082

[J.C. Wilkinson at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14083-14084

[Aerial view of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.](Note: the photographs
were taped together in the photograph album).

14085-14086

[Aerial view of forest fires in the Pelly Farm region, ca. 1940s].
(Note: the photographs were taped together in the photograph
album).

14087

Part of Our farm, Pelly Ranch. [View of the Pelly Farm from a
nearby hillside, ca. 1940s.]

14088-14092

[Hunting for sheep in the mountains during the winter near Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14093-14097

[Views of the landscape around the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca.
1940s.]

14098-14099

[Jared cutting down a tree near the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14100

[Mr.Wilkinson using a horse and sled to haul logs at the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14101

[The Pelly Farm viewed from across the river, ca. 1940s.]

14102

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14103

[Stacking wood using a bulldozer, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14104-14110

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14111

[Small cabin with food cache on one on the Wilkinsons’ traplines,
ca. 1940s.]

14112-14115

[Wilkinsons on the river with their boats, ca. 1940s.]

14116-14117

[Views of rivers from the banks, ca. 1940s.]

14118-14119

[Floatplane in the water in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14120

[Eddie in a small boat powered by an outboard engine in the spring,
ca. 1940s.]

14121-14123

[Dog teams on a lake or river in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14124

[Jared, Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie in front of their house at the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14125-14126

[Exterior views of the house at Pelly Farm in the winter, ca.
1940s.]
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14127

[Native elder in winter clothing, ca. 1940s.]

14128

[Pelly River, ca. 1940s.]

14129-14133

[Log cabin with food cache on the Wilkinsons’ trapline in the
winter, ca. 1940s.]

14134

[Small tent on the trapline, ca. 1940s.]

14135-14136

[Animals collected from the trapline, hanging on wooden poles, ca.
1940s.]

14137-14139

[A captured mink being loaded onto an airplane, ca. 1940s.]

14140

[Eddie displaying furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14141

[Ethel standing next to display of furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14142

[The Wilkinsons’ dogsleds, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14143-14144

[Small log cabin with food cache, along the Wilkinsons’ trapline, in
the summer, ca. 1940s.]

14145

[Two pack dogs, ca. 1940s.]

14146

[Caribou climbing a hill, ca. 1940s.]

14147

[The Wilkinsons’ dogsleds, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14148

[Horses and riders on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14149

[The Pelly Farm, showing the main buildings, ca. 1940s.]

14150

[Mr. Wilkinson and Ethel tilling the soil using horses, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14151

[A display of the Wilkinsons’ rifles and shotguns, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14152-14153

[Hunter displaying bear skin, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14154-14157

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, some being used as pack horses, ca.
1940s.]

14158

[Mr. Wilkinson with a horse on the river bank at the Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14159

[One of the Wilkinsons’ boats on the river, ca. 1940s.]

14160-14163

[Views of the Pelly River and the surrounding landscape, including
Needle Rock, ca. 1940s.]

14164

[Unidentified person standing on the bow of the Wilkinsons’ boat
while travelling on the river, ca. 1940s.]

14165-14166

[Log cabins next to the banks of the Pelly River(?), ca. 1940s.]

14167

[An encampment consisting of two tents next to a river, ca.
1940s.]

14168

[A cow on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14169

[A enclosure with dogs and kennels on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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14170

[One of the Wilkinson boys holding two lynx that were caught
during winter, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14171-14172

[Hunting in the mountains, ca. 1940s.]

14173-14174

[Geological survey team, ca. 1940s-1950s.]

14175

[Horses pulling a buggy on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14176-14177

[Men roping a horse at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14178

[Sleeping dogs, chained to their posts, in the winter at the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14179

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14180

[Mrs. Wilkinson and their cat in the winter, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14181

[Frozen river, ca. 1940s.]

14182

[Interior view of a cabin with people, ca. 1940s.]

14183

[RCMP officer with a car, talking with a group of people next to a
log building, ca. 1950s].

14184

[Group of unidentified men and women, ca. 1950s.]

14185

[Two women with a dog standing in the doorway of a house, ca.
1950s.]

14186-14187

[Jared standing with a family next to a river and on a road standing
next to a car, ca. 1950s.]

14188-14189

[Street scene, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14190

[Regina Hotel, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14191

[Whitehorse Inn, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14192-14193

[Main Street, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14194

[Aerial view of the White Pass railway near Whitehorse, ca.
1950s.]

14195

[Whitehorse airport, ca. 1950s.]

14196

[Residential area, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14197

[Buses and trucks parked in a depot next to a building on the White
Pass land, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14198

[Whitehorse Inn, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14199

[Taylor and Drury store, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14200

[Train, with train station in the background, Whitehorse, ca.
1950s.]

14201

[Two men in front of a car, posing with fish and fishing rods, ca.
1950s.]

14202-14204

[Miles Canyon, near Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]
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14205-14206

[The Wilkinsons’ garden and greenhouse, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14207

[Mr. Wilkinson using a machine to cut wood, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14208

[Driving horses at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14209-14210

[Mr. Wilkinson driving a wheeled farm implement with a team of
horses, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14211

[Unloading hay, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14212

[Jared or Eddie Wilkinson driving a horse driven rake, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1950s.]

14213

[The Wilkinsons’ gas boat pulling a smaller boat, ca. 1950s.]

14214-14215

[Aerial view of Whitehorse looking east from atop the cliffs, ca.
1950s.] (Note: the two photographs were taped together in the
photograph album).

14216

[Train station, Whitehorse, ca. 1950s.]

14217

[View of a lake or river, ca. 1950s.]

14218

[Jared, Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson skinning a bear in the bush, ca.
1950s.]

14219

[Shelter made from tree branches, with two beavers in the
foreground, ca. 1950s.]

14220

[J.C. Wilkinson, Eddie and Jared with a dead bear in the bush, ca.
1950s.]

14221-14222

[Streams in the bush, ca. 1950s.]

14223

[Pack dogs on rocky ground, ca. 1950s.]

14224

[Dog next to a stream, ca. 1950s.]

14225

[DC 3 in the air, ca. 1950s.]

14226

[Floatplane on the water, ca. 1950s.]

14227

[Mr. Wilkinson (center) with a survey team(?) in the bush, ca.
1950s.]

14228

[Eddie with a group of men, on the Wilkinsons’ boat, Owl, ca.
1950s.]

14229-14236

[Views of rivers (Pelly River?), ca. 1950s.]

14237

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, loaded with their possessions, on the river,
ca. 1950s.]

14238

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, loaded with their possessions, on shore, ca.
1950s.]

14239

[Group of men on the shore, talking, ca. 1950s.]

14240

[Group of men and women posing in front of a truck, ca. 1950s.]

14241

[Wilkinsons and their boat, posing with other individuals, ca.
1950s.]
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14242

[J.C. Wilkinson, Jared and Eddie posing with a group of people in
front of a truck, ca. 1950s.]

14243

[The Wilkinsons camping on the shore with their boat, ca. 1950s.]

14244

[Small ferry loaded with a truck, ca. 1950s.]

14245

[The Wilkinsons posing with a group of unidentified people, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1954.]

14246

[Group of unidentified people, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14247

[Eddie, Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson, Jared and Leona (J.C. Wilkinson’s
sister), posing on the Wilkinsons’ boat, ca. 1950s.]

14248

[J.C. Wilkinson posing with a group of men, on his boat, ca.
1950s.]

14249

Jared at old home in Ft. Selkirk. [ca. 1950s.]

14250

Leona on the Basalt not too far from the Yukon. [ca. 1950s.]

14251

Leona at lunch–before panning gold la la.[ca. 1950s.]

14252

[Leona on a horse, ca. 1950s.]

14253

[Eddie, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Leona and Ethel posing on
the shore next to boats, ca. 1950s.]

14254

[Leona standing with a rifle, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14255-14256

[Leona and Ethel in front of the Wilkinson home on the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14257

[Winter landscape, aerial view, ca. 1950s.]

14258

[Ducks in a stream, ca. 1950s.]

14259

[Jared, Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson with a small gas powered boat, ca.
1950s.]

14260-14261

[Landscape, viewed from a hillside, ca. 1950s.](Note: the two
photographs were displayed together in the photograph album).

14262

[The Wilkinsons on the river in their boat the Sharky, ca. 1950s.]

14263

[Moose in the river, ca. 1950s.]

14264

[Men on dock made of logs, ca. 1950s.]

14265-14270

[Views of rivers and mountains, ca. 1950s.]

14271

[The Wilkinsons in their boat the Owl next to the shore, ca.
1950s.]

14272

[Eddie on a sled on the ice, pulled by two dogs, ca. 1950s.]

14273-14274

[Dog team on frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

14275-14280

[Lynx caught in traps in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14281

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14282

[Beaver swimming in a lake, ca. 1950s.]
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14283

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14284

[Dog next to river in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14285

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14286

[View of river, ca. 1950s.]

14287

[Ferry on river, ca. 1950s.]

14288-14290

[Wilkinsons’ boat, dry docked, ca. 1950s.]

14291

[Small boat being rowed on ice filled river, ca. 1950s.]

14292-14293

[One of the Wilkinsons’ cabins in the summer and the winter, ca.
1950s.]

14294

[Mr. Wilkinson, Jared and Eddie posing next to a truck, in front of
a cabin, ca. 1950s.]

14295

[Group of people posing in front of a partially completed log
house; Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson on the right hand side, ca. 1950s.]

14296

[Camp on one of the Wilkinsons’ traplines, ca. 1950s.]

14297

[Small stream with snow covered trees, ca. 1950s.]

14298-14299

[Eddie displaying marten pelts at home near Pelly Crossing, ca.
1950s.]

14300

[Wilkinsons’ home on the Pelly, ca. 1950s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photograph album. – [ca. 1940-1954].
97 photographs : b&w negatives ; 7.0 11.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954. All aspects of the Wilkinsons daily life are illustrated, such as
hunting, trapping, fishing and farming. Also included are views of the surrounding areas.
People other than the Wilkinson family members are also portrayed, most of whom are
unidentified.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

14301

[Ethel posing with dead bear, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14302

[Jared with a lasso, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14303

[Jared in a winter parka, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14304

[Mrs. Wilkinson in winter clothes and snowshoes, carrying a rifle, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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14305

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson, with rifles, posing with a dead bear, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14306-14312

[The Wilkinsons posing with various animals that they trapped, such as
lynx and fox, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14313-14314

[The Wilkinsons displaying and posing with furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14315-14316

[Jared with pack and rifle, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14317

[Ethel and pup in the winter, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14318-14319

[Ethel and Jared with animals on stretchers, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14320

[The Wilkinsons skinning animals in front of their house, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14321-14322

[Jared and Eddie posing with fish, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14323

[Eddie posing with moose antlers, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14324

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with flowers in front of house, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14325

[Eddie posing with ram’s head, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14326

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson standing in a vegetable patch, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14327

[Mrs. Wilkinson standing in flower garden next to the house, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14328

[Mrs. Wilkinson feeding chickens, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14329

[Mrs. Wilkinson, in winter clothing and snowshoes, holding traps and a
rifle, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14330

[J.C. Wilkinson, Jared, and Eddie posing, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14331-14332

[Two groups of unidentified individuals, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14333

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson posing next to the green house, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14334

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, the Sharky, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14335

[The Wilkinsons working on the roof of their house, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14336-14337

[The Wilkinsons working around the farm, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14338

[Single engined floatplane on the Pelly River near the Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14339-14342

[Tractor being used for various tasks around the Pelly Farm, such as
uprooting trees and pulling equipment, ca. 1950s.]

14343

[Machine being used to fill sacks with grain, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14344

[Stacked wood, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14345-14346

[Birds on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]
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14347

[Flock of birds in flight, ca. 1950s.]

14348-14351

[Captive bear cubs on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14352

[Bird on a fence, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14353-14355

[The Wilkinsons’ cat on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14356

[Wolf in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14357

[Frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

14358-14364

[The Wilkinsons’ boats, docked and on the river, ca. 1950s.]

14365-14366

[Hauling hay, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14367-14368

[Jared and Eddie playing with toy guns, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14369-14374

[Skiing down the embankment at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14375-14378

[Dogs and pups on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14379-14383

[One of the Wilkinsons’ dog teams, ca. 1950s.]

14384-14386

[Pups on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14387

[Dog on top of its kennel, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14388-14390

[Dog team pulling sled with caged mink, ca. 1950s.]

14391-14397

[The Wilkinsons’ dog teams, ca. 1950s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photograph album. – [ca. 1940-1954].
73 photographs : b&w ; 9.0 x 11.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954. All aspects of the Wilkinsons daily life are illustrated, such as
hunting, trapping, and farming. Also included are views of the surrounding areas. People
other than the Wilkinson family members are also portrayed.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

14398

[Ethel with cows, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14399-14401

[Cow being butchered, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14402

[Eddie skinning a wolf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14403

[Dog team on a snow covered river, ca. 1940s.]

14404-14405

[One of the Wilkinsons’ cabins on their traplines, ca. 1940s.]

14406

[Porcupine on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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14407

[The Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14408-14409

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson posing separately with a dead bear, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14410-14412

[Views of a lake? and a river, ca. 1940s.]

14413-14415

[Single engined floatplane on the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14416-14417

[Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson with dead moose, ca. 1950s.]

14418-14420

[Views of the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14421

[Jared or Eddie on a horse in a river, ca. 1950s.]

14422

[Eddie and Jared stripping logs, ca. 1950s.]

14423

[Eddie and Jared loading logs onto their boat, the Owl, ca. 1950s.]

14424

[Eddie on a raft paddling out to a boat, ca. 1950s.]

14425

[Embankment in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14426

[Swathing grain at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14427

[Jared standing next to stacked grain, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14428

[Using a tractor during the grain harvest, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14429

[Tractor pulling a bags of grain, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14430-14436

[Men and horses, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14437

[Working in the Garden, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14438

[Horses hauling hay, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14439

[Field on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14440-14441

[Wilkinsons moving logs on the river, ca. 1950s.]

14442

[Boat loaded with people and dogs on the river, ca. 1950s.]

14443-14444

[Horses on the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14445

[Horses drinking from the river, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14446

[Driving cattle in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14447

[Chopping wood in the winter, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14448-14449

[A fox and a wolf caught in traps, ca. 1950s.]

14450

[Horses crossing a river, ca. 1950s.]

14451-14452

[Swimming in the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14453-14456

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14457

[Tractor hauling wood on skis in the winter, near Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14458

[Dog team pulling a load of hay on skis in the winter, near Pelly Farm,
ca. 1950s.]

14459-14460

[Train of pack horses on a hill, ca. 1950s.]
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14461

[View of a marshy lake, ca. 1950s.]

14462

[Horse drinking from a pool of water, ca. 1950s.]

14463-14464

[Horses crossing a river, ca. 1950s.]

14465

[Jared or Eddie and a pack dog crossing a river on a raft, ca. 1950s.]

14466

[A fox in the snow, ca. 1950s.]

14467

[A fox caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14468

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14469

[Four dog teams on a snow covered river, ca. 1950s.]

14470

[Horses and cows drinking water from the Pelly River in the spring in
front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photograph album. – [ca. 1940-1954].
225 photographs : b&w negatives ; 9 x 15 and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954. All aspects of the Wilkinsons daily life are illustrated, such as
hunting, trapping, and farming. Also included are views of the surrounding areas, and trips
to other cities or regions, such as Dawson and area. In addition to the Wilkinsons, other
people are portrayed, most of whom are unidentified.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

14471

[Two men sawing wood, ca. 1940s.]

14472

[Eddie at a campfire with unidentified woman and child, ca. 1940s.]

14473

[Pack horses crossing a creek. Annotation on back: Paul has a good
chance of being dumped in and getting two horses overboard into the
creek if one goes. Stewart River valley, below mouth of Clear Creek.
(Aravel Creek). Aug 23/48.

14474

Crossing the North McQueston River. July/48.

14475-14476

[A man giving another man a shave, ca. 1940s.]

14477

[Jared and Ethel with a cow and chickens, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14478-14479

[Harvesting grain on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14480

[Decorated Christmas tree in a house, Whitehorse, 1947.

14481-82

[The Wilkinsons pulling their boat out of the river, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]
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14483

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14484

[View of a lake, ca. 1940s.]

14485-14487

[Ice and debris in the Pelly River in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14488

[Person holding a fish, ca. 1940s.]

14489-14490

[Yukon Airways Limited single engine floatplane in front of the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14491-14492

[Large pack train in a forest and on a hill, ca. 1950s.]

14493

[Tent on one of the Wilkinsons’ traplines, ca. 1940s.]

14494

[Dog team on snow covered river, ca. 1940s.]

14495

[Dog standing on a rock in a stream, ca. 1940s.]

14496

[Unidentified group of men posing, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14497-14501

[Lassoing horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14502

[Dog team with fox caught in a trap in the foreground, ca. 1950s.]

14503

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14504-14505

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14506-14507

[Ice on the Pelly River in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14508-14513

[The Wilkinsons’ cabins along their traplines, with furs and trophies
displayed, ca. 1950s.]

14514-14517

[Landscape views of the areas around the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14518

[Dead moose with pack dogs in the background, ca. 1947.]

14519

[Two pack dogs, ca. 1947.]

14520-14522

[Various small camping enclosures, ca. 1950s.]

14523-14528

[Jared and unidentified man on a trip with packhorses, ca. late 1940s.]

14529

[Dog standing next to a stream in the spring, ca. 1950s.]

14530

[View of a mountain in the spring, ca. 1947.]

14531

[Log cabin with dogs in the foreground, ca. 1950s.]

14532

[A man with a young girl giving another man a haircut, ca. 1950s.]

14533

[Log cabin next to a lake or a river, ca. 1950s.]

14534-14535

[Snow covered mountains, ca. 1950s.]

14536

[Three men, a women and two children posing on the deck of the
Sternwheeler ‘Whitehorse,’ 1947.]

14537

[Sternwheeler ‘Whitehorse’ and a barge loaded with oil docked, 1947.]

14538

[Sternwheeler ‘Whitehorse’ pushing a barge loaded with oil, 1947.]

14539

[View of Dawson, as seen from the Yukon River, 1947.]

14540

[Man standing in a vegetable garden at Dawson, 1947.]
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14541

[House with a large vegetable garden, Dawson City, 1947.]

14542

[Large building on the edge of town at Dawson City, 1947.]

14543-14544

[Aerial view of Dawson, 1947.] (Note: the photographs were taped
together in the photograph album).

14545

[The dockyards in Dawson, as viewed from the deck of a docked
sternwheeler, 1947.]

14546

[View of Dawson from the Yukon River, 1947.]

14547-14548

[Wolves caught in traps, ca. 1950s.]

14549-14556

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14557

[View of a valley, with mountains in the distance, ca. 1950s.]

14558

[Dog team travelling through the bush in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14559

[Cattle drinking from a hole chopped in the frozen Pelly River in front
of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14560

[Horses on the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14561

[Dog team on a frozen lake, ca. 1950s.]

14562

[View of mountains and a valley in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14563-14566

[Using a tractor to haul a load of logs on skis in the fall, near the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14567

[Horses crossing the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14568-14570

[The Wilkinsons standing in their potato patch, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14571

[Berries(?) picked near a stream, ca. 1950s.]

14572-14573

[Two pack dogs on a mountain and on a hill, ca. 1950s.]

14574-14575

[Views of hills and mountains, ca. 1950s.]

14576

[Fishing in a river, ca. 1950s.]

14577

[Eddie swimming in a river, ca. 1950s.]

14578

[Aerial view of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14579

[The Wilkinsons swimming in the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14580

[Log cabin and food cache in the bush, ca. 1950s.]

14581

[Aerial view of two log cabins (one dilapidated) and a food cache, ca.
1950s.]

14582-14584

[Views of a streams, ca. 1950s.]

14585

[The Wilkinsons on the Pelly River in their large boat, ca. 1950s.]

14586-14587

[Ice jam on the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14588

[Group of men at Pelly Crossing or Fort Selkirk, ca. 1950s.]

14589

[Group of men at Pelly Crossing or Fort Selkirk, ca. 1950s.]

14590-14591

[Men hunting with shotguns, ca. 1950s.]
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14592-14593

[Men and packhorses, ca. 1950s.]

14594-14595

[Shoeing a horse at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14596

[Group of men standing on an near the Wilkinsons’ boat Owl, ca.
1950s.]

14597-14599

[Harvesting grain on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14600

[Jared and Eddie with a dead bear, ca. 1950s.]

14601

[Jared standing in a cleared area with logs, ca. 1950s.]

14602-14603

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14604-14605

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14606

[Cabin with food cache on the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca. 1950s.]

14607

[Distant view of cabin with food cache on the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca.
1950s.]

14608

[Snow covered hills, ca. 1950s.]

14609

[Small snow covered cabin on the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca. 1950s.]

14610

[Stream with snow covered banks, ca. 1950s.]

14611-14612

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14613-14614

[Horses walking and feeding in deep snow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14615

[Lynx caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14616-14617

[Marten caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14618

[Fox caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14619-14621

[Skiing down the embankment in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14622-14624

[Jared and Eddie posing in the winter, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14625

[Tilling the soil using a tractor, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14626-14627

[Flock of birds on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14628

[Mr. Wilkinson, Ethel, Jared and Eddie in a small boat powered by an
outboard engine on the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14629

[Eddie, Jared and Mr. Wilkinson, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14630

[Two people paddling down river in a small boat, ca. 1950s.]

14631

[Pelly Crossing(?), ca. 1950s.]

14632

[Plane on skis with men loading or unloading supplies, ca. 1950s.]

14633

[Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson and Ethel with pups, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14634

[A building on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14635

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14636

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]
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14637

[House with a large vegetable garden, Dawson, ca. 1950s.]

14638

[Administration building, Dawson, ca. 1950s.]

14639

[Dawson viewed from the Yukon River, ca. 1950s.]

14640

[Residential area, Dawson, ca. 1950s.]

14641

[View of docks at Dawson from sternwheeler, ca. 1950s.]

14642

[Swimming pool at Dawson, ca. 1950s.]

14643-14645

[Baseball game at Dawson, ca. 1950s.]

14646-14651

[Eddie visiting with people in Dawson?, ca. 1950s.]

14652

[Eddie hauling rocks with man and old car in the background,
Dawson(?), ca. 1950s.]

14653

[Sternwheeler and barge travelling down river, ca. 1950s.]

14654

[Fort Selkirk viewed from the Yukon River, ca. 1950s.]

14655-14659

[Pelly Crossing(?) as seen from the Yukon River, ca. 1950s.]

14660

[Building in Pelly Crossing, ca. 1950s.]

14661

[Large boat loaded with people and equipment on the river, ca. 1950s.]

14662

[Woman riding a bicycle down a street in Pelly Crossing, ca. 1950s.]

14663

[Two men in front of a store in Pelly Crossing, ca. 1950s.]

14664

[Sternwheeler ‘Whitehorse’ docked at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1950s.]

14665

[Sternwheeler ‘Whitehorse’ on the Yukon River, ca. 1950s.]

14666-14667

[Sternwheelers pushing barges, ca. 1950s.]

14668-14669

[Yukon River as seen from the deck of a sternwheeler, ca. 1950s.]

14670

[Barge unloading supplies on the Yukon River, ca. 1950s.]

14671

[Two men with a loaded canoe, ca. 1950s.]

14672

[Group of men posing, ca. 1950s.]

14673

[Mr. Wilkinson and a group of unidentified men posing at Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1950s.]

14674

[Ethel, Eddie and a group of unidentified men watching horses on the
Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14675

[Person riding a horse on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14676

[Group of men (survey team?) in the bush, ca. 1950s.]

14677

[Group of men next to the river at Pelly Crossing(?), ca. 1950s.]

14678

[Group of men on the deck of the sternwheeler ‘Aksala,’ ca. 1950s.]

14679

[Floatplane on the Pelly River in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14680

[Floatplane unloading supplies at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14681

[The Wilkinsons standing in a field of oats; (l to r) unidentified, Mr.
Wilkinson, Eddie, Ethel, Mrs. Wilkinson, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]
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14682-14685

[Mr. Wilkinson swathing grain on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14686

[Stacking grain in the fields, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14687

[Eddie, Jared and Ethel on horses in the winter at the Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14688

[Jared or Eddie posing with a rifle in front of the house on the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14689

[Pulling the boat out of the water at the Pelly Farm at the start of
winter, ca. 1950s.]

14690

[Jared and Eddie in a boat in a river full of ice during the winter, ca.
1950s.]

14691

[Jared, Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie displaying their furs, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14692

[Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson and Ethel holding pups, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1950s.]

14693

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14694

[Dog team near its kennels on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14695

[Eddie with dog team on the Yukon River in front of Fort Selkirk, ca.
1950s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photographs. – [ca. 1940-1954].
326 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 20.5 x 15.5 cm and smaller
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954, as well as the period directly following their move from the
Pelly Farm. All aspects of the Wilkinsons’ daily life are depicted, such as hunting,
trapping, and farming. Included are views of other areas, such as Atlin, B.C. People other
than the Wilkinsons are portrayed, such as J.C. Wilkinson’s sister Leona, and other
unidentified individuals.
The photographs had no discernable order. The majority were loose or contained in
envelopes. They were arranged into a rough chronological order, and within that
chronology, they were grouped according to the processing numbers stamped on the back
by the film. Many of the photographs were processed at the same time as the ones in the
preceding Pelly Farm photograph albums.
Caption list follows.
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14696

[Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Jared, Eddie and others with chickens
and cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14697

[A girl and a boy standing in a garden, ca. 1940s.]

Photographs
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Photo #

Description

14698

[Mrs. Wilkinson standing in the cabbage patch at the Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14699

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson displaying vegetables in a vegetable patch,
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14700

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson displaying furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14701

[Eddie and Jared displaying furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14702

[Jared and Ethel standing holding a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14703

[Ethel standing holding a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14704

One of Ethel[’s] Husky[s]. [Husky standing on top of its kennel, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14705-14706

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14707

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14708

[Branding a horse on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14709

[Ethel on a horse near the Pelly River on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14710

[Ethel holding a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14711

Jared Wilkinson trying to have a ride. [Jared riding a cow, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14712-14713

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14714

[Ethel kneeling with a calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14715

[Calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14716

[Jared standing with a calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14717-14719

[Calves on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14720-14722

[Giving a horse some medicine, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14723

[Calves on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14724

[Ethel standing with two cows, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14725-14727

[Cow being butchered on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14728

[Ethel and Jared riding horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14729-14734

[Roping cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14735-14737

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14738

[Jared standing holding a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14739

[Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson standing with a horse, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14740

[Pulling up the boat at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14741

[Yukon Airways Limited floatplane on the river in front of the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14742

[Butchering a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14743

[Ice on the Pelly River, ca. 1940s.]
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14744

[Group posing at the Pelly Farm; caption on verso: From left, Back
row: Mr. Woods, Mrs. Cameron, Mr. Downing; Second row: Ed
Wilkinson, Ethel Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mrs. Black, Mrs.
Downing, Mary Adina, Miss Cambell; Third row: Mr. Stringer, Ione
Cameron with hat on & the two Coffling children. Taken in 1945 on
July 4 at Pelly Farm, Yukon Territory.]

14745

J.C. Wilkinson with a beaver, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14746

Jared Wilkinson and Salmon, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14747

Ed W. boys skinning a beaver, Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson looking on,
[Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14748

Ethel Wilkinson and her leader Famous, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14749

Ed Wilkinson with a salmon, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14750

Ethel W. with a salmon, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14751

Salmon, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14752

Ed and Ethel Wilkinson with martin [sic], [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14753

Jared and Ethel Wilkinson. Built in 1943. [Jared and Ethel posing in
front of a building on the the Pelly Farm that was built in 1943. Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14754

Pigs, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14755

Ed Wilkinson with pigs, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14756

[Horses drinking from a hole cut in the ice of the Pelly River, in front
of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14757

[Mr. Wilkinson holding a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14758

Threshing grain, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14759

[Ethel displaying wolf furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14760

[Eddie standing with a calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14761

[Ethel standing with a calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14762

[Mr. Wilkinson standing with a cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14763

[Eddie standing in the cabbage patch holding cabbages, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14764

[Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie or Jared with a pig, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14765

[The Wilkinsons standing in a field, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14766

[Stacking cut grain in a field on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14767

Trying to get up the hill. Dog team trying to climb a hill, ca. 1940s.]

14768

[Fish on a table, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14769-14778

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14779

[Dog team on the frozen Pelly River, pulling a boat on skis, ca. 1940s.]
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14780

[Dog team and people on the embankment in front of the Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14781

[Flatbed vehicle on the embankment in front of the Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14782

[Single engined aircraft with skis on the ice in front of the Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14783

[Jared on a horse, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14784

Ethel Wilkinson and friend - forty. [Ethel with a bear cub, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14785

[Bear cub climbing a pole, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14786

J.C. Wilkinson. [Mr. Wilkinson posing on his boat, ca. 1940s.]

14787

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Wilkinson on their boat, [ca. 1940s.]

14788-14789

[Floatplane in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14790-14793

[Aerial views of the Pelly River, ca. 1940s.]

14794-14796

[Horses swimming across the Pelly River, ca. 1940s.]

14797-14798

[Mountains viewed from the Wilkinsons’ boat, ca. 1940s.]

14799

[Jared or Eddie paddling in a small boat loaded with two bicycles. ca.
1940s.]

14800

[Cow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14801-14811

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson with bear cub, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14812

Puppies, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14813

[Mrs. Wilkinson feeding puppies, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14814

Jared and Paw Wilkinson with Ethel’s pup Chief, [Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14815

Ethel with calf, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14816

[Jared sitting in front of a tent, ca. 1940s.]

14817

[Eddie standing next to piled blocks of snow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14818

[Dog team on a snow covered ridge, ca. 1940s.]

14819

Making lumber–the Wilkinson family, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14820

Ione Cameron riding a calf, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14821

Ione Cameron being throwed, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14822

[Unidentified man sitting, ca. 1950s.]

14823

[Dog team in the fall, ca. 1950s.]

14824

[Jared and dog team crossing a frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

14825

[Jared and Eddie playing with toy guns, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14826

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson using horses and a plough to till the soil, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]
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14827

[Beaver and beaver furs being displayed, ca. 1950s.]

14828

[The Wilkinsons with dog teams, ca. 1950s.]

14829

[Mr. Wilkinson unloading a tractor from a barge in front of the Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14830

[Jared and Eddie posing as cowboys, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14831

[Jared or Eddie with a bear cub, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14832

[Playing horse shoes on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14833

[Unidentified man posing with a bear skin, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14834

[Packhorses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14835

[Person with fuel standing next to boat, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14836

[Sheep on a hillside, ca. 1950s.]

14837

[Moose head, ca. 1950s.]

14838-14839

[Small log cabin on the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca. 1950s.]

14840

[Puppies in front of a door, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14841

[Burnt out section of a forest in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14842

[Using a tractor to till a field, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14843

[Ethel posing with a packhorse, ca. 1950s.]

14844

[Making boats on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14845

[Jared or Eddie feeding a bird, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14846-14847

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14848

[Lynx caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14849

[Jared or Eddie taking a self portrait with a camera while sitting in front
of a cabin, ca. 1950s.]

14850

[Mr. Wilkinson on skis in front of a group of horses, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14851

[Eddie, with rifle, posing on a snow covered mountain slope, ca. 1950s.]

14852

[Dog team on frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

14853

[Eddie posing as a cowboy, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14854

[Man posing on a mountain slope, ca. 1950s.]

14855-14856

[Eddie and Jared posing in a boat on the Pelly River in the winter, ca.
1950s.]

14857

[Person standing in a logged area, ca. 1950s.]

14858

[Dog teams on frozen winter, ca. 1950s.]

14859

[View of a hillside in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14860

[Mountain range in the winter, ca. 1950s.]
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14861-14863

[Arctic Airlines twin engined aircraft landing on frozen river, ca.
1950s.]

14864

[Dog team travelling through deep snow, ca. 1950s.]

14865

[Horses on frozen lake, ca. 1950s.]

14866

[Tractor pulling a load of logs on a sled over a frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

14867

[Hauling a load of logs in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14868

[Cabin along the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca. 1950s.]

14869-14871

[Men and horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14872

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14873

Wilkinsons’ Pelly Ranch, Aug. 30/50.

14874-14875

J.C. Wilkinson on the Pelly Farm, [ca. 1950s.]

14876-14879

[Branding a horse on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14880

Ethel Wilkinson crossing a creek, [ca. 1950s.]

14881

On the farm. [Men and packhorses, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14882

[Lassoing horses, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14883

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14884

[Group of men posing on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14885-14886

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14887

[Dog team in the snow, ca. 1950s.]

14888

[Cutting firewood using a circular saw on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14889

[Animal in a tree, ca. 1950s.]

14890-14892

[Men and horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14893

[Making lumber on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14894

[The Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

14895

[Dog team in deep snow, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14896-14897

[Making lumber on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14898

[Three men and a woman posing in front of a truck, ca. 1950s.]

14899

[Wolverine caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14900

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, the Sharky loaded with supplies and dogs, ca.
1950s.]

14901

[Group of men posing in front of a tent, ca. 1950s.]

14902-14903

[Dog teams, ca. 1950s.]

14904

[Houses along the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14905-14907

[The Wilkinsons’ dog teams on the Pelly River, ca. 1950s.]

14908

[Calf in front of the Pelly Farm in the winter, ca. 1950s.]
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14909

[Unidentified group of people posing at Fort Selkirk, ca. 1940s.]

14910

[Log cabin, ca. 1950s.]

14911

At Pelly Farm, Aug. 30/47.

14912

Noodie, Jack and Blaine on Casca, Sept 1947.

14913

Feeding the chickens, Aug 30/47. [Pelly Farm.]

14914

Just a moment before the feathers began to fly, Aug 30/47. [Pelly
Farm.]

14915

[Mrs. Wilkinson and others with pups, ca. 1940s.]

14916

[The Wilkinsons posing with furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14917

[Jared, Ethel, J. Rigg Vaughn, Mrs. Wilkinson, and Mr. Wilkinson
posing in front of a truck, Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14918

[Jared and Eddie posing next to a sled loaded with logs, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14919-14920

[Jared, Eddie, Mr. Wilkinson and Ethel with a bundle of furs, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1950s.]

14921

[Mrs. Wilkinson and a child in the flower garden, Pelly Farm, ca.
1950s.]

14922-14925

[Survey team along the banks of a river, ca. 1950s.]

14926

[Lynx caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14927

[Wolverine caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

14928-14931

[Dog teams in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

14932

[Moose head displayed on a stick, ca. 1940s.]

14933-14934

[Caged animal with people gathered around, winter, ca. 1940s.]

14935

[Barge travelling down the river, ca. 1940s.]

14936

[The Wilkinsons working with implements in one of their fields, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14937

[Jared skinning a beaver, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14938

[Horses on the Pelly Farm; caption on verso: How old is ‘Bonehead’
these days. ca. 1940s.]

14939

[View of the mountains across from Atlin, B.C.; caption on verso:
Taken from the stern. ca. 1940s.]

14940

[View of Atlin from the hospital; caption on verso: Looking at the
town from the hospital. ca. 1940s.]

14941

[The Wilkinsons’ cat, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14942

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with flowers in front of their home, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

14943

[Ethel posing with ram’s head, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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14944

Jared Wilkinson - dog team, [ca. 1940s.]

14945-14946

[The Wilkinsons and the Cowards posing in Fort Selkirk; caption on
verso of first photograph: Left to right. Mr. and Mrs. Alex Coward &
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Wilkinson. Taken in the forty in Fort Selkirk. ca.
1940s.]

14947

[Dog team on the river, ca. 1940s.]

14948

[Dead bear in a wagon, ca. 1940s.]

14949

[Lynx caught in a trap, ca. 1940s.]

14950

[Loaded barge travelling the a river; caption on verso: Is that big rock
on the right hand side Queen Victoria? ca. 1940s.]

14951

[Barge travelling down the Lewes River; caption on verso: 1947. Five
Fingers Rapids. Lewes River, Yukon.]

14952

[Boat carrying three people on the river, ca. 1940s.]

14953

[Jared posing with dead bear in the bush, ca. 1940s.]

14954

[Wolverine caught in a trap along the Wilkinson's trapline, ca. 1940s.]

14955

[Department of Mines and Resources survey team in Pelly Crossing?;
caption on accompanying paper: Stanley A. Kanik, Drew Wookey, Mr.
J.C. Wilkinson, Bob G. Blacklander, Dick B. Campbell, Paul M.
Kavanagh, Aaro E. Aho, Jack D. Campbell, W. Harry Rimmer.
Photograph by the Department of Mines and Resources, Photographic
Section, 22 January 1949.]

14956

[Mr. Wilkinson posing in the Owl. Photograph by the Department of
Mines and Resources, Photographic Section, 22 January 1949.]

14957

Part of the Glenyons. [View of the Glenyons mountain range, ca.
1950s.]

14958

Erne Lake looking east. [ca. 1950s.]

14959

Into Sandy Ridge Camp. [Pack train moving into Sandy Ridge Camp,
ca. 1950s.]

14960

Locked horns on upper Menzies Creek. [Locked moose horns, ca.
1950s.]

14961

Part of Kalzas Range. [ca. 1950s.]

14962

Guess Who? leaving Harvey Creek. Hoo–Hoo–Hoot———! [Mr.
Wilkinson in his boat leaving Harvey Creek, ca. 1950s.]

14963

Who’s the jailbird second from the left? Harvey Creek. [Mr.
Wilkinson with survey team at Harvey Creek, ca. 1950s.]

14964

The Chief ‘Treed.’ Harvey Creek. [Man building a framework out of
trees, ca. 1950s.]

14965

The gang at Fishhook. [Survey team posing at Fishhook, ca. 1950s.]

14966

Group–Ethel, Lura, Bert, Dick, Jack, Dave, Eddie, Slim, Pete, Jared. As
we were leaving the farm–Sept 1953.
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14967

Trip on hill above farm. Leona gazing at smoke. [1953.

14968

Humming Bird. Jared and Leona. [Jared and Leona in the Wilkinsons’
boat, the Humming Bird, 1953.]

14969

Jared on hill above farm–Pelly River in distance, 1953.

14970

Near 5 finger rapids–Yukon River, June 1953.

14971

Leona on hill above farm–Pelly River in distance, 1953.

14972

Moose, [1953.]

14973

Leona on Basalt below farm on Pelly River, 1953.

14974

Leona on hill above farm–Pelly River in distance, 1953.

14975

Rapids thru Granite Canyon on Pelly River, July 1953.

14976

Leona on Basalt above farm on Pelly River, 1953.

14977-14978

[Boat pushing a barge on the Pelly River, ca. 1940s.]

14979

[Mr. Wilkinson, Jared and Eddie posing with fish, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

14980

[Jared and Eddie cleaning fish, with roe drying on the fence in the
background, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14981

[Fish displayed on table, with roe drying on the fence in the background,
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

14982-14985

[Mr. Wilkinson and Department of Mines and Resources survey team in
the bush, ca. 1940s.]

14986

[Jared and Leona in the Wilkinsons’ boat, the Humming Bird, 1953.]

14987

[Caged animal, Pelly Farm, 1953.]

14988

[Leona posing in a parka and holding gloves, Pelly Farm, 1953.

14989

[Unidentified woman looking at the ground, Pelly Farm, 1953.]

14990

[Fish drying on the fence at the Pelly Farm, 1953.]

14991

[Three unidentified men posing on the Pelly Farm, 1953.]

14992

[Two unidentified men posing on the Pelly Farm, 1953.]

14993

[Lynx caught in a trap, 1953.]

14994

[Dog team, 1953.]

14995

[Lynx in caught in a trap, with dog team in the background, 1953.]

14996

[Leona and Jared posing with a group of men next to and on the
Wilkinsons’ boat, the Owl, 1953.]

14997

Leona on Chilcotin on way home after wonderful trip up north, 1953.

14998-15000

The farm on Pelly, [ca. 1950s.] (Note: the three photographs were
taped together).
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15001

[The Wilkinson family]; Merry Christmas & Happy New Year to all the
family, from Mike. P.S. Jared and Eddie–I hope that you got that roof
up now. 1954.(col. photograph)

15002

[Jared taking a self-portrait of himself with a ram’s head, ca. 1950s.]

15003

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, the Owl, loaded with supplies on the river, ca.
1954.]

15004

[The Wilkinsons’ boat, the Owl, docked on the shore, ca. 1950s.]

15005

[The Wilkinsons with three of their boats near the shore, ca. 1950s.]

15006

[Wolf caught in a trap. ca. 1950s.]

15007

[Dead bear with its head propped up on a rock, on the shore of a river,
ca. 1950s.]

15008-15009

[Jared, in a boat, pulling fish out of the water using a net, ca. 1950s.]

15010

[Jared with a boat load of fish, ca. 1950s.]

15011

[Caught fish unloaded onto the shore, ca. 1950s.]

15012

[Jared smoking fish, ca. 1950s.]

15013-15014

[Dog team in deep snow, ca. 1950s.]

15015

[Beaver dam on frozen lake, ca. 1950s.]

15016

[Wolverine caught in a trap, ca. 1950s.]

15017

[Dog team in front of small log cabin on the Wilkinsons’ trapline in the
winter, ca. 1950s.]

15018

[Dog team on frozen river, ca. 1950s.]

15019

[Log cabins with food cache, in the winter, ca. 1950s.]

15020

[Small log cabin along the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca. 1950s.]

15021

[Small log cabin with food cache along the Wilkinsons’ trapline, ca.
1950s.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Farm photographs. – [ca. 1940-1954].
41 photographs : b&w hand-tinted ; 26.0 x 33.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family at their home on the Pelly
Farm from 1940 to 1954. All aspects of the Wilkinsons’ daily life are depicted, such as
hunting, trapping, and farming. Most of these are hand-tinted enlargements are duplicate
photographs.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15022

[Ethel and Eddie in dress clothes on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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Photo #

Description

15023

[Jared, in dress clothes, standing in the cabbage patch, Pelly Farm,
ca. 1940s.]

15024

[The Wilkinsons on their boat the Owl; (l to r): Jared, Mrs.
Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Ethel, unidentified, and Eddie; ca.
1950s.]

15025

[Ethel with pups in front of the house, Fort Selkirk, ca. 1930s.]

15026

[Jared with his first kill, Plateau Mountain, ca. 1930s.]

15027

[Jared standing on frozen lake wearing a pack and holding two guns,
ca. 1940s.]

15028

[Sternwheeler on the river, ca. 1940s.]

15029

[Ethel, Mr. Wilkinson and Jared standing with a large ice floe, Pelly
Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15030

[Ethel riding a horse, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15031

[Jared or Eddie on sled on frozen river, ca. 1930s].

15032

[Trees, ca. 1940s.]

15033

[View of hills, ca. 1940s.]

15034

[Dead bear posed on a rock, in front of a house, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

15035

[Jared with a lasso, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15036

[Beaver dam on frozen lake, ca. 1950s].

15037

[Dogs in front of a small log cabin, ca. 1940s.]

15038

[Dog in front of a stream in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

15039

[Small log cabin next to river, ca. 1940s.]

15040

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1940s.]

15041

[Displaying furs in front of a log cabin, ca. 1940s.]

15042

[Caribou on a snow covered hillside, with a person standing in the
background, ca. 1940s.]

15043

[Cat carrying a dead bird, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15044

[Dog team in a snow-covered field, ca. 1940s.]

15045

[Eddie and two packdogs crossing a river, ca. 1940s.]

15046

[One of the Wilkinsons displaying marten furs, Pelly Farm, ca.
1940s.]

15047

[The Wilkinsons’ garden, ca. 1940s.]

15048

[Ethel and Jared riding horses, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15049

[Birds in a field on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15050

[Cows in a field on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]
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Photo #

Description

15051

Ed Wilkinson with a salmon, [Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15052

[Dog team on the river in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

15053

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson displaying vegetables in a vegetable patch,
Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15054

[Jared posing with furs, Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15055

[Small log cabin along the Wilkinsons’ trapline, in the winter, ca.
1940s.]

15056

[Cows on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15057

[Ice filled river, ca. 1940s.]

15058

[Wolf caught in a trap, ca. 1940s.]

15059

[Dog team in the winter, ca. 1940s.]

15060

[Aerial view of Pelly Farm, ca. 1940s.]

15061

[Pelly Farm, ca. 1950s.]

15062

[Pelly Farm, 1915]; (note accompanying photograph: 1915:
Wintering Geological and Topographical pack horses at $40.00 a
head. In the background you see Pete Olsen and Frank Chapman
respectively and Ira Van Bibber and the sister of Edward Morrison
in the foreground. Mr. Morrison worked on the farm for $3.00 a
day and board for a few summers. Take note of the saplings along
the fence on the left hand side of the picture.)
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SERIES V
WILKINSON FAMILY PELLY CROSSING AND BRITISH COLUMBIA PHOTOGRAPHS. –
1954-1964.
422 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 18 x 13 cm and smaller.
After the Wilkinsons sold the Pelly Farm in 1954, they moved to Pelly Crossing, living at the site
of the old Pelly Roadhouse. They continued to hunt, trap and guide and they successful operated the
Pelly Lodge and a store. In 1956 Ethel met Andy Porterfield, whom she later married. In 1957
Jared ran boats for the topographical survey crews. In 1958, the family moved to Edgewood, British
Columbia. From 1958 to 1964, Jared worked as a farmhand and as a logger in B.C.
The series consists of photographs documenting the Wilkinsons living at Pelly Crossing, showing
them hunting, trapping, guiding and going about their daily lives, and then later of them living in
Edgewood, B.C., showing them working and living. Also ncluded are photographs of Jared and Eddie
working in different parts of B.C. The series is divided into sub-series based on content and how the
photographs were found (e.g. photograph albums are treated as a separate sub-series).
The photographs were found in albums, envelopes and loose in boxes. They were arranged
chronologically. Because the individual photographs had no annotations, the arrangement was based
on their content and also on the information found on the photograph processing envelopes
(usually a location and a date).
Sub-series listing follows.

1.

Wilkinson family Pelly Crossing photographs. – 1954-1955.
23 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 9 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the family moving to and living at Pelly
Crossing after they sold their farm 1954. The first photographs document the visit of
J.C.’s sister Leona to the Pelly Farm in 1954 just before they moved.
Arrranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15063

[Leona posing with dog in front of one of the buildings on the Pelly
Farm, 1954.]

15064

[Leona posing with a fish on the Pelly Farm, 1954.]

15065

[Leona, dressed in winter clothing, wearing snow shoes, posing for the
camera on the Pelly Farm, 1954.]

15066

[Needle rock, Pelly River, 1954.]
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Photo #

Description

15067

[Leona on a horse on the Pelly Farm, 1954.]

15068

[Jared posing with fish, Pelly Farm, 1954.] (Negative sheet 1)

15069

[Sunset on the Pelly River, 1954.]

15070

[Boats on the shore, Pelly Crossing, 1954.] (Negative sheet 1)

15071

[Mrs. Wilkinson, standing in front of tent, posing with fish, 1954.]
(Negative sheet 1)

15072

[Pups feeding, 1954.] (Negative sheet 1)

15073

[Jared, standing on the shore, posing with a fish, Pelly Crossing, 1954.]
(Negative sheet 1)

15074

[Ethel fishing using a net, 1954.] (Negative sheet 1)

15075

[The Wilkinsons’ boat the Owl on the river, 1954.] (Negative sheet 1)

15076

[Lynx caught in a trap, near Pelly Crossing, 1955.] (Negative sheet 1)

15077

[Dog team at Wilkinsons’ home, Pelly Crossing, 1955.] (Negative sheet
1)

15078

[Loaded boat in front of the Wilkinsons’ home, Pelly Crossing, 1955.]
(Negative sheet 1)

15079

[Boat in ice filled water at Pelly Crossing, 1955.] (Negative sheet 1)

15080

[Vegetable garden at Pelly Crossing, 1955.] (Negative sheet 1)

15081

[Lynx caught in a trap with dog team in the background, near Pelly
Crossing, 1955.] (Negative sheet 2)

15082

[The Wilkinsons living in tents at Pelly Crossing, 1955.] (Negative
sheet 2)

15083

[The Wilkinsons in front of their house at Pelly Crossing, 1955.]
(Negative sheet 2)

15084

[The Wilkinsons putting a roof on their house at Pelly Crossing, 1955.]
(Negative sheet 2)

15085

[J.C.’s sisters Leona and Lorraine; caption on verso: Happy Birthday
Brother–Your two old sisters take at Lois a couple of weeks ago. 1954.]

Jared Wilkinson Alberta trip photographs. – 1954.
15 photographs : b&w negatives ; 7 x 11.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of a trip Jared and Dick Bradley made to Alberta in
1954. Jared visited Edmonton, Lacombe, Rocky Mountain House and the surrounding
areas. Depicted are buildings, people and farms. The Bradley family is portrayed at their
home in Lacombe.
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Annotations on the back of the photographs are by Hugh Bradley. Arranged in
chronological order.
Caption list follows.

3.

Photo #

Description

15086

Farm land, East of Lacombe. [Jared posing next to a car, 1954.]

15087

Edmonton. [Bus depot at Edmonton, 1954.]

15088

Kurt Bennett’s, East of Lacombe. [1954.]

15089

Part of MacDonald Hotel, Edmonton. [1954.]

15090

Rocky Mountain House. [1954.]

15091

Atlas Lumber Co. incinerator, Rocky Mountain House. [1954.]

15092

Kurt Bennett’s, East of Lacombe. [1954.]

15093-15094

Bradley’s, Lacombe. [1954.]

15095

Rocky Mountain House. [Jared posing in front of car, 1954.]

15096

Main Street, Rocky Mountain House. [Jared posing on Main
Street, Rocky Mountain House, 1954.]

15097

Stelfox home, Rocky Mountain House, Alberta. [1954.]

15098

May/’54, Main Street in Lacombe, Looking East.

15099

Greek Catholic Church, 97th St., Edmonton. May 6, ’54.

15100

[Jared posing with unidentified individual, Edmonton, 1954.]

Wilkinson family Pelly Crossing photographs. – 1954-1960.
236 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 12.5 x 18 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinson family moving to and living at
Pelly Crossing after they sold their farm 1954. The family continued to hunt, trap and
guide in this area.
The photographs, for the most part, are arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15101-15102

[Lynx caught in a trap, 1954.]

15103

[Dog team on frozen river, 1954.]

15104-15106

[Puppies at Pelly Crossing, 1954.]

15107

[Wilkinsons’ boat, 1954.]

15108

The barn at Pelly Crossing, 1954.
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Photo #

Description

15109

[Men standing around dead bear; caption on verso: Remember this picture.
It is Mrs. Bum’s bear. The shirt is you. 1954.]

15110

[Tent with bicycle parked next to it, Pelly Crossing, 1955.]

15111

[Dog team in the winter, 1955.]

15112-15113

[Lynx caught in a trap, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15114

[Wilkinson home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15115

[Ethel displaying furs in front of the Wilkinson home at Pelly Crossing, ca.
1955.]

15116-15130

Beaver trip up the MacMillan River. [The Wilkinsons and others (mostly
natives) with their dog teams, on a beaver hunting trip up the MacMillan
River in the winter, ca. 1955.]

15131-15135

[Dog team on or near Tatlmain Lake, ca. 1955.]

15136

[Dog team in front of snow-covered tent, ca. 1955.]

15137-15138

[Snow-covered log cabins, ca. 1955.]

15139

[Dog team with dead sheep on a snow-covered mountain, near Pelly
Crossing, 1955.]

15140

[Small tent with a sled in front, near Pelly Crossing, winter, 1955.]

15141

[Jared, Ethel, Mrs. Wilkinson, and Mr. Wilkinson posing with a large group
of people, Pelly Crossing, 1955.]

15142

[The Wilkinsons’ boat on the river, ca. 1955.]

15143

[Jared and Eddie in a small boat in an ice-filled river, with Mr. Wilkinson
holding the boat with a rope, ca. 1955.]

15144

[Four dog teams on a snow-covered river, ca. 1955.]

15145

[Jared and another person loading or unloading a truck, ca. 1955.]

15146

[The Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15147

[Mr. Wilkinson, Jared and another person standing near a truck in front of
their home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15148

[Two men standing in front of a house, ca. 1955.]

15149

[The Wilkinsons’ boat dry docked, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15150

[Jared and Eddie posing in front of a hotel with their truck, ca. 1955.]

15151

[The bridge at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15152-15155

[Horses on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1955.]

15156-15157

[The Wilkinsons’ cat carrying a dead duck, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15158

[Two children posing in front of a car at the Wilkinsons’ house, Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1955.]

15159-15162

[The Wilkinsons using their boat to move their belongings from Pelly
Farm to Pelly Crossing, 1954.]
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Description

15163

[Two men posing on a hillside, 1954.]

15164-15165

[The Wilkinsons at their new home at Pelly Crossing, with tents set up on
the site, 1954.]

15166-15168

[Views of a river, 1954.]

15169

[Ethel posing with animals that she mounted, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]

15170

Jared Wilkinson on the Pelly, 1956.

15171

Pup on the fence. [Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]

15172

Ed Wilkinson with Otter. [Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]

15173

[Man and a woman posing in front of a car at the Wilkinsons’ home, Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1956.](Col., negative sheet 2)

15174

[Two men posing in front of the Wilkinsons’ home, Pelly Crossing, ca.
1956.] (Col., negative sheet 2)

15175-15178

[Flowers in front of the Wilkinsons’ home, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]
(Col., negative sheet 2)

15179

[Eddie on a horse in front of the Wilkinson home at Pelly Crossing, with
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and two men in the background, ca. 1956.] (Col.,
negative sheet 2)

15180

[Man with a dog posing with a bear skin, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col.,
negative sheet 2)

15181

[Ethel, Eddie, Mr. Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, and three unidentified
people posing in front of the Wilkinson home, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]
(Col., negative sheet 3)

15182

[A man, woman and their child posing in front of the Wilkinson home,
Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15183

[Meat being smoked, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15184

[Ethel posing with animals that she mounted, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]
(Col., negative sheet 3)

15185

[The Wilkinson posing with their furs, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col.,
negative sheet 3)

15186

[Ethel and Mrs. Wilkinson standing next to the flowers in front of the
house at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15187

[Ethel and Jared standing next to the flowers in front of the house at Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15188

[Ethel and Jared in the vegetable garden, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col.,
negative sheet 3)

15189

[Ethel sitting with cats next to drying salmon, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]
(Col., negative sheet 3)

15190

A little friend eating salmon roe. [A squirrel eating salmon roe, Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15191

[Dog team on snow-covered river, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)
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15192

[One of the Wilkinsons posing with a dog and a sled in the winter, ca.
1956.] (Col., negative sheet 3)

15193-15194

[Lynx caught in a trap, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15195

[The Wilkinsons displaying furs, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative
sheet 4)

15196

[Dog team in front of the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1956.]
(Col., negative sheet 4)

15197

Jared Wilkinson. [Jared posing in front of the Wilkinson home at Pelly
Crossing in the winter, ca. 1956.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15198

[Two men posing in front of the Wilkinson home; Andy Porterfield on the
left. Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15199

Jared Wilkinson, taken in 1957. [Jared and others in boats in front of the
house at Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15200

[Close up of a horse with a bell around its neck, 1957.]

15201

Ice jam. [Ice jam on the Pelly River, 1957.]

15202

Ice jam going over the banks at the Pelly Crossing. [1957.]

15203

[Mr. Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, Ethel and Jared posing with Christmas
presents in front of their house at Pelly Crossing, Christmas 1957.]

15204

[Ethel carrying a large parcel, Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15205-15211

[Ice jams at Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15212

[Mr. Wilkinson, Eddie, Jared and unidentified man in the Wilkinsons’ boat,
the Sharky, 1957.]

15213

[Jared, Mrs. Wilkinson, Ethel, J. Rigg Vaughn, and Mr. Wilkinson posing
with caribou and moose antlers in front of the house at Pelly Crossing,
1957.]

15214

[J. Rigg Vaughn and Ethel posing with moose and caribou antlers on their
heads, Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15215

[Small tent on the banks of a river in the early winter, 1957.]

15216

[View of river and mountains, 1957.]

15217

[Three pack dogs standing in a burnt out section of a forest, 1957.]

15218

[Dog team on frozen lake, 1957.]

15219

[Mr. Wilkinson, Jared and Eddie posing with a group of people in front of a
truck, Pelly Crossing, 1957.]

15220

Taken at Pelly Crossing in 1956 in Sept. From left: John Wheeler, Mr.
Wilkinson, Andy Porterfield, Ethel Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, Barney
and ?.

15221

[Dogs and pups at Pelly Crossing, 1956.]

15222-15223

[Ethel posing with her dog, 1956.]
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15224

[Dog team on snow-covered lake, 1957.]

15225

[Dog team in a forest, 1957.]

15226

[Dog team moving towards small tent in a forest, 1957.]

15227

[Tent in the winter on the Wilkinsons’ trapline, 1957.]

15228

[Snow-covered mountains, 1957.]

15229

[Overturned car in a ditch in the winter, 1957.]

15230

[Eddie and a dog in front of the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing, ca.
September 1957.]

15231

[Survey team; Eddie is second on the left; ca. September 1957.]

15232

[Survey team on the shore, posing with boats and equipment; Eddie is on
the left; ca. September 1957.]

15233

[Survey team in loaded boat, ca. September 1957.]

15234

[Survey team leaving in a boat, ca. September 1957.]

15235

[Three loaded canoes of the survey team next to shore, ca. September
1957.]

15236

[Survey team; Eddie is second from the front; ca. September 1957.]

15237

[Jared operating an outboard engine in a canoe, 1957.]

15238

[Two men standing on the shore with a kayak, 1957.]

15239

[Eddie and another man standing in the doorway of a tent, 1957.]

15240

[Group of people standing in front of a building at Pelly Crossing(?),
1957.]

15241

[Jared standing in on a hill with the Pelly Farm in the background, 1957.]

15242

[Three canoes on the river next to the shore, 1957.]

15243

[Parade in unidentified town (Pearl Harbour Hotel and Y.O.O.P. Pioneer
Hall in the background), 1957.]

15244

[Jared standing next to ice-filled river, ca. 1958.]

15245

[Ice-filled lake with houses in the background, ca. 1958.]

15246

[Dog team on the river in front of the Wilkinsons’ house at Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1958.]

15247-15248

[Jared operating a tractor on a farm in B.C.?, ca. 1958.]

15249

[Ethel, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, and Eddie posing at their home in
B.C., ca. 1958.]

15250-15251

[Wilkinsons moving their belongings on the the river using a raft, 1958.]

15252

[Eddie posing with salmon drying in the background, 1958.]

15253

[Dog team on a trail, 1958.]

15254-15255

[Ethel posing with animals that she mounted, Pelly Crossing, 1958.]

15256-15257

[Ethel’s mounted animals, Pelly Crossing, 1958.]
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15258

[Ethel posing with a mounted owl, Pelly Crossing, 1958.]

15259-15260

[Dog teams in the winter, 1958.]

15261

Your Dad’s Boat with Ethel, Fred and Your Dad. [The Wilkinsons’ boat
docked next to the shore, 1958.]

15262

Mounted Rabbit. [One of Ethel’s mounted rabbits, 1958.]

15263

[Single engined aircraft on skis with its cargo, ca. 1958.]

15264-15265

[The Wilkinsons posing in front of their new home in Edgewood, B.C., ca.
1958.]

15266

[Jared posing in front of a car next to the highway, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15267

[Ethel walking through deep snow carrying two buckets at the Wilkinsons’
home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15268

[Group of unidentified people posing in front of a house, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15269-15270

[Downtown of unidentified city, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15271

[Aerial view of a farm (maybe the Wilkinsons’), B.C., ca. 1958.]

15272

[View of a town from the outskirts, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15273

[Jared standing on the street corner of an unidentified town, B.C., ca.
1958.]

15274

[Aerial view of a valley and mountains, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15275

[Ethel posing with an ax at the Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C. in the
winter, ca. 1958.]

15276

[Eddie posing with an ax in front of a large tree, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15277

[Couple posing in front of their home, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15278

[Jared, holding a suitcase, posing with an unidentified man in front of a
house, B.C., 1958.]

15279

[Jared with group of people next to river, ca. 1958.]

15280

[Group of people and a motor boat next to the shore, ca. 1958.]

15281

[Abandoned log cabins next to the river, ca. 1958.]

15282

[Mountains, ca. 1958.]

15283

[Aerial view of a forest fire, ca. 1958.]

15284

[The Wilkinsons posing at their home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15285-15286

[J.C.’s sister Lorraine riding a dog pulled wagon, Wilkinsons’ home in
Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15287

[Ethel sitting in a dog pulled wagon, Wilkinsons’ home in B.C., ca. 1958.

15288

[Ethel and Lorraine posing with dog, Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15289-15290

[Ethel and her dog, Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15291

[Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C. in the winter, ca. 1958.]
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15292

[Jared, Leona, unidentified man, Mr. Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, and Eddie
posing in front of their home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15293

[Jared standing next to a truck loaded with logs, ca. 1958.]

15294-15298

[Views of the Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C. in the winter, ca.
1958.]

15299

[Cows in a field in the winter, Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C., ca.
1958.]

15300

[The Wilkinsons standing in a field with cows, Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15301

[Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15302

[Section of highway in B.C. with two tunnels, ca. 1958.]

15303

[Two men standing in front of drying meat, B.C., ca. 1958.]

15304

[Group of people preparing to go fishing, standing in front of a car, B.C.,
ca. 1958.]

15305

[The Wilkinsons posing with an unidentified man and woman; from l to r:
Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Ethel, Jared, and couple; B.C., ca. 1958.]

15306-15307

[Ethel and Mrs. Wilkinson standing in their garden at their home in
Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1959.]

15308

[The Wilkinsons and unidentified man posing in front of a house in Seattle,
Washington(?), ca. 1959.]

15309

[Two unidentified women posing with a dog, Seattle, Washington(?), ca.
1959.]

15310

[The Wilkinsons and others posing in front of a house; from l to r: Eddie,
unidentified, Mrs. Wilkinson, unidentified, Mr. Wilkinson, Lorraine, and
Jared; Seattle, Washington(?), ca. 1959.]

15311

[Eddie and Jared, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1959.](Col.)

15312

[Sternwheeler ‘Klondike’ on the river, ca. 1959.]

15313

[Pack train climbing a hill, ca. 1959.]

15314

[Men adjusting a load on a packhorse, ca. 1959.]

15315

[Men examining a dead horse, ca. 1959.]

15316

[Men walking along the deck of a boat, ca. 1959.]

15317

[Man panning for gold, ca. 1959.]

15318

[View of a town from the deck of a boat, ca. 1959.]

15319

[Street scene in unidentified city, ca. 1959.]

15320-15331

[Leona’s wedding in Seattle, Washington, 1960.](Captions on verso)

15332

[Jared or Eddie walking near the Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C., ca.
1960.]

15333

[Snow-covered stream, B.C., ca. 1960.]
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15334

[Mrs. Wilkinson and Eddie standing behind a tree at the Wilkinsons’ home
in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15335

[Piers with ships docked, unidentified town, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15336

[Houses next to a snow-covered stream, B.C., ca. 1960.]

J.C. and Lura Wilkinson Seattle, Washington photographs. – 1960.
29 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 9 x 15 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and Jared in Seattle,
Washington for the wedding of Mr. Wilkinson’s sister, Lou. Includes pictures of the
newlyweds, the wedding, and views of Seattle, such as the downtown area, residential areas
and the port. Also includes photographs of the Wilkinsons posing with other people.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15337

[Lou and Leona (Mrs. Wilkinson’s sisters) posing with their husbands,
Seattle, Washington, 1960.]

15338

[Lou and her husband posing in front of their car, Seattle,
Washington, 1960.]

15339

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson posing with a group of people on a road in
front of a house, 1960.]

15340-15342

[Houses, Washington, 1960.]

15343

[Seattle, Washington, 1960.]

15344

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson with others posing in front of a depot,
Seattle, Washington, 1960.]

15345

J.C. at Lou’s Wedding, 1960. [Seattle, Washington, 1960.]

15346-15350

[Lou’s wedding, Seattle, Washington, 1960.]

15351

[Seeing the newlyweds off at the depot; l to r: Mrs. Wilkinson, Jared,
unidentified, Lou, Lou’s husband, and unidentified; Seattle,
Washington, November 9, 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15352

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson posing with Leona and her husband, Seattle,
Washington, 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15353

[Downtown Seattle, 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15354

[Eddie and Mrs. Wilkinson posing with a group of people on a road in
front of a house, 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4)
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15355

[Lou and her husband posing in front of their car, Seattle,
Washington, 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4)

15356-15360

[Ocean liner docked and leaving the harbour, Seattle, Washington,
1960.] (Col., negative sheet 4, 5)

15361

[Lou in front of her home in Lincoln Park, Seattle, Washington,
September, 1960. (Col.)

15362-15365

[Lou and her husband posing in and in front of their car, Seattle,
Washington, ca. September 1960.]

Wilkinson family British Columbia and Yukon photographs. – [ca. 1960].
50 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 9 x 14.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinsons in Edgewood and other
unidentified areas of B.C. in 1960. Includes views of their house, farming, and daily life,
and also the family posing with others. Included is a set of photographs of Mr. Wilkinson
guiding J. Rigg Vaughn on a hunting trip in the Yukon, which may be from the late 1950s
or early 1960s.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15366

[The Wilkinsons posing in front of their home in Edgewood, B.C., 1960.]

15367

[Eddie in the yard at their home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.] (Col.,
negative sheet 5)

15368

[Ethel feeding ducks at their home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.] (Col.,
negative sheet 5)

15369

[Mrs. Wilkinson in her yard at her home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.]
(Col., negative sheet 5)

15370

[Mrs. Wilkinson standing under a rose arbor at her home in Edgewood,
B.C., ca. 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 5)

15371

[Mrs. Wilkinson in her garden at her home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.]
(Col., negative sheet 5)

15372

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson with a dead bear in the yard at their home in
Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 5)

15373

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson with a skinned bear in the yard at their home in
Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.] (Col., negative sheet 5)

15374

[Eddie and Ethel standing on a bridge, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15375

[Eddie standing with two men, with equipment in the background, B.C.,
ca. 1960.]
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15376-15377

[Girl Guides in a parade, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15378-15382

[The Wilkinsons picking vegetables in their garden at their home in
Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15383

[Two unidentified couples posing in front of their car, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15384

[The Wilkinsons posing with unidentified people; back row, l to r: Mr.
Wilkinson, Jared, Eddie, and Mrs. Wilkinson; B.C., ca. 1960.]

15385

[The Wilkinsons posing with unidentified people; in the center: Mrs.
Wilkinson, Ethel and Jared; B.C., ca. 1960.]

15386-15387

[The Wilkinsons at a beach in B.C., ca. 1960.]

15388

[A dam in B.C., ca. 1960.]

15389-15390

[The Wilkinsons home in Edgewood, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15391

[People fishing; Ethel and Eddie on the far right; B.C., ca. 1960.]

15392

[Dock on a ice covered lake, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15393

[Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie standing in front of the General Store at
Needles, B.C., ca. 1960.]

15394

[Burning brush, B.C.,ca. 1960.]

15395-15415

[Mr. Wilkinson acting as a guide for J. Rigg Vaughn’s first hunting trip in
the Yukon, where Mr. Vaughn’s hunting companion died of a heart
attack, and subsequently had to be carried to the nearest town on
horseback; ca. 1960s.]

Wilkinson family British Columbia and Mississippi photographs. – 1961.
18 photographs : b&w ; 18 x 13 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinsons in Edgewood and other
unidentified areas of B.C., and in Mississippi in 1961. Includes views of their house,
farming, and scenery, as well as the family posing with people. It was assumed that some
of the photographs were of Mississippi because they were processed in Columbus,
Mississippi, and because of the presence of the Vaughns in the photographs, whom the
Wilkinsons visited there. It was uncertain, though, which photographs are of Mississippi.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15416

[Three unidentified women standing on a river with a waterfall
below, 1961.]

15417

[River with a power station, 1961.]
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15418

[Horses in a field, 1961.]

15419

[Men riding horses, 1961.]

15420

[View of a farm and a valley, 1961.]

15421

[Jared holding a fish, 1961.]

15422

[The Wilkinsons posing with the Stewarts; l to r: Eddie, Mrs.
Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Stewart, Mrs. Stewart, Donna Rose
Stewart, and Ethel; B.C., 1961.]

15423

[The Wilkinsons posing with the Stewarts; l to r: Eddie, Donna Rose
Stewart, Mr. Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Stewart, Mrs. Stewart,
and Jared; B.C., 1961.]

15424

[Statue of an Indian, 1961.]

15425

[Group of people stopped by the roadside; Mr. Wilkinson kneeling
on the left, and Mrs. Wilkinson, Jared and Ethel on the far right;
1961.]

15426

[Waterfowl in a pond, 1961.]

15427

[The Wilkinsons and the Vaughns sitting on the front steps of the
Wilkinson home; back row: J. Rigg Vaughn; middle row: Ethel, Mrs.
Wilkinson, unidentified, Eddie; front row: Mr. Wilkinson, Mrs. J.
Rigg Vaughn, and unidentified; Edgewood, B.C.; 1961. ]

15428

[Aerial view of a farm, 1961.]

15429-15431

[Views of a community next to a lake, 1961.]

15432

[Ferry travelling on a lake, 1961.]

15433

[J. Rigg Vaughn and Mr. Wilkinson standing on top of a piano,
posing with a mounted caribou, with Mrs. Wilkinson and Mrs.
Vaughn below; Columbus, Mississippi, 1961.]
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Wilkinson family British Columbia photographs. – 1961-1964.
101 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 9.5 x 15 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinsons in Edgewood and other areas of
B.C. from 1961 to 1964. Includes views of their house, garden, farming, animals and daily
life. Also documented is a trip that the Wilkinsons made to Washington to visit relatives
and friends. As well, there are photographs of Jared working as a farmhand and a logger in
B.C.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15434-15435

[Radium Hot Springs, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15436

[The Rocky Mountains, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15437

[Eddie standing in a crevice, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15438

[Unidentified man standing with an animal, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15439

[House with the Rockies in the background, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15440

[Diver in a wetsuit standing on the shore, B.C., ca. 1961.]

15441-15444

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson with a bear that they killed, Edgewood,
B.C., ca. 1961.]

15445-15447

[Jared and Ethel using horses to stack hay, Edgewood, B.C., ca.
1961.]

15448

[The Wilkinsons posing in front of a house; l to r: Eddie, Jared,
Ethel, Mrs. Wilkinson, and Mr. Wilkinson; B.C., February 1960.]

15449-15450

[The Wilkinsons and a young girl posing in front of a house; l to r:
Eddie, Jared, unidentified girl, Ethel, Mrs. Wilkinson, and Mr.
Wilkinson; B.C., February 1960.]

15451

[The Wilkinsons having New Year’s supper with an unidentifed
family; B.C., December 31, 1960.]

15452

[The Wilkinsons and a young girl posing; l to r: Eddie, Jared, Mrs.
Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, unidentified girl, unidentified man, and
Ethel; B.C., ca. 1961.]

15453

[The Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C., February 1961.]

15454

[Jared on a minibike at Pete Lumb’s place, B.C., 1962.]

15455-15456

[Jared and Pete Lumb?) posing with a ram’s skull at Pete Lumb’s,
B.C., 1962.]

15457

[Logs in the yard at Pete Lumb’s(?) in the winter, B.C., 1962.]

15458

[Jared and Pete Lumb standing in front of wooden structure, Pete
Lumb’s, B.C., 1962.]
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15459-15460

[Views of a unidentified town, B.C., 1962.]

15461

[Ethel with carrots in the Wilkinsons’ garden in Edgewood, B.C.,
1962.]

15462

[Ethel feeding ducks at their home in Edgewood, B.C., 1962.]

15463-15465

[Pulp mill, B.C., 1962.]

15466

[Docked boat with pulp mill in the distance, B.C., 1962.]

15467

[Cars travelling down the highway, B.C., 1962.]

15468

[Jared and unidentified man standing next to a truck next to the
highway, B.C., 1962.]

15469-15470

[Jared working on a farm in B.C., 1962.]

15471

[Truckload of logs, B.C., 1963.]

15472

[Horses at Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15473

[Jared using a scythe to cut grass at Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15474-15475

[Bailing hay at Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15476

[Jared driving a tractor pulling a load of hay and another worker,
Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15477

[Jared posing with a can of paint and paint brush in front of a
building , Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15478

[Jared’s co-worker sitting on a paint can in front of some buildings,
Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15479

[Boat on a lake, B.C., 1963.]

15480

[Lake, B.C., 1963.]

15481

[The Wilkinsons home in Edgewood, B.C., 1963.]

15482-15483

[Fields, Edgewood, B.C., 1963.]

15484

[Jared and a co-worker on a mini bike at Pete Lumb’s, B.C., 1963.]

15485-15486

[Mrs. and Mr. Wilkinson in Amery, Wisconsin, 1963.
(Photographs taken for a newspaper article).]

15487

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with unidentified man and a woman in front
of a Christmas tree, Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 5)

15488

[Unidentified man and woman posing in their house, Washington,
1963.] (Col., negative sheet 5)

15489-15490

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with unidentified friends and relatives, a,
1963.] (Col., negatives sheet 6)

15491

[Leona and her husband in their home in Washington, 1963.] (Col.,
negative sheet 6)

15492

[Mrs. Wilkinson, Lou’s husband, and Lou (Mr. Wilkinson’s sister)
sitting on a couch, Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)
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15493

[Mrs. Wilkinson standing on a doorstep with unidentified friends or
relatives, Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15494

[Unidentified woman posing in front of a house, Washington,
1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15495

[Unidentified family (friends or relatives of the Wilkinsons),
Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15496

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing with Lou and Leona and their respective
families, Thanksgiving or Christmas, Tacoma, Washington, 1963.]
(Col., negative sheet 6)

15497

[Mrs. Wilkinson posing in front of a gas station with unidentified
man and woman, Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15498

[Unidentified family (friends or relatives of the Wilkinsons),
Washington, 1963.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15499

[Mrs. and Mr. Wilkinson sitting on a couch, 1963. (Col.)

15500-15501

[People at a party, B.C., 1964.]

15502

[Unidentified young girl and a man, B.C., 1964.]

15503

[Unidentified man and a woman sitting on a couch, B.C., 1964.]

15504

[Ethel posing with mounted animals, Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15505

[The Wilkinsons posing with unidentified family, 1964.] (Col.,
negative sheet 6)

15506

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson posing with a dead grizzly bear at their
home in Edgewood, B.C., 1964.] (Col., negative sheet 6)

15507

[Unidentified group of men and women sitting on a couch, 1964.]
(Col., negative sheet 7)

15508

[Mr. Wilkinson holding a fish, B.C., 1964.] (Col., negative sheet 7)

15509

[Ethel and Eddie posing with an unidentified group of people, 1964.]
(Col., negative sheet 7)

15510

[Ethel, Jared, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson, Leona, Leona’s
husband, and Lorraine, 1964.] (Col., negative sheet 7)

15511

[Passenger liner ‘Princess Patricia’ docked in Vancouver, B.C.,
1964.]

15512

[Ship docked in Vancouver, B.C., 1964.]

15513

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson in downtown Vancouver, B.C., 1964.]

15514

[Tractor pulling logs, B.C., 1964.]

15515

[Mr. Wilkinson and Jared, holding a duck, standing in front of their
home in Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15516

[Ducks at the edge of a pond at the Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood,
B.C., 1964.]
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15517

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and Jared standing in the yard at their
home in Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15518

[The Wilkinson home, Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15519

[Jared standing in unidentified town, B.C., 1964.]

15520

[Jared standing in front of a car, B.C., 1964.]

15521

[The Wilkinsons and the Vaughns sitting on the front steps of the
Wilkinsons’ home in Edgewood, B.C., 1964.

15522

[The Wilkinsons posing with the Stewarts; Left to right, Ed and
Jared Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ken Stewart
and their daughter, Donna Rose. B.C., 1964.]

15523

[Ethel posing with bear skins, Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15524

[The Wilkinsons standing in a cornfield at their home in Edgewood,
B.C.; l to r: Eddie, Jared, Mr. Wilkinson, and Mrs. Wilkinson;
1964.]

15525

[The Wilkinsons standing in a cornfield at their home in Edgewood,
B.C.; l to r: Jared, Ethel, Mr. Wilkinson, and Mrs. Wilkinson;
1964.]

15526

[Eddie standing in a cornfield at the Wilkinson home in Edgewood,
B.C., 1964.] (1966 reprint)

15527

Stewarts and mother [?], Sept. 1964, Party given at Fauquier Hall.
[Stewarts with their daughter, Fauquier, B.C., September, 1964.]

15528

[Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their daughter, Fauquier, B.C., 1964.]

15529

[The Stewarts and the Wilkinsons in Farquier, B.C., 1964.] (Col.)

15530

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and unidentified man holding dead geese,
Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15531

[Mr. Wilkinson holding dead geese, Edgewood, B.C., 1964.]

15532

[Loggers, Jared’s co-workers, on his last job in B.C., ca. 1964.]

15533

[Jared working as a logger on his last job in B.C., ca. 1964.]

15534

[Eddie and a dog, B.C., ca. 1964.]
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SERIES VI
WILKINSON FAMILY PELLY RIVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA AND LANSING
PHOTOGRAPHS. – 1964-1976.
1,704 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 13 x 18 cm and smaller.
In the winter of 1964 Jared returned to the Yukon and stayed at the Pelly Farm with the
Bradleys. In late 1964 he moved to Pelly Crossing and was later joined by Eddie. They moved
into some abandoned cabins on the Pelly River about 15 miles east of Pelly Crossing. They
trapped, hunted, guided and kept a small garden. J.C. and Lura continued to live in Edgewood,
British Columbia, but they returned to the Yukon in 1967, living with Jared and Eddie on the
Pelly River. Because of poor health, Lura left in 1968 to return to B.C., where she stayed at a
nursing home. She died in Vernon, B.C. on August 15, 1970. J.C. lived with the boys on the
Pelly from 1967 to 1975, and on occasion, he lived with Ethel and Andy in Canoe or with
relatives in Washington. Jared and Eddie remained at Pelly Crossing until 1976, when they
moved to abandoned settement of Lansing. Eddie died in 1977 at Lansing, and Jared died in a
car accident while visiting Whitehorse in 1980.
The series includes photographs of Jared and Eddie hunting, trapping, and guiding in the Pelly
Crossing region. As well, there are photographs of the boys visiting their parents in B.C., and of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson visiting and living with the boys at Pelly Crossing. The series is divided
into sub-series based on content and how the photographs were found (e.g. photograph albums
are treated as a separate sub-series).
The photographs were generally found in envelopes and photograph albums. There was no
order to the photographs, so the were arranged chronologically, keeping all of the photographs
in their original sets. The majority of the photographs had no annotations indicating date or
location, so this information was derived from the processing envelopes, taking into
consideration that there could be a lag of as much as six months between the time when the
photographs were taken and when they were processed. In addition, some of the photographs
are reprints so it was difficult to determine the date.
Sub-series listing follows.

1.

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – 1964.
87 photographs : b&w ; 8.5 x 14 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie Wilkinson’s home on the Pelly
River, showing them working and hunting. Also views of their old house at Pelly Crossing,
of them visiting with friends, and of the dog races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in
Whitehorse.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15535

[The Pelly River as seen from Jared and Eddie’s home, 1964.]

15536

[Jared holding a string of fish, Pelly Crossing, 1964.]

15537

[A string of fish, Pelly Crossing, 1964.]

15538

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs, Pelly River, 1964.]

15539

[Eddie posing with fish at their home, Pelly River, 1964.]

15540-15542

[Bulldozer clearing a section of a forest, 1964.]

15543

[Jared building a food cache at their home, Pelly River, 1964.]

15544-15545

[Jared and Eddie posing in front of their food cache, Pelly Crossing,
1964.]

15546

[Unidentified man and woman posing next to a truck, Yukon,
1964.]

15547

[Dog team, Pelly Crossing, 1964.]

15548-15549

[Jared and Eddie’s home as seen from the river in the winter, Pelly
Crossing, 1964.] (No negative for 15549)

15550

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin in the winter, Pelly Crossing, 1964.]

15551

[Dog team hauling logs on the river in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, 1964.]

15552-155555

[Unidentified man on a farm with bulls, ca. 1964.]

15556

[Two men crossing the bridge at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15557

[The bridge at Pelly Crossing, with the Wilkinsons’ boat in the
background, ca. 1964.]

15558

[The Wilkinsons’ old home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15559

[Jared posing with an unidentified man at the Wilkinsons’ old home,
Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15560

[Making lumber at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15561

[Group of unidentified men and women in front of a partially
completed building, Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15562

[Jared with dogs on the Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15563

[Man posing next to a truck, ca. 1964.]

15564-15565

[The Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15566

[The bridge at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15567

[Ice on the Pelly River, ca. 1964.]

15568

[Small concrete bridge spanning a river, ca. 1964.]

15569

[Man and a woman skinning an animal, ca. 1964.]

15570

[Men roping a calf, Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]
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15571

[Canadian Pacific passenger airplane on the tarmac at the
Whitehorse airport, ca. 1964.]

15572

[Eddie standing in front of a Canadian Pacific passenger airplane on
the tarmac at the Whitehorse airport, ca. 1964.]

15573

[Unidentified people in a boat on the river, ca. 1964.]

15574

[Mountains as seen from an airplane, ca. 1964.]

15575

[Rooster and chickens standing in a window, ca. 1964.]

15576

[The Wilkinsons’ old home at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15577

[The Wilkinsons’ old boat, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15578

[Making lumber at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15579

[Jared chopping wood at the Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15580

[Eddie posing with mountains in the background, ca. 1964.]

15581

[Jared sitting on a bench eating in front of their home at Pelly
Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15582

[Abandoned houses next to the river, ca. 1964.]

15583

[Dilapidated abandoned house, ca. 1964.]

15584

Two day befor [sic] I left the Pelly Farm. [View of the Pelly Farm,
ca. 1964.]

15585

[Wilkinsons’ old home at Pelly Crossing]; caption on verso: Arrow
shows where I’m staying for the winter. The store has been
remodelled & Ron is living in there. I took picture off the brige
[sic]. ca. 1964.]

15586

[Three men and a boat next to the shore on a lake]; caption on
verso: Bob Thorp [sic] & a little guy at the back of boat & Bob
Kerry in front. Just above Lake Labarge the day before the 4 men
got drowned. We had motor truble [sic] or we would have be down
to the other end of the lake that day. ca. 1964.

15587

[Ice on the Pelly River in front of the Pelly Farm, ca. 1964.]

15588

[Unidentified man posing, with the bridge at Pelly Crossing in the
background, ca. 1964.]

15589

[The Wilkinsons’ old boat, with the bridge at Pelly Crossing in the
background, ca. 1964.]

15590

[Pelly Crossing as seen from a distance, ca. 1964.]

15591-15594

[The sternwheelers ‘Whitehorse,’ ‘Casca,’ ‘Klondike,’ and ‘Aksala’
in storage at Whitehorse, ca. 1964.] (No negatives for 15591 and
15592)

15595

[Jared posing with an unidentified group of people, ca. 1964.]

15596

[Pelly Crossing?) as seen from a distance, ca. 1964.]
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15597-15598

[Eddie and unidentified man cutting down a tree, Pelly Crossing;
caption on verso of first photograph: Eddie knows where this was
taken. ca. 1964.] (No negative for 15597)

15599

[Dog races on the Yukon River at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous,
Whitehorse, ca. 1964.]

15600

Johnny Tom Tom & me. Just before Christmas. [Jared posing with
Johnny Tom Tom in front of the bridge at Pelly Crossing,
December, 1964.]

15601

[Eddie and unidentified man sawing wood, Pelly Crossing, ca. 1964.]

15602

Dec. 14. Mrs Matkee & me, & there yungest dog out at there new
home at porter creek [sic]. [Whitehorse, December 14, 1964.]

15603

[The bridge at Pelly Crossing, with ice filled Pelly River below,
1964.]

15604

[Man on a skidoo pulling a sled full of children, Pelly Crossing,
1964.]

15605

[Jared posing with unidentified man in front of the bridge at Pelly
Crossing in the winter, 1964.]

15606

[The bridge at Pelly Crossing, with ice filled Pelly River below,
1964.]

15607-15612

[Dog races on the Yukon River at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous,
Whitehorse, ca. 1964.]

15613

[Dog team in the snow on the Pelly River, 1964.]

15614

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1964.]

15615

[Jared and Eddie's dogs at their cabin on the Pelly River, 1964.]

15616-15617

[Jared and Eddie's dogs in front of a tent, 1964.]

15618

[Eddie posing in front of a building with an unidentified group of
people, 1964.]

15619-15621

[Dog teams in the winter, 1964.]

Wilkinson family British Columbia photographs. – 1965.
15 photographs : b&w and col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinsons in B.C., showing views their
home at Edgewood, a rodeo, and them posing with relatives.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15622-15623

[The Wilkinsons posing with Leona and Lorraine, Mr. Wilkinson’s sisters,
and their husbands, Edgewood, B.C., 1965.] (Col.)

15624

[The Wilkinsons and others sitting in a wooded area; l to r: unidentified
man, Mrs. Wilkinson, Jared, Eddie, Mr. Wilkinson, Ethel, and two
unidentified women in front; 1965.]

15625-15628

[Rodeo in B.C., 1965.]

15629-15630

[Eddie (?) standing on logs in a lake, B.C., 1965.]

15631-15632

[The Wilkinsons’ home in the winter, Edgewood, B.C., 1965.]

15633-15634

[Snowy road, Edgewood, B.C., 1965.]

15635

[Ethel standing in front of the Wilkinsons’ home in the winter, Edgewood,
B.C., 1965.]

15636

[Ethel and Eddie posing in front of a car on a snowy road, Edgewood, B.C.,
1965.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – 1965-1968.
235 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 9 x 15 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them working and hunting. Also included are photographs of Pelly Crossing,
friends, dog races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilkinson living with Jared and Eddie on the Pelly River, and of Jared and Eddie in B.C.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15637

Home in the Yukon, Oct. 15, 1965. [Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, 1965.]

15638

First snow of the year & first time I hooked up my dogs. Ice running
heavy. Oct. 18, 1965. [Dog team in the snow near the river, 1965.]

15639

Pelly river frezing up [sic] about 15 miles above Pelly Crossing, 1965.
Jared Wilkinson. [View of the Pelly River in front Jared and Eddie’s cabin
on the Pelly River, 1965.]

15640-15642

[Jared and others posing in front of the Pelly River Lodge, 1964.]

15643

[Jared and unidentified man on a skidoo pulling a child in a sled, 1965.]

15644

[Unidentified man with skidoo pulling Jared and children in a sled, 1965.]

15645

[Dogs next to their kennels at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
1965.]

15646

[Jared posing in front of a log building, 1965.]
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Photo #

Description

15647-15650

[Dog races on the Yukon River at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous,
Whitehorse, 1965.] (No negative for 15648)

15651

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1965.] (1966 reprint)

15652-15653

[Drying meat at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1965.]

15654

[Moose heads and drying meat in front of Jared and Eddie's cabin on the
Pelly River, 1965.]

15655

[Eddie and unidentified man in a boat loaded with supplies on the banks of
the Pelly River, 1965.]

15656-15657

[Unidentified men in a boat on the Pelly River, 1965.]

15658-15661

[Views of the Pelly River, 1965.]

15662-15667

[Dog teams on the Pelly River near Jared and Eddie's home, 1966.]

15668-15669

[Cabin along the Pelly River in the winter, 1966.]

15670-15671

[Jared and Eddie's cabin along the Pelly River during the winter, 1966.]

15672

[Two men (Johnson, Edwards?) with a dog team on the Pelly River, 1966.]

15673

[Two men (Johnson, Edwards?) posing in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin,
Pelly River, 1966.]

15674-15676

[Ice jam on the Pelly River, 1966.]

15677

[Furs hanging in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin, Pelly River, 1966.]

15678-15679

[Furs hanging next to Jared and Eddie’s cabin, Pelly River, 1966.]

15680

[Dog team on the Pelly River with a tent in the background, 1966.]

15681

[Dog team in front of a tent, Pelly River, 1966.]

15682-15683

[Loise Brown’s e, Pelly River, 1966.]

15684

[Jared in front of Loise Brown’s home, Pelly River, 1966.]

15685

[Jared (?) on a hill overlooking a lake at Loise Brown’s home, Pelly River,
1966.]

15686

[Lake with cattle in a field in the distance at Loise Brown’s home, Pelly
River, 1966.]

15687-15688

[Cattle in a field at Loise Brown’s home, Pelly River, 1966.]

15689

[Moose in the bush with a pond and a lake in the background, 1966.]

15690

[Moose in the bush, 1966.]

15691-15692

[The Wilkinsons’ old home on the MacMillan River, 1966.]

15693

[Unidentified man standing in a road, B.C. or Yukon, ca. 1966.]

15694

[Unidentified town on a lake with mountains in the distance, B.C. or
Yukon, 1966.]

15695

[Jared, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson in a small boat on the Pelly River,
1967.]
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15696

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson helping Mrs. Wilkinson to shore from a small
boat, Pelly River, 1967.]

15697

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson on the shore after getting out of a small boat,
Pelly River, 1967.]

15698

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and Jared climbing up an embankment, Pelly
River, 1967.]

15699-15701

[Eddie, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson in a small boat and on an
embankment, near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15702

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson in front of Jared and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly
River, 1967.]

15703

[Mr. Wilkinson fishing with Jared and Mrs. Wilkinson looking on at Jared
and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15704

[The Wilkinsons sitting on a doorstep with an unidentified couple, Yukon,
1967.]

15705

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson and Jared standing in front of the Midway Lodge,
Pelly Crossing, 1967.]

15706-15707

[Views of a river, 1967.]

15708

[Dog standing in the doorway of Jared and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly River,
1967.]

15709

[Midway Lodge, Pelly Crossing, 1967.]

15710

[Moose in the Pelly River, 1967.]

15711

[Single engine floatplane on the water, 1967.]

15712

[Dogs in front of a tent in the bush, 1967.]

15713

[Mr. Wilkinson fishing in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, 1967.]

15714

[Jared and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly River, with vegetable garden in the
foreground, 1967.]

15715-15716

[Log cabin at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15717

[Mr. Wilkinson, Jared and Mrs. Wilkinson in front of a cabin at Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15718

[Jared working on the roof of a log cabin at their home on the Pelly River,
1967.]

15719

[Log cabin at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15720

[Mrs. Wilkinson, Eddie, and Mr. Wilkinson in front of a cabin at Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15721

[Eddie and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson standing in front of a house with an
unidentified man and woman (Gus and Mrs. Spence?), 1967.]

15722-15723

[Eddie and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson standing in front of a their house in
Edgewood, B.C., 1967.]

15724

[Jared posing with loggers, B.C., 1967.]
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15725

[Jared and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson sitting on the shore of a lake, B.C.,
1967.]

15726

[Eddie, unidentified woman, Jared and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson standing on
the shore of a lake, displaying fish, B.C., 1967.]

15727

[Jared, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson and Ethel standing with their
luggage next to a car, Edgewood, B.C., 1967.]

15728

[Eddie, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mr. Wilkinson and Jared posing with luggage;
caption verso: Dad and Mother. A Happy Birthday to you Ma. From
Jared and Eddie. Our last picture together. Pelly River, 1967.]

15729

[Aerial view of a river, 1967.]

15730

[Jared and Eddie's dogs at their home on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15731

[Jared ice fishing on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15732-15733

[Mr. and Mrs. Stewart posing with their daughter, Donna Rose, on her
graduation day, May 1967. (Col.)

15734

[Eddie and Jared posing in their cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15735

[Stove in Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1967.]

15736

[Dog and pups in the winter at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
1967.]

15737-15741

[Eddie working as a logger in B.C., 1967. (Reprints, ca. 1964?) (Col.
slides, slide sheet 1)

15742-15745

[Dog races at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, 1968.]

15746

[Dogs in front of Jared and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15747

[Jared standing in front of a tent, 1968.]

15748-15754

[Jared and Mrs. Wilkinson at a party in B.C., 1968.]

15755

[Ethel, Andy and Mrs. Wilkinson at the Porterfields, Canoe, B.C., 1968.]

15756

[Unidentified woman in a kitchen, B.C., 1968.]

15757

[Mrs. Wilkinson at the Porterfields, Canoe, B.C., 1968.]

15758

[Ethel and Mr. Wilkinson sitting in the kitchen at the Porterfields, Canoe,
B.C., 1968.]

15759

This is your favorite dog SKOOKEM. He is’ent [sic] so little now. [One
of Jared and Eddie’s dogs, Pelly River, B.C., 1968.]

15760

[Puppies at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15761

[Dog team in the spring, Pelly River, 1968.]

15762

[Group of people posing in front of a truck, Yukon, 1968.]

15763

[Unidentified man and Mr. Wilkinson posing in front of a truck, Yukon,
1968.]

15764

[Dogs chained to trees, Pelly River, 1968.]
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15765

[Dog team on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15766-15767

[Jared fishing in a stream, 1968.]

15768-15769

[Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie standing in front of some boats on the shore in
front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15770-15771

[Bull, Pelly Farm?, 1968.]

Wilkinson family British Columbia photographs. – 1968.
13 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 9 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Wilkinsons visiting Mrs. Wilkinson in a
health care home in Vernon, B.C. and visiting with friends in B.C. around Christmas time.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.

5.

Photo #

Description

15772

[Mr. Wilkinson sitting in a chair in Mrs. Wilkinson’s room at a health care
home in Vernon, B.C., 1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15773

[Eddie sitting in a chair in Mrs. Wilkinson’s room at a health care home in
Vernon, B.C., 1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15774

[Eddie and Mrs. Wilkinson sitting a room at a health care home in Vernon,
B.C., 1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15775

[Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson sitting in Mrs. Wilkinson’s room at a health care
home in Vernon, B.C., 1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15776

[Mr. Wilkinson posing with unidentified family, B.C., December, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 7)

15777

[Unidentified family, B.C., December, 1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15778

[Mrs. Wilkinson, in health care home, posing with nurses, Vernon, B.C.,
1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15779

[Mr. Wilkinson posing with children and a baby, B.C., 1968.] (Negative
sheet 7)

15780-15784

[Unidentified families posing, B.C., 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – 1968.
120 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 9 cm.
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The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, hunting, fishing and guiding. Also includes views of the dog races
at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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Photo #

Description

15785

[Jared and Eddie standing in their boat, Pelly River, 1968.]

15786

[Jared and Eddie posing with furs at their home on the Pelly River,
1968.] (Negative sheet 7)

15787

[Jared posing with furs at their home on the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 7)

15788

[Jared or Eddie working in the garden at their home on the Pelly
River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 9)

15789-15790

[Jared and Eddie's garden at their home on the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 9)

15791

[Jared or Eddie in a boat on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative
sheet 9)

15792

[Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 9)

15793

[Jared posing with a fish, Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 9)

15794-15796

[Ice on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 9)

15797-15799

[Jared and Eddie in a boat on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15800

[Jared or Eddie on a raft on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15801

[Frozen Pelly River, 1968.]

15802-15804

[Jared and Eddie with dog teams on the Pelly River, 1968.]

15805-15806

[Dog teams on the banks of the Pelly River in the winter, 1968.]

15807-15810

[Dead beavers hanging from trees and tent poles at one of Jared and
Eddie’s camps, Pelly River, 1968.]

15811

[Dog sniffing a dead beaver, Pelly River, 1968.]

15812-15815

[Jared skinning a beaver with dog looking on, Pelly River, 1968.]

15816-15817

[Meat drying in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
1968.]

15818

[Jared displaying a moose head in front of their cabin on the Pelly
River, 1968.]

15819

[Man standing near a log cabin, 1968.]

15820

[Man standing next to abandoned log cabin, 1968.]

15821

[Man sitting at a makeshift table at a campsite, 1968.]

15822

[Jared and two other men at a campsite, 1968.]
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15823

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, with a fish hanging in
the foreground, 1968.]

15824-15835

[Dog races at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 9)

15836-15837

[Crowds at in Whitehorse at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous,
1968.] (Negative sheet 9)

15838-15858

[Dog races at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 10)

15859-15863

[Dog pulling competition, Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous,
Whitehorse, 1968.] (Negative sheet 10, 11)

15864-15865

[People looking at one of the sled dogs at the starting line of the
dog races, Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 11)

15866-15867

[Dog team on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15868-15869

[Pups lounging on the woodpile in front of Jared and Eddie's cabin
on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15870-15871

[Frozen Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15872

[Sunset on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15873

[Birds eating on a trail, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15874-15875

[Dead wolves in a boat in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15876

[Fish being displayed on a log at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15877

[Dogs in front of Jared and Eddie's cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 11)

15878

[Dog team on the Pelly River in the spring, 1968.] (Negative
sheet 11)

15879

[Boatload of people in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15880

[Jared or Eddie in a boat loaded with dogs in front of their home on
the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 11)

15881-15883

[Jared and Eddie’s vegetable garden, Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative
sheet 12)

15884

[Jared and Eddie’s boat loaded with dogs on the Pelly River, taken
from inside the boat, 1968.] (Negative sheet 12)

15885

[Jared and Eddie posing with their docked boats, Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 12)
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15886

[Jared standing next to a boat on the embankment in front of the
house on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 12)

15887

[Two boats next to the shore of the Pelly River, 1968.]

15888

[Jared posing next to one of his and Eddie’s boats, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 12)

15889

[Jared and Eddie on the Pelly River in their boats, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 12)

15890-15891

[Two men in a boat approaching Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 12)

15892

[Eddie displaying fish, Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15893

[Jared cleaning fish, Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15894

[Jared and Eddie's food cache at their home on the Pelly River,
1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15895

[Jared clearing an area near the dog kennels at their home on the
Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15896

[Boat loaded with people and gear in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15897-15898

[Boat loaded with people and gear in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 8)

15899-15900

[Dog in one of the Wilkinsons’ boats on the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 13)

15901

[Boat in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 13)

15902

[Jared with a dead bear, 1968.] (Negative sheet 13)

15903

[Unidentified man petting one of Jared and Eddie's dogs, Pelly
River, 1968.] (Negative sheet 13)

15904

[Dilapidated abandoned log cabin near the Pelly River, 1968.]
(Negative sheet 13)

J.C. Wilkinson Seattle, Washington photographs. – 1969.
5 photographs : col. ; 9 x 13 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Mr. Wilkinson visiting his sister in Seattle,
showing him posing with her and her husband.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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15905

Bert, Dot, Ray and Frosty. [Mr. Wilkinson, his sister Dot and her husband
Ray, and their dog Frosty posing in front of a car, Washington, 1969.]

15906

Charles, Frosty and Cindy. [Man walking two dogs, Washington, 1969.]

15907

Bert and Frosty. [Mr. Wilkinson with Dot’s dog, Frosty, Washington,
1969.]

15908

Cindy and Me. [Dot with her dog, Cindy, Washington, 1969.]

15909

Me and my Gloxinia. It had 18 blooms in it. [Washington, 1969.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – 1969.
77 photographs : b&w and col. negatives ; 9 x 15 cm and smaller
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, hunting and guiding. Also included are views of Mr. Wilkinson
living with the boys, showing him helping with chores around the home.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

15910

[Jared displaying beaver pelts in front of one of their cabins on the
Pelly River, ca. 1969.]

15911

[Jared and Eddie with their boatts in front of their home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1969.]

15912-15913

[Two men building a log cabin, Pelly River, ca. 1969.]

15914-15915

[Mr. Wilkinson displaying a marten in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 12)

15916

[Dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 12)

15917

[Dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15918

[Jared or Eddie driving a dog team in front of their home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15919-15922

[Sunrise and sunset on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col.)

15923-15924

[Eddie displaying marten pelts in the winter, Pelly River, ca. 1969.]
(Col.)

15925

[Food cache at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1969.] (Col.)

15926

[Dog team on the Pelly River near Jared and Eddie’s home, ca.
1969.] (Col.)
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15927

[Jared or Eddie hauling supplies using a skidoo, near their home on
the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col.)

15928-15934

[Jared using a skidoo to haul logs, Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col.)

15935

[Eddie driving a skidoo on the banks of the Pelly River in front of
their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col.)

15936-15937

[Snow covered animals? in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col.)

15938

[The Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin, 1969.] (Col.,
negative sheet 13)

15939-15942

[Jared and Eddie going on a beaver trip up the Pelly River with dog
teams and loaded sleds, April, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 13; no
negative for 15940)

15943

Dog team spring time. [Dog team on the banks of a river, 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 15)

15944

Father of Pupie. [One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs at its kennel, Pelly
River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

15945

[Eddie’s dog Pet and a big salmon 45 inches long 26 1/2 around.
Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

15946-15947

[Eddie and three dogs on a raft on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col.)

15948

First trip. Leaving home cabin with a load of grub for the
MacMillan. [1969.] (Col.)

15949

Me staring out first for the MacMillan with 9 dogs in the new boat.
[1969.] (Col.)

15950

[Dogs in on of Jared and Eddie’s boats, 1969.]

15951

[Jared posing with beaver pelts, Pelly River, 1969.] (Col.)

15952

[Sunset on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15953-15954

[Jared or Eddie driving a dog team carrying a sled full of wood up the
embankment in front of their home on the Pelly River, 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 14)

15955

[Eddie with a dog team in the bush, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15956

[Eddie or Jared driving a dog team up the embankment in front of
their house on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15957

[Dog team on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15958

The river sure was slipery [sic]. [Dog team on icy river, 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 14)

15959

[Dog team on the riverbank, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15960

[Dog team in front of log cabin, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)

15961-15963

[Dog team hauling a load of wood to Jared and Eddie’s cabin, Pelly
River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 14)
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15964

Me making rat board. [Eddie making rat boards, 1969.] (Col.,
negative sheet 14)

15965-15966

[Jared and Eddie burning brush near their cabins on the Pelly River,
1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15967

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 16)

15968

Whales on the Pelly. Greyling. April, 1969. (Col., negative sheet
16)

15969-15971

[Eddie and unidentified woman displaying fish in front of Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet
16)

15972

[Unidentified man with a camera standing in front of one of Jared
and Eddie’s cabins, Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15973-15975

[Fish on a table at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15976

[Eddie, standing in a boat, pulling a salmon out of the Pelly River
near their home, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15977

[Needle Rock, Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15978

[Jared, unidentified woman, and Mr. Wilkinson in a boat on the
Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15979

[Mr. Wilkinson standing next to a piece of a moose meat at Jared
and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 16)

15980

[A helicopter landing or taking off near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15981

[Mr. Wilkinson kneeling behind a raspberry bush, ca. 1969.] (Col.,
negative sheet 16)

15982

[Jared standing behind a raspberry bush, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 16)

15983

[Mr. Wilkinson working in Jared and Eddie’s garden, Pelly River, ca.
1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15984

[Valley near the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 16)

15985-15986

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 16)

Wilkinson and Porterfield British Columbia photographs. – 1969.
7 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 14.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Ethel, Andy and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson, and
friends in British Columbia.
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Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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Description

15987

[Ethel and her dog standing next to a trailer in the winter, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15988

[Pups sitting on a dirt road, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15989

[Unidentified couple posing in front of a car, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15990

[Building on the banks of a river or lake, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15991

[Ethel posing on the deck of a boat, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15992

[Ethel standing in a yard, holding a beer bottle, B.C., ca. 1969.]

15993

[Andy Porterfield and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson posing in front of car, B.C.,
1969.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – [ca. 1969-1970].
178 photographs : col. negatives ; 13 x 18 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them hunting, guiding, and performing routine duties around the home. Also
included are views of a hunting trip north of Dawson where Jared acted as guide for an
American hunter.
Photographs were arranged according to how they were found in the photograph
envelopes, which was generally chronological.
Caption list follows.
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15994-15996

[Forest fire near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col.,
negative sheet 17)

15997

Down at the old fish hole catching greyling, April 1969. [Jared ice fishing
on the Pelly River, April 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 17)

15998

Starting at the lead dog: Frenchy, Keno, Big Boy, Dawson, Terky Neck &
Little Wig. This was took on Daimain Lake. (Col., negative sheet 17)

15999

[Mr. Wilkinson building a kennel at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 17)

16000

[Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 17)

16001

[Bob Thorpe and others posing in front of a boat, Pelly River, ca. 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 17)
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16002-16016

[Jared, Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson on a moose hunt, showing the butchering of
the moose and transportation of it back to their home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 18)

16017-16019

[Jared, Eddie and Mr. Wilkinson on a moose hunt, showing the butchering of
the moose and transportation of it back to their home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 18)

16020

Eddie and Dimp off for a hunt. Wow how the feathers did fly. [Eddie and
his dog leaving for a hunt, near their cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16021

[Tree covered hillside in the fall, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

16022

Cutting down trees for high cash [sic]. [Eddie cutting trees to make a food
cache, Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

16023

Cutting trees 12 feet up. Building high cash [sic] for meat and dried fish.
[Eddie cutting trees to make a food cache, Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col.,
negative sheet 15)

16024

Our garden pea patch, fall 1970. [Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on
the Pelly River, 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

16025

[Jared and Eddie eating at their table in the cabin on the Pelly River, 1970.]
(Col., negative sheet 15)

16026

Jared and jack fish, 31 inches long. [Pelly River, 1970.] (Col., negative
sheet 15)

16027

[Rainbow in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1970.]
(Col., negative sheet 15)

16028

[Pups eating at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col.,
negative sheet 15)

16029

Puppies [sic] a little later. [Pups eating at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 15)

16030

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River in the fall, ca.
1970.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16031-16032

[Jared using a dog team and sled to haul wood in front of their home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16033

[Jared and Eddie posing with an unidentified man and woman in front of their
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16034

Day time shot forest fire, July 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16035

[Jared in a boat on the river hauling barrels of oil, ca. 1970.]
negative sheet 19)

16036

River scene. [Jared or Eddie travelling down the river in a boat loaded with a
dead moose, ca. 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16037

Pups in Nov. 1969. Now working. [Pups at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, 1969.]

16038

A guest with a Jack fish he caught in front of the house, July 1970. [Guest
posing in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, July 1970.]
(Col., negative sheet 19)

(Col.,
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16039

Guest and fish he caught in August 1970. [Eddie and unidentified man
standing in a boat, Pelly River, 1970.] (Col., negative sheet 19)

16040

Taking Indians up river for a hunt, Aug. 1970. [Jared and Eddie with a boat
load of people and dogs in front of their home on the Pelly River, 1970.]
(Col., negative sheet 19)

16041

Moose killed Aug. 1969, MacMillan River. [Mr. Wilkinson standing on the
shore of the MacMillan River next to a dead moose, 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 19)

16042

[Helicopter near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 19)

16043

[Helicopter near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.]
(Col., negative sheet 20)

16044

October, coming down river in ice. [Jared, Mr. Wilkinson, and unidentified
woman coming down the river in a boat, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 20)

16045

Cutting and drying meat for winter. [Jared and Eddie cutting and drying meat
at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 20)

16046

[Eddie and dogs in a small boat on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 20)

16047

Moose killed in Aug. 1969 on MacMillan River. [Jared standing on the
banks of the MacMillan River behind dead moose, 1969.] (Col., negative
sheet 20)

16048

Daytime shot of forest fire, July 1969. [Forest fire viewed from Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1969.] (Col., negative sheet 20)

16049

Bob Thorp & me. With three moose in the boat at our new cabin above the
Hendersons. [Jared and Bob Thorpe in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, ca. 1969.]

16050-16051

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1969.]

16052

Me hauling wood across the river last spring 2 days after Dad left here,
March 1969. [Dog team hauling wood across the Pelly River, 1969.]

16053

Moving camp to another hunting place. First boss in front with red coat &
second boss on other side of horse. Art Anderson fartherest [sic] back.
[Jared on a sheep hunt north of Dawson, ca. 1969.]

16054

Me on Old Chum & Dolly the hunter’s horse. We are hunting sheep. [Jared
on sheep hunt north of Dawson, ca. 1969.]

16055

My first hunter’s sheep. About 80 air miles north of Dawson, Y.T. [Jared
on sheep hunt, ca. 1969.]

16056

The first hunter’s to come back to camp. Two nice boys. [Jared on a sheep
hunt north of Dawson, ca. 1969.]

16057

This is my first hunter’s sheep head. Mrs. Spence & her daughter Debie &
Mrs. Fike, a hunter’s wife. All cooks. Our sheep was bigger than the first
hunter’s that came back. [Jared on a sheep hunt north of Dawson, ca.
1969.]
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16058-16079

[Jared guiding on a sheep hunt north of Dawson, showing the scenery, the
horses, game killed and members of the hunt. ca. 1969.]

16080

[Jared with a dead sheep, north of Dawson, ca. 1969.]

16081

My Prize. [Allin Nieman, a hunter that Jared guided on a hunting trip north
of Dawson, posing with dead sheep, ca. 1969.]

16082

Mr. and Mrs. Fikes, our cooks from Texas. [Cooks that were on a hunting
trip Jared guided north of Dawson, ca. 1969.]

16083

You saw him coming. [Mounted sheep’s head on the wall in Allin Nieman’s
home, ca. 1970.]

16084

My little Whity pup is having a nice long feed. Aug. 1970. [Jared and
Eddie’s pups at the home on the Pelly River, 1970.]

16085

The Dr. and his bear. [Jared and unidentified man posing with dead bear, ca.
1970.]

16086

[Two unidentified men posing with a dead bear, ca. 1970.]

16087

[Sunset on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1970.]

16088

[Eddie pulling a fish out of the water in front of his and Jared’s house on the
Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16089

[Eddie travelling on the river in a small boat, ca. 1970.]

16090

[Jared standing in a boat displaying a fish, ca. 1970.]

16091-16093

[Dog teams on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16094

[Jared and Eddie’s boat on the shore of the Pelly River as it is freezing up,
ca. 1970.]

16095-16096

[Two men (Jared and Eddie?) in the Wilkinsons’ old boat on the river, ca.
1970.]

16097

[Two men standing in doorway of the Sheep Creek Patrol Cabin and Remote
Cache, ca. 1970.]

16098

[Collapsed tent, ca. 1970.]

16099

[Person walking up from the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home,
carrying two buckets of water, ca. 1970.]

16100-16104

[Jared and Eddie growing vegetables in their garden and around their cabins at
their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16105

[A river (Pelly River?) viewed from a hillside, ca. 1970.]

16106-16107

[Jared or Eddie travelling on the river in one of their boats, ca. 1970.]

16108

[Docked boat, ca. 1970.]

16109

[Docked boat with cabin in the distance, ca. 1970.]

16110

[Sandbar on a river, ca. 1970.]

16111-16117

[The Jared and Eddie’s boat, loaded with fuel, supplies and meat, travelling
down the river, ca. 1970.]
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16118

[Boats on the river, ca. 1970.]

16119

[Jared or Eddie in a boat on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16120

[Three of Jared and Eddie’s boats docked in front of their home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1970.]

16121

[One of Jared and Eddie’s cabins on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16122

[Meat drying on a wooden frame near a river, ca. 1970.]

16123

[Unidentified man posing next to boat on the shore, ca. 1970.]

16124

[Unidentified woman sitting on a boat on the shore, ca. 1970.]

16125

[Cabin along the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16126

[Jared displaying beaver pelts in front of a cabin, ca. 1970.]

16127

[Jared with a dog team on the lake, ca. 1970.]

16128

[Jared’s dog Wigglee on the Pelly River in the winter; caption verso: Dear
Ethel this is your get well card. This is my little pet dog Wigglee. This
picture was took about 6 miles above the Canyon, not long after Mother and
Dad left. Best of luck to you. Jared. ca. 1969.]

16129

[Dog team on the lake, ca. 1970.]

16130

[Needle Rock, Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16131-16132

[Boat moving a loaded barge down the river, ca. 1970.]

16133

[Eddie standing in a boat next to the shore, ca. 1970.]

16134-16138

Wigs and the Marten. [Jared’s dog Wigs attacking a trapped marten, ca.
1970.]

16139-16140

Wigs and the Marten. [Jared’s dog Wigs standing on the snow-covered Pelly
River, with a marten crawling into a toboggan in the background, ca. 1970.]

16141-16142

[Fish being displayed at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16143

[Fish drying on a table at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1970.]

16144

[Jared and Eddie’s food cache at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16145-16146

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs chained to their kennels, Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16147

[Boat docked in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River with one
man standing in it and another man standing on the shore, ca. 1970.]

16148

[Boat docked in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River with
unidentified man standing on the shore, ca. 1970.]

16149

[Jared with a skidoo and a dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16150

[Dog team on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca. 1970.]

16151

[Mr. Wilkinson standing with unidentified man in front of the Pelly River
Lodge at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1970.]
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16152

[Mr. Wilkinson standing next to an unidentified couple sitting on the side of
the Pelly River Lodge at Pelly Crossing, ca. 1970.]

16153-16154

[Sunset on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca. 1970.]

16155

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin along the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16156-16157

[Skidoos approaching and coming up the embankment at Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1970.]

16158

[Jared standing next to ice on the shore from spring breakup on the Pelly
River, ca. 1970.]

16159

[Jared and Eddie burning tree stumps in the winter, ca. 1970.]

16160-16161

[Ice on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca. 1970.]

16162

[Jared or Eddie on the Pelly River in one of their boats in the spring, ca.
1970.]

16163

[Burnt out section of forest in the spring, ca. 1970.]

16164-16165

[Boat tied up in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1970.]

16166-16168

[The banks of the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home during
spring flooding, ca. 1970.]

16169-16171

[Debris floating in Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home during
spring flooding, ca. 1970.]

Wilkinson family and Ethel and Andy Porterfield British Columbia and
Washington photographs. – [ca. 1970].
71 photographs : col. negatives ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of a trip that Jared took to northern B.C. around
1970, showing views of towns, buildings and people; views of the Ethel and Andy
Porterfield in Canoe, B.C.; and Mr. Wilkinson’s visit to Washington, showing friends,
family, relatives, and scenery.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16172-16178

[Views of towns or a town, showing buildings, people and cars, B.C., ca.
1970.] (Negative sheet 18)

16179-16180

[A couple on a beach, B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 18)

15981

[Jared and Mr. Wilkinson standing in front of the Porterfield’s home in
Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 18)

16182-16184

[The Porterfield’s home in Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 18)
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16185

[Jared or Andy tilling the Porterfield’s garden, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.]
(Negative sheet 18)

16186

[View from the Porterfield’s home, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet
18)

16187-16190

[Mrs. Wilkinson in a health care home in Vernon, B.C., ca. 1970.]
(Negative sheet 20)

16191

[Ethel, Andy and their dog sitting at the kitchen table in the house in Canoe,
B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 20)

16192

[Ethel posing with her dogs in the kitchen of her home in Canoe, B.C., ca.
1970.] (Negative sheet 20)

16193-16195

[Ethel, Andy and unidentified man posing with a deer, Canoe, B.C., ca.
1970.] (Negative sheet 21; no negative for 16194)

16196

[Jared and unidentified person building an outhouse at the Porterfield’s home
in Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 21)

16197

[Ethel posing with her dog in front of her home in Canoe, B.C., ca. 1970.]
(Negative sheet 21)

16198

[Jared tilling the soil in front of the Porterfield home in Canoe, B.C., ca.
1970.] (Negative sheet 21)

16199

[Ethel, Andy and their dog posing in front of their truck, B.C., ca. 1970.]
(Negative sheet 21)

16200-16204

[Mr. Wilkinson visiting family, friends and relatives in Washington, ca.
1970.] (Negative sheet 21)

16205-16209

[Mr. Wilkinson visiting family, friends and relatives and attending a funeral
in Washington, ca. 1970.] (Negative sheet 22)

16210-16214

[Mr. Wilkinson visiting family, friends and relatives in Washington, ca.
1970.]

16215-16242

[Mr. Wilkinson visiting family, friends and relatives in Washington, ca.
1971.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – 1971-1972.
94 photographs : col. negatives ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, and performing duties around the house. Also included are
photographs of Mr. Wilkinson living with the boys, helping them with chores; Dog races
at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse; and a visit that Ethel and Andy
Porterfield and the Swensons made to the Yukon in 1971 to visit Jared, Eddie and Mr.
Wilkinson.
Arranged in chronological order.
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16243-16246

[Jared and Eddie working in their garden at their home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1971.]

16247

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River, ca.
1971.]

16248

[Flowers near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16249

[Mr. Wilkinson posing with one of Jared and Eddie’s dogs, Pelly
River, ca. 1971.]

16250

[Eddie pulling fish out of the water using a net, Pelly River, ca.
1971.]

16251

[Eddie posing holding a salmon, Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16252

[Jared and Eddie standing holding fish in a boat in front of their
house on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16253

[Jared filleting fish on a table near the river at their home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16254

[Bob Thorpe, Kathleen Thorpe and others posing on a boat, ca.
1971.]

16255

[Bob Thorpe, Kathleen Thorpe and others posing, ca. 1971.]

16256

[Kathleen Thorpe and unidentified woman posing, ca. 1971.]

16257-16258

[Ethel and Andy Porterfield and Ann and Swanie Swenson setting up
a camper on a holiday in the Yukon to visit Jared, Eddie and Mr.
Wilkinson, September 1971.]

16259-16261

[Forest fire near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1971.]

16262-16267

[Helicopter fighting a forest fire getting water from the Pelly River,
1971.]

16268

[Ethel and Andy Porterfield and Ann and Swanie Swenson setting up
a camper on a holiday in the Yukon to visit Jared, Eddie and Mr.
Wilkinson, September 1971.]

16269

[Andy Porterfield, Swanie Swenson, Ann Swenson, Eddie, Mr.
Wilkinson, and Ethel and her dog posing in front of a car, Yukon,
September 1971.]

16270-16271

[Forest fire near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1971.]

16272

[Wheelbarrow full of turnips from Jared and Eddie’s garden, Pelly
River, 1971.]

16273

[Swanie Swenson, Andy Porterfield, Eddie, Mr. Wilkinson, and Jared
standing next to a car and trailer, Yukon, 1971.]

16274

[A marten mounted by Ethel, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1971.]

16275

[Andy Porterfield and unidentified man and woman standing next to
a tent in the winter, B.C., ca. 1971.
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16276

[Ethel posing with unidentified group of people (the Gillards?), B.C.,
ca. 1971.]

16277

[White Pass and Yukon Route wagon in Carcross, ca. 1971.]

16278

[White Pass and Yukon Route train, The Duchess, ca. 1971.]

16279

[The sternwheeler ‘Tutshi’ at Carcross, ca. 1971.]

16280

Fire on the road to Pelly Crossing. [ca. 1971.]

16281-16283

[Spring breakup on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.] (Negative sheet 22)

16284

[Mr. Wilkinson carrying a bucket in front of one of the cabins at
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.] (Negative
sheet 22)

16285

[Flowers at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]
(Negative sheet 22)

16286

[Mr. Wilkinson with a boatload of dogs on the Pelly River, ca.
1971.] (Negative sheet 22)

16287-16288

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]
(Negative sheet 22)

16289

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels, Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16290-16291

[Pups at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16292

[Eddie picking vegetables from their garden at their home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16293

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs, Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16294

[Eddie holding two newborn pups, Pelly River, ca. 1971.]

16295-16299

[Fort Selkirk and the Yukon River, ca. 1971.]

16300

[Crowd in downtown Whitehorse at the Yukon Sourdough
Rendezvous, ca. 1971.] (Negative sheet 22)

16301-16306

[Dog races on the Yukon River at the Yukon Sourdough
Rendezvous, Whitehorse, ca. 1971.] (Negative sheet 22)

16307-16308

[Jared, holding camera, with pups in the garden, Pelly River, ca.
1971.] (Negative sheet 24)

16309

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1971.]
(Negative sheet 24)

16310

[Tent along Jared and Eddie’s trapline, 1972.] (Negative sheet 23)

16311

[Jared displaying lynx and fox furs, Pelly River, 1972.] (Negative
sheet 23)

16312

[Mr. Wilkinson and Eddie standing in front of a truck at Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1972.] (Negative sheet 23)

16313

[Tent along Jared and Eddie’s trapline, 1972.] (Negative sheet 23)
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16314

[Jared or Eddie standing with a dog team at their cabin on the Pelly
River, 1972.] (Negative sheet 23)

16315

[Food cache at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1972.]
(Negative sheet 23)

16316

[Spring flooding on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
home, 1972.] (Negative sheet 23)

16317-16318

[Dead fox, lynx and marten at one of Jared and Eddie’s cabins along
their trapline, 1972.] (Negative sheet 25)

16319-16320

[Dog team going on a path through a section of burnt out forest in
the winter, 1972.] (Negative sheet 25)

16321

[Jared moving logs using a skidoo, Pelly River, 1972.] (Negative
sheet 25)

16322-16325

[Pelly River in the spring, 1972.] (Negative sheet 25)

16326

[Jared displaying furs, 1972.] (Negative sheet 25)

16327

[One of Jared and Eddie’s cabins along their trapline, 1972.]
(Negative sheet 25)

16328-16336

[Dog races on the Yukon River at the Yukon Sourdough
Rendezvous, Whitehorse, 1972.] (Negative sheet 26)

J.C. Wilkinsons and Ethel and Andy Porterfield British Columbia and
Washington photographs. – 1973-1974.
32 photographs : col. ; 9.0 x 13.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs Mr. Wilkinson visiting friends and relatives in
Washington and of Ethel and Andy Porterfield hunting and going about their daily
activities in Canoe, B.C.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16337-16340

[Mr. Wilkinson visiting friends and relatives in Washington, 1973.]

16341

[Jared, Ethel and three unidentified people posing in front of a house, B.C.,
ca. 1973.]

16342

[Mr. Wilkinson, his sister Leona and her husband, Ethel and Eddie posing
on a dirt road, ca. 1973.]

16343

[Mountains in B.C., ca. 1973.]

16344

[Ethel’s dog and cat on a rocky beach, ca. 1973.]

16345

[Ethel’s dog and cat next to their trailer, ca. 1973.]
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16346

[Woman on a horse in front of Ethel and Andy’s home in Canoe, B.C., ca.
1973.]

16347

[Ethel’s dog sitting on a chair in front of her house in Canoe, B.C., ca.
1973.]

16348

[Andy standing and waving in his garden, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1973.]

16349

[Ethel posing with a mounted animal, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1973.

16350

[Barbeque attended by a large number of people, B.C., ca. 1973.]

16351

[Ethel posing with her dog next to a building, B.C., ca. 1973.]

16352

[Ethel posing with her dog in front of a tent, B.C., ca. 1973.]

16353

[Andy posing with a group of people, B.C., 1973.]

16354

[Ethel and her dog with a dead deer in the road, B.C., 1973.]

16355

Andy and our big whitetail. [Andy posing with dead deer, B.C., 1973.]

16356

[Three deer that the Porterfields killed being displayed on a snowbank,
B.C., 1973.]

16357

Kaslso, 1973. [Ethel sitting on the back of her truck, B.C., 1973.]

16358

Mr. and Mrs. Keen at Annis Bay, 1973.

16359

Fort Steel, 1973. [Andy in front of a train, ca. 1973.]

16360

Tum Tum Lake with Chief, 1973. [Ethel’s dog posing on a table, ca.
1973.]

16361

[Mr. Wilkinson and Andy Porterfield standing in front of the Porterfield
home in Canoe, B.C., 1974.]

16362

[Ethel, Andy and their dog swimming in a lake, B.C., 1974.]

16363

[Mr. Wilkinson, Ethel and her dog posing next to a boat, 1974.]

16364

[Mr. Wilkinson, Andy Porterfield and Ethel’s dog standing on a road in
Canoe, B.C., 1974.]

16365

[Boy posing with a fish in front of the Porterfield’s home in B.C., 1974.]

16366

[Girl posing with a fish in front of the Porterfield’s home in B.C., 1974.]

16367-16368

[Andy pulling a shack with his truck, B.C., 1974.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photographs. – [ca. 1973-1976].
239 photographs : col. and b&w negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, hunting, guiding and performing routine duties around the house.
Also included are views of dog races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse.
Arranged in chronological order.
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16369-16370

[Dog sitting and standing next to greenhouses(?), ca. 1973.]
(Negative sheet 26)

16371

[Abandoned log cabin, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 26)

16372

[Dogs in one of Jared and Eddie’s boats on the Pelly River, ca.
1973.] (Negative sheet 26)

16373

[Mountain seen from a boat on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.]
(Negative sheet 26)

16374

[Two pack dogs walking along the shore of a river, ca. 1973.]

16375-16376

[Some of Jared and Eddie’s dogs standing next to a kennel at Jared
and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet
26)

16377

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs in a pen at their home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 27)

16378

[Jared kneeling with his dogs, Pelly River, ca. 1973.] (Negative
sheet 27)

16379-16380

[The Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca. 1973.]
(Negative sheet 24)

16381-16382

[Fish being displayed in on of Jared and Eddie’s boats in front of
their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 24)

16383

[Fish hanging from a tree near the Pelly River in front of Jared and
Eddie’s home, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 24)

16384

[Jared and an unidentified man standing in front of Jared and
Eddie’s garden, Pelly River, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 24)

16385

[Jared standing in the garden, Pelly River, ca. 1973.] (Negative
sheet 24)

16386

[Two unidentified men displaying moose antlers, ca. 1973.]
(Negative sheet 24)

16387

[Unidentified man standing next to a car, ca. 1973.] (Negative
sheet 24)

16388-16389

[Eddie displaying furs at a cabin along his trapline, ca. 1973.]
(Negative sheet 28)

16390

[Dead wolf hanging from a rope in front of a tent along Jared and
Eddie’s trapline, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 28)

16391

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs in front of a tent along Jared and Eddie’s
trapline, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 28)

16392

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, with dogs and a truck
in the background, ca. 1973.] (Negative sheet 28)

16393

[Snow covered Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca.
1973.] (Negative sheet 28)
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16394-16395

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River, ca.
1973.]

16396-16397

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels, Pelly River, ca. 1973.]

16398

[Jared pulling fish out of the water using a net in front of his and
Eddie’s home on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.]

16399-16400

[Boat with two people in it in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, ca. 1973.]

16401

[Boat with two people in it on the Pelly River in front Jared and
Eddie’s home, ca. 1973.]

16402-16403

[Unidentified couple in a canoe in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin
on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.]

16404

[Unidentified couple standing in front of Jared and Eddie’s garden
at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1973.]

16405-16409

[Ice on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, 1974.]
(b&w)

16410-16415

[Dogs at their kennels in the winter at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, 1974.] (b&w)

16416-16417

[Dogs running free at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River in
the winter, 1974.] (b&w)

16418

[Unidentified hunters displaying moose antlers, 1974.] (b&w)

16419

[Unidentified hunter displaying moose antlers, 1974.] (b&w)

16420

[Group of unidentified people posing with a bear, 1974.] (b&w)

16421

[Unidentified man posing with a bear, 1974.] (b&w)

16422

[Frozen Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, 1974.] (b&w)

16423

[Unidentified man in a boat on the Pelly River in front of Jared
and Eddie’s home, 1974.] (b&w)

16424

[Two hunters in a small boat on the Pelly River in front of Jared
and Eddie’s home, 1974.] (b&w)

16425-16427

[Unidentified man with a dog skinning beavers in front of his cabin,
1974.] (b&w)

16428-16429

[Jared and Eddie tilling their garden at their home on the Pelly
River, 1974.] (b&w)

16430-16431

[Sternwheelers ‘Whitehorse’ and ‘Casca’ in Whitehorse, 1974.]
(b&w)

16432

[Single engined floatplane landing on a lake, 1974.]

16433

[People holding a single engined Yukon Airways floatplane, 1974.]

16434

[Tents along the shores of a lake or banks of a river, 1974.]

16435

[Helicopter lifting a boat, 1974.]
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16436

[Jared standing in front of one of his and Eddie’s cabins along the
Pelly River, 1974.]

16437

[Jared standing on a ladder in front of a food cache at one of his
and Eddie’s cabins along the Pelly River, 1974.]

16438-16439

[The sternwheelers ‘Whitehorse’ and ‘Casca’ on fire, Whitehorse,
June 1974.]

16440

[Ice on the Pelly River, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16441-16442

[Boat on the ice filled Pelly River, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative
sheet 27)

16443-16448

[Dogs at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 19741975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16449-16452

[Snow-covered Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16453-16455

[Ice in the Pelly River, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16456-16458

[Dogs at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 19741975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16459

[Jared with a dog team at Eddie’s and his home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16460

[Jared unhooking his dogs at Eddie’s and his home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16461

[Jared on a skidoo, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16462

[Dogsled, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 27)

16463-16464

[Dog team in front of a small cabin, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative
sheet 27)

16465

[Dog team in front of a small cabin, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative
sheet 28)

16466

[Jared with a dog team at his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 28)

16467

[Dog team in front of small tent, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative
sheet 28)

16468-16469

[Dog team on a lake or river, ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet
28)

16470

[Jared driving a dog team in front their home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1974-1975.] (Negative sheet 28)

16471

[Bob Thorpe, Kathleen Thorpe and others posing with their
skidoos at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 19741975.] (Negative sheet 28)

16472

Pupy. [Jared and Eddie’s dog Pupy at their home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1974-1975.]

16473

My Friend Eddie, Christmas ’74. [Eddie at his and Jared’s cabin on
the Pelly River, December, 1974.]
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16474

My Friend Jared, Christmas ’74. [Jared at his and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River, December, 1974.]

16475

A great friend and his great dog. Jared and Pluto. Taken by Krissy
Reams. [ca. 1974.]

16476

A lady carrying 600 lb in Whitehorse. Taken by Krissy Reams.
[Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, ca. 1974.]

16477

[Jared and his dog Pluto in a sled pulling competition at the Yukon
Sourdough Rendezvous, Whitehorse, ca. 1974.]

16478

[Jared and Eddie’s boat tied up on the Pelly River in front of their
house, ca. 1974.]

16479-16480

[Jared fishing with a net in front of their house on the Pelly River,
ca. 1974.]

16481-16484

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River, ca.
1974.] (Negative sheet 28)

16485

[Eddie with fish at his and Jared’s home on the Pelly River, ca.
1974.]

16486

[The Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca. 1974.]

16487

[Two unidentified men standing on the shore with their gear, ca.
1975.] (Negative sheet 28)

16488-16489

[Two men and a woman with a rubber dinghy in front of Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 28)

16490-16491

[Beaver dams in a river in the fall, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16492

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs working as a pack dog, ca. 1975.]
(Negative sheet 29)

16493

[Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, showing their vegetable
garden and their truck, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16494-16495

[Three unidentified men in a boat loaded with moose meat docking
in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]
(Negative sheet 29)

16496-16497

[Three unidentified men in a boat in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16498

[Bird on a table near the river at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16499

[An unidentified man and woman in a boat in front of Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16500-16501

[Banks of the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca.
1975.] (Negative sheet 29)

16502

[Wild flowers at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1975.] (Negative sheet 29)
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16503

[Unidentified couple with their two children posing in front of two
of Jared and Eddie’s boats, Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16504

[Dog team hauling logs on a sled at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16505

[Jared posing with a partially skinned bear, Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16506

[Unidentified hunter posing with a partially skinned bear, Pelly
River, ca. 1975.]

16507

[The Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home in the winter,
ca. 1975.]

16508

[Jared skinning a wolf at his and Jared’s home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1975.]

16509

[Kennels at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16510

[Dog on top of a kennel at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1975.]

16511

[Ice on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca.
1975.]

16512

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River, ca.
1975.]

16513

[Man photographing one of Jared and Eddie’s dogs while another
man looks on, Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16514

[Man with a loaded canoe pulling up in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16515-16519

[Various views of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1975.]

16520

[Jared and Eddie’s truck at their home on the Pelly River, ca.
1975.]

16521

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs chained to its kennel, Pelly River,
ca. 1975.]

16522

[Eddie fishing using a net in front of his and Jared’s home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16523

[Fish in a boat, Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16524

[Fish on a table in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1975.]

16525

[A moose on the banks of a river, ca. 1975.]

16526

[Jared standing in the bush, ca. 1975.]

16527-16530

[People tobogganing down the embankment in front of Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16531

[Outhouse at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16532

[Jared or Eddie on the Pelly River in front of their house in a boat
loaded with wood, ca. 1975.]
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16533

[Person standing next to a dead moose, ca. 1975.]

16534-16535

[Jared and Eddie posing with rhubarb from their garden at their
home on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16536

[Eddie canning rhubarb at his and Jared’s home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1975.]

16537-16539

[Three kayakers on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
home, ca. 1975.]

16540-16542

[Group of people travelling in three canoes in front of Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16543-16545

[Jared and an unidentified group of people in a boat in front of
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16546

[Unidentified woman standing holding a camera in front of one of
the buildings at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1975-1976.]

16547-16548

[People cleaning fish in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16549

[Jared posing with two fish in front of his and Eddie’s home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16550

[Fish caught in a net, Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16551

[Jared posing with two fish in front of his and Eddie’s home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16552

[View of the Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16553

[Unidentified man posing with a dead moose, ca. 1975-1976.]

16554

[Unidentified man posing with a dead moose, ca. 1975-1976.]

16555

[Two men butchering a dead moose, ca. 1975-1976.]

16556-16557

[Jared with two unidentified men on a boat on the Pelly River in
front of his house, ca. 1975-1976.]

16558-16560

[Sunrise or sunset on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
home, ca. 1975-1976.]

16561-16562

[Dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16563

[Dog team on a trail in the winter, ca. 1975-1976.]

16564

[A tent along Jared and Eddie’s trapline in the winter, ca. 19751976.]

16565-16572

[Views of the landscape around Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16573

[Jared and Eddie posing in winter parkas at their home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16574-16575

[Wild flowers near Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca.
1975-1976.]
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16576-16578

[Jared tilling the soil at his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1975-1976.]

16579

[Jared and Eddie’s garden covered in a light snow at their home on
the Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16580

[Three unidentified women in Jared and Eddie’s garden at their
home on the Pelly River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16581

[Turnips from Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1975-1976.]

16582-16583

[Three people on three skidoos, ca. 1976.]

16584-16585

[Dog team on a river or a lake, ca. 1976.]

16586-16588

[Jared or Eddie and their dogs at one of their camps, ca. 1976.]

16589

[Ice covered Pelly River in the spring in front of Jared and Eddie’s
home, ca. 1976.]

16590-16591

[Spring breakup on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s
home, ca. 1976.]

16592-16594

[Rapids on the Pelly River?, ca. 1976.]

16595-16596

[Unidentified group of people hiking in the bush, ca. 1976.]

16597

[Unidentified group of people having a picnic in the bush, ca.
1976.]

16598-16600

[Jared with an unidentified family at his and Eddie’s home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16601

[Jared talking to unidentified man at his and Eddies home on the
Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16602-16603

[Dog team on a frozen lake or river, ca. 1976.]

16604

[Skidoo pulling a load of wood, ca. 1976.]

16605

[Unidentified man sitting on a rock with rapids in the background,
ca. 1976.]

16606

[Unidentified man sitting on a rock next to some rapids, ca. 1976.]

16607

[Unidentified man displaying a handmade boat, ca. 1976.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photograph album. – 1976.
47 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, hunting, and performing routine duties around the house. Also
included are views of dog races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse. The
photograph album was a Christmas gift to Jared and Eddie from Kathy Reams. The
annotation on the front inside cover read: “To Jared and Eddie. Christmas is sharing,/
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Christmas is love/ Have a happy one! Merry Christmas and a happy New Year! Much
love to you both, Kathy.”
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
The photographs numbered 16646 to 16654 were included in the description of the album
because they came from the same roll of film, even though they were not part of the
album.
Caption list follows.
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16608

[Kathy Reams with the Pelly River in the background, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 29)

16609

[Single engine floatplane on a river, with people in the foreground,
ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 29)

16610

[Single engine floatplane taking off on a river, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 29)

16611

[Three people docking a dinghy, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16612

[Aerial view of a lake, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16613

[Unidentified hunter on a mountainside, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet
30)

16614

[Single engine floatplane landing on a lake, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 30)

16615

[A stream, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16616

[Unidentified man standing next to a dinghy, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 30)

16617

[Sunset on a river, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16618-16620

[Abandoned log cabin with a tent set up next to it, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 30)

16621-16623

[Unidentified man displaying a fish and then hanging it on a line at a
camp, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16624-16626

[Moose in the water next to the banks of a river, as viewed from a
boat, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16627

[Unidentified hunter taking a picture of a moose, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 30)

16628

[Dead moose on the banks of a river with a dinghy in the
background, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16629

[Unidentified hunter sitting in a boat, filling his pipe with tobacco,
ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 30)

16630

[Unidentified hunter trying to pull a dead moose out of the water, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 31)
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16631

[Unidentified hunter sitting in a boat smoking a pipe, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 30)

16632

[Jared trying to pull a dead moose out of the water, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 31)

16633

[Aerial view of a lake, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16634

[Unidentified hunter sitting on a rock outcrop with a lake in the
distance, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16635

[Man standing next dinghy loaded with meat, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 31)

16636

[Three men and a woman standing on a shore with a floatplane in
the background, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16637

[Dogs and a litter of puppies at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16638-16639

[A litter of puppies eating at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 31)

16640-16644

[Eddie in the garden with a litter of puppies, Pelly River, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 32)

16645

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 31)

16646-16649

[The Reams family at with horses at a ranch, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 32)

16650-16653

[Leaves on the trees changing colors in the fall, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 31)

16654

[Jared posing with the Reams family in their home, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 32)

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River and Lansing photographs. – 1976-1977.
129 photographs : col. and b&w negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River and at
Lansing, showing them trapping, hunting, guiding and performing routine duties around the
house. Also included are views of dog races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in
Whitehorse. One photograph of Ethel in Canoe, B.C. is also included.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16655

[Ethel posing in a fur coat at her home in Canoe, B.C., ca. 1976.]

16656

[Man standing next to a pile of gear and an open canoe on the banks of a
river in the fall, ca. 1976.]
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16657

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River(?), ca.
1976.]

16658

[Three people in a boat in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly
River with people looking on from the banks, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet
35)

16659-16661

[A group of people travelling in three canoes on the Pelly River near Jared
and Eddie’s home, ca. 1976.]

16662

[A tent on the banks of a river, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 32)

16663

[Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16664-16665

[A floatplane on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s home, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16666

[Helicopter in a field near Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 33)

16667-16668

[Forest fire in the Yukon, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16669-16670

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs travelling in a boat, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16671

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs in a boat next to the shore, ca. 1976.] (Negative
sheet 33)

16672

[One of Jared and Eddies camps, with a dog in the foreground, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 32)

16673

[Stripped logs in a section of a forest near Jared and Eddie’s home at
Lansing, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 32)

16674

[Aerial view of a river, ca. 1976.]

16675-16677

[Man shooting the rapids in a boat, ca. 1976.]

16678-16679

[Rapids viewed from the banks of a river, ca. 1976.]

16680-16684

[Moose on the banks of a river viewed from a boat, ca. 1976.]

16685

[Unidentified men sitting near some cabins, ca. 1976.]

16686-16687

[Mr. Reams standing next to a boat loaded with moose meat in front of
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16688

[Mr. Reams standing on a makeshift dock in front of Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, handing a bag to his wife on the shore, ca. 1976.]

16689

[Unidentified man standing on the shore next to a boat loaded with a dead
moose, ca. 1976.]

16690

[A boat loaded with a dead moose on the river, as viewed from the boat, ca.
1976.]

16691-16693

[Jared and an unidentified man fishing in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on
the Pelly River and displaying the fish afterwards, ca. 1976.]

16694-16695

[Jared and an unidentified man in a boat in front for Jared and Eddie’s cabin
on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]
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16696-16697

[Jared in one of his and Eddie’s boats with an unidentified group of people,
ca. 1976-1977.]

16698

[Jared and another boat loaded with a slaughtered moose pulling up in front
of his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16699

[Two boys with a horse at a ranch(?) in the Yukon, ca. 1976.]

16700

[Horse at a ranch(?) in the Yukon, ca. 1976.]

16701-16702

[Jared standing next to his garden and his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly
River, ca. 1976.]

16703

[Three unidentified women standing next to Jared and Eddie’s garden at
their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16704-16706

[Potatoes from Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River,
ca. 1976.]

16707-16708

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 33)

16709-16710

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16711

[Eddie posing with a fish in front of his and Jared’s garden on the Pelly
River, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16712

[Jared and Eddie sitting with a group of people on the embankment in front
of their home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16713

[Eddie and an unidentified woman sitting in a cabin at his and Jared’s home
on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16714

[Jared posing with an unidentified woman in front of one of his and Eddie’s
cabins near their home on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16715

[Eddie posing with a group of unidentified men in front of his and Jared’s
home on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16716

[Eddie and an unidentified man transporting a skidoo in a boat in front of
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16717

[Woman laying on some boxes in front of one of the buildings at Jared and
Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16718-16721

[Unidentified man and woman swimming in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin
on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16722-16723

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels, Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative
sheet 34)

16724

[Jared with a boatload of oil in front of his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly
River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16725

[Unidentified couple at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1976.]
(Negative sheet 34)

16726

[Eddie posing with a man and two boys in front of one of the abandoned
cabins at his and Jared’s home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16727

[Two unidentified women and a man sitting on a bench at Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)
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16728

[A group of unidentified men and women posing in front of a cabin at Jared
and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 34)

16729

[An unidentified man and two boys and Jared or Eddie trying to manoeuvre
a boat on the river in front of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.]
(Negative sheet 35)

16730

[A rainbow on the Pelly River in front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, 1976.] (Negative sheet 35)

16731

[People camping on a beach, 1976.] (Negative sheet 35)

16732-16735

[Jared having a meal with an unidentified group of people in front of his and
Eddie’s cabin at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 35)

16736

[Unidentified boy standing on some rocks next to a river, 1976.] (Negative
sheet 35)

16737

[Unidentified man and two boys with their gear standing on the river bank,
1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16738

[Eddie showing a berry bush next to one of the buildings at his and Eddie’s
home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16739

[Jared standing next to his and Eddie’s garden at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative
sheet 36)

16740

[Jared standing in a berry patch next to his and Eddie’s cabin at Lansing,
1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16741-16742

[A single engine floatplane, with Jared and two passengers, on the Pelly
River near Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16743

[Unidentified couple standing in front of the food cache at Jared and Eddie’s
home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16744

[Unidentified couple standing on the beach near Jared and Eddie’s home at
Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16745

[Unidentified couple in a canoe on the river near Jared and Eddie’s home at
Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16746

[Two unidentified men camping on a beach, 1976.] (Negative sheet 36)

16747

[Two unidentified men travelling in a boat on a river, 1976.] (Negative
sheet 36)

16748-16752

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home on the Pelly River, 1976.]

16753-16754

[Moose on the banks of a river, 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16755

[Eddie posing with a group of unidentified men in front of his and Eddie’s
cabin at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16756

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet
33)

16757

[Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

16758-16759

[Aerial views of a river, 1976.] (Negative sheet 33)

Photographs
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Photo #

Description

16760

[The main cabin at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1976.]

16761

[Eddie posing with three unidentified men in front of the main cabin at his
and Jared’s home at Lansing, 1976.]

16762

[Jared and Eddie waiting for a boat in front of their house at Lansing,
1976.]

16763

[Three unidentified men and a woman posing in front of the main cabin at
Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 36)

16764

[Dogs at their kennels at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 36)

16765

[Sandbar on a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 36)

16766

[Meat drying on a rack at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 36)

16767

[Vegetables picked from Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home at Lansing,
1977.] (Negative sheet 36)

16768

[Dog chewing on a moose hoof, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16769

[Aerial views of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
37)

16770

[One of Jared and Eddie’s boats loaded with wood, 1977.] (Negative sheet
37)

16771

[Aerial view of a river and one of Jared and Eddie’s boats, 1977.] (Negative
sheet 37)

16772-16773

[Boat travelling down a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16774

[Jared and an unidentified man holding a single engine floatplane next to
the shore with ropes, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16775-16776

[Single engine floatplane taking off on the river in front of Jared and
Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16777-16780

[Jared helping two unidentified men and a woman put a boat in the water in
front of his and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16781-16782

[Jared storing a boat for the winter in front of his and Eddie’s home at
Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 37)

16783

[View of some mountains, 1977.] (Negative sheet 38)

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photograph album. – [ca. 1974-1976].
38 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River,
showing them trapping, hunting, guiding and performing routine duties around the home.
In particular, the photographs document a moose hunting trip that Jared took with Roger
and Kathy Reams to Plateau Mountain.
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The photographs were removed from the photograph album for conservation reasons.
The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
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Photo #

Description

16784

The Reams family. [Jared posing with the Reams family at their
home, ca. 1976.]

16785

[Jared tilling the soil at his and Eddie’s home on the Pelly River, ca.
1976.]

16786

[Mr. and Mrs. Reams posing in front of an abandoned building, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16787

[Eddie with a dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16788

[One of Jared and Eddie’s dogs standing on top of its kennel, Pelly
River, ca. 1976.]

16789

[Dog team hauling logs resting at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the
Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16790

[Jared and Eddie’s boats pulled up out of the water for the winter, ca.
1976.]

16791

This picture is above our old place. [Leaves changing colors on the
trees, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16792

[Leaves changing colors on the trees, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet
38)

16793

This picture is under the Hogs Back. Mrs. Reams getting breakfast.
[Mr. and Mrs. Reams having breakfast, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet
38)

16794

From the same place looking downriver. [View of a river, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16795

This is down at the Brown tent. [Two boats docked on a river, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16796

[View of a river, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16797

Look down to fish slough. [View of a river from a hillside, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16798

[Looking off the Hogs Back down river to our old place, ca. 1976.]
(Negative sheet 38)

16799

Roger hunting on Plateau Mountain. [Mr. Reams standing next to a
campfire, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16800

Up past Willow Hill. [Mr. Reams standing next to a stream, ca.
1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16801

[Mr. Reams on Plateau Mountain cradling his rifle on some caribou
antlers, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

Photographs
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Photo #

Description

16802

Roger and I on top of Plateau Mountains. [View of Plateau
Mountains, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16803

[Jared on top of Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16804

Mr. and Mrs. Reams trying to cut off their big moose head. [Mr.
and Mrs. Reams butchering a moose, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16805

[Dog sniffing a dead moose, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16806

The same moose–61 1/2 spread. [Mr. Reams measuring the spread
of the antlers on a moose, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16807

Roger standing behind my moose. [Mr. Reams standing behind a
moose that Jared shot, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16808

On our way home with winter’s meat. [Jared and the Reams in two
boats loaded with moose meat, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16809

My youngest dog Pup. [Jared’s dog pup standing on top of its
kennel and Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16810

Rebbles. [Jared and Eddie’s dog Rebbles standing on top of its
kennel at Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16811

[Jared or Eddie with a dog team on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16812

Roger and a 39 inch salmon. [Mr. Reams displaying a salmon in
front of Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16813

Me and a 42 inch salmon. [Jared displaying a fish in front of his and
Eddie’s home on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

16814

Our garden last summer. [Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home on
the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16815

My upper potatoes patch. Blue kidneys. Jared. [Potato patch at
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16816

Our potatoe[s] in lower patch. [Potato patch at Jared and Eddie’s
cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16817

Eddie and his big 1975 wolf. He got $200 for it. [Eddie with a wolf
on a pole at his and Jared’s home on the Pelly River, 1975.]

16818

[Eddie skinning a wolf at his and Jared’s home on the Pelly River,
1975.]

16819

17 March 1976. This is up at the old Antone place, May 12 1975.
A Happy Birthday Ethel. From Jared. [Jared skinning a bear, ca.
1976.]

16820

Aug 1975. Salmon. [Salmon displayed on a table in front of Jared
and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1975.]

16821

June 1974. At our home on the Pelly. Just out of the net, Tiszra
fish. They are 12 to 8 lbs. [Fish in a boat at Jared and Eddie’s cabin
on the Pelly River, 1974.]

16822

Sun set in front of our home on the Pelly River. [Sunset in front of
Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, 1974.]
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Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River photograph album. – [ca. 1976.]
28 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of a moose hunting trip that Jared took with the
Roger and Kathy Reams to Plateau Mountain, showing them camping, butchering moose,
and transporting moose meat back to Jared and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
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Description

16823

[A moose in a river, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 38)

16824

[Jared in a boat next to the banks of a river, ca. 1976.]

16825

[Jared shaving at a camp, with Mrs. Reams cooking in the
background, ca. 1976.]

16826

[Jared sitting next to a small fire, ca. 1976.]

16827

[Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16828-16829

[Jared standing on Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16830

[Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16831-16832

[Mr. Reams on Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16833

[Caribou antlers on Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16834

[A small bird eating part of a moose, ca. 1976.]

16835

[Jared in front of an abandoned cabin, ca. 1976.]

16836-16837

[Jared and the Reams camping next to a river, ca. 1976.]

16838

[Plateau Mountain, ca. 1976.]

16839-16840

[A dead moose, ca. 1976.]

16841

[Jared butchering a moose, ca. 1976.]

16842

[Mr. Reams standing next to a dead moose, ca. 1976.]

16843

[Jared and Mr. Reams butchering a moose, ca. 1976.]

16844

[Jared travelling on a river in a boat loaded with moose meat, ca.
1976.]

16845-16846

[Jared and Mr. and Mrs. Reams travelling on a river with two boats
loaded with of moose meat, ca. 1976.] (Negative sheet 39)

16847

[The Reams’ boat loaded with moose meat tied up next to the
shore, ca. 1976.]

Photographs
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Photo #

Description

16848-16849

[Jared travelling on a river in a boat loaded with of moose meat, ca.
1976.]

16850

[Mr. Reams displaying moose antlers in front of a cabin at Jared
and Eddie’s cabin on the Pelly River, ca. 1976.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Lansing photograph album. – 1977.
39 photographs : col. and b&w negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, showing
them trapping, hunting, guiding and performing routine duties around the house.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16851

[Jared in a boat in front of his and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 39)

16852

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
39)

16853-16854

[Jared and Eddie’s boat in front of their home at Lansing in the winter,
1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16855

[Jared giving Eddie a haircut at their home at Lansing, 1977.]

16856

[Eddie standing in his and Jared’s garden at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative
sheet 40)

16857

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
40)

16858

[Jared pulling a dead moose out of the water next to the shore, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 40)

16859

[Dead moose in the water next to the shore, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16860

[Mountains reflecting in a lake, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16861-16862

[Jared crossing a river in a raft, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16863-16864

[Dead moose on the banks of a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16865

[Butchered moose loaded in a canoe, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16866

[Moose head in a wheelbarrow at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing,
1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16867

[Collapsed log and tent structure, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16868

[Jared picking blueberries, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)
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16869

[Jared posing with a fish in front of his and Eddie’s vegetable garden at
their home in Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16870

[Jared taking a break from picking blueberries, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16871

[A blueberry bush, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16872

[A woodpile next to one of Jared and Eddie’s boats at their home at
Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 39)

16873

[A fish being displayed on a tree stump, 1977.] (Negative sheet 39)

16874

[Three unidentified men standing next to some dinghies at Jared and
Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 40)

16875

[Unidentified couple at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 40)

16876

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
40)

16877

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
39)

16878

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]

16879-16881

[Aerial views of a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 38)

16882

[One of Jared and Eddie’s boats travelling through ice filled waters, 1977.]

16883

[A tent next to a river, 1977.]

16884

The last picture Eddie took of his dog team up Lansing some place.
[Eddie’s dog team in the bush near Lansing in the spring, 1977.] (Negative
sheet 44)

16885

[Jared or Eddie arriving with a dog team at their home in Lansing, 1977.]

16886

[Unidentified man posing with moose antlers, with Eddie and another man
looking on, at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]

16887

[Jared and Pete Beattie posing in front of a partially completed log cabin,
1977.]

16888

[Pete and Mary Beattie and their daughter at their home, 1977.]

16889

[Dogs at their kennels in the winter at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing,
1977.]

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Lansing photographs. – 1977.
77 photographs : col. negatives ; 13 x 18 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, showing
them trapping, hunting, guiding and performing routine duties around the house. Also
included are photographs of the Beatties, Jared and Eddie’s neighbours, views of where
Eddie was killed and of the RCMP airlifting out the bear carcass.
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Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16890

[Eddie displaying moose antlers in front of the main cabin at his and Jared’s
home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16891

[Eddie and an unidentified man travelling in a boat on a river, ca. 1977.]

16892-16895

[Eddie pulling a boat up and storing it for the winter in front of his and
Jared’s home at Lansing, ca. 1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16896-16899

[Jared or Eddie feeding their dogs at their home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]
(Negative sheet 41)

16900

[Jared and Eddie sitting with a group of people in their cabin; caption verso:
Stuart, Lucile, ? ? John, Meg, Cate. ca. 1977.]

16901

[Jared and Eddie sitting with a group of people in their cabin; caption verso:
Lucile, ? ? John, Meg, Chuck, Cate. ca. 1977.]

16902

[Jared walking towards the cabin at Lansing in the winter, carrying two
buckets, 1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16903-16904

[Sunrise in the winter at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 41)

16905

[Jared holding a dead marten at his and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 41)

16906

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
41)

16907-16908

[Views of a mountain range, 1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16909

[Two of Jared and Eddie’s dog teams in the winter, with Jared standing at
one of the sleds, 1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16910

[Dog team in front of a tent in the winter, 1977.] (Negative sheet 41)

16911

[Dog team on the edge of a lake or a river in the winter, 1977.] (Negative
sheet 41)

16912

[Unidentified man standing next to a dog team hauling supplies in the
winter, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16913

[Unidentified man with a dog team hauling a load of wood in the winter,
1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16914

[Dog team on a trail, 1977.]

16915

[Tent in the winter, 1977.]

16916

[Dead squirrels hanging from a pole, 1977.]

16917

[Spring breakup on a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16918-16925

[Spring breakup on a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16926-16928

[Spring breakup on a river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)
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16929-16930

[Jared feeding bear meat to his dogs from a bear carcass, Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 42)

16931

[The main cabin at Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing as seen from the
river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16932

[Pete and Mary Beattie and their daughter docking their boat, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 42)

16933

[A food cache, 1977.]

16934

[Eddie posing with two fish in front of the main cabin at his and Jared’s
home at Lansing, 1977.]

16935-16936

[Jared and Eddie’s garden at their home at Lansing, 1977.]

16937

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels at Lansing, 1977.]

16938

[Aerial view of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, 1977.]

16939

[Moose head next to a rack of drying meat, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16940-16941

[Views of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing from a hill across the river,
1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16942

[Eddie and two unidentified people picking vegetables at Lansing, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 42)

16943-16944

[Three unidentified men in two dinghies in front of Jared and Eddie’s home
at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16945

[Mr. Beattie butchering a moose, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16946

[Pete and Mary Beattie and their daughter at their campsite, 1977.]
(Negative sheet 42)

16947-16948

[Jared and Pete Beattie building a log cabin, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16949

[Small helicopter flying near Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing (?), 1977.]
(Negative sheet 43)

16950

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
43)

16951

[Pete and Mary Beattie and their daughter, 1977.] (Negative sheet 43)

16952-16953

[The place near Lansing where Eddie was killed, showing the remains of
clothing and animal tracks, 1977.] (Negative sheet 43)

16954-16957

[Helicopter removing the carcass of the bear that killed Eddie so that it can
be examined, 1977.] (Negative sheet 43)

16958

[Boat travelling in icy waters, 1977.] (Negative sheet 42)

16959

[Dog team on the river, 1977.] (Negative sheet 43)

16960

[Jared and Eddie’s dogs at their kennels at Lansing, 1977.] (Negative sheet
43)

16961-16966

[The Reams family and their home, ca. 1977.]

Photographs
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Jared Wilkinson Lansing photograph album. – [ca. 1977].
28 photographs : col. ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared and Eddie’s home at Lansing, soon after
Eddie died, showing Jared trapping and performing routine duties around the house. Also
portrayed are a number of people who visited him, in particular his woman friend, Arma,
who seems to have stayed for a period.
The photographs were originally contained in a photograph album, but they were removed
for conservation reasons. The original order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

16967

[Arma standing next to a helicopter near Jared’s home at Lansing, ca.
1977.]

16968

[Arma and two unidentified men standing next to a helicopter near Jared’s
home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16969-16970

[Helicopter taking off and flying near Jared’s home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16971

[Jared’s home at Lansing viewed from across the river in the winter, ca.
1977.]

16972

[Arma shovelling snow in front of the main cabin at Jared’s home at
Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16973

[Arma posing with a marten next to Jared’s dogs at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16974-16976

[Jared and Arma posing with a group of unidentified people in front of the
main cabin at Jared’s home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16977-16978

[A winter camp along Jared’s trapline, ca. 1977.]

16979

[Jared with a dog team at his home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16980

[A dead marten hanging from a trap, ca. 1977.]

16981

[Arma posing with a moose leg, ca. 1977.]

16982

[Jared posing with a moose leg, ca. 1977.]

16983-16984

[Ice jam on a river, ca. 1977.]

16985

[Jared standing on a road with Pelly Crossing in the background, ca. 1977.]

16986

[Arma standing on a road with Pelly Crossing in the background, ca. 1977.]

16987

[Arma posing with a marten in front Jared’s main cabin at Lansing, ca.
1977.]

16988-16989

[Arma posing with two martens in front Jared’s main cabin at Lansing, ca.
1977.]

16990

[Jared’s home at Lansing seen from the river in the winter, ca. 1977.]

16991

[Arma hauling water in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16992

[Arma with a wheelbarrow full of snow in front of Jared’s main cabin at
Lansing, ca. 1977.]
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16993

[A puppy asleep under on of Jared’s boats, Lansing, ca. 1977.]

16994

[Arma posing at Jared’s home at Lansing, ca. 1977.]

Jared Wilkinson Lansing and Canoe, B.C. photographs. – 1977-1978.
38 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared at his home in Lansing, after Eddie had
died, showing him trapping and performing routine duties around the house. Also included
are views of Andy and Ethel Porterfield in Canoe, B.C. from a trip that Jared and Arma
took there; photographs of a trip that Jared and Arma took to Atlin, B.C.; and a fire near
Jared’s home at Lansing.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
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16995

[Arma and Jared sitting at a table at Jared’s home at Lansing(?),
1977.]

16996

[Arma sitting at a table at Jared’s home at Lansing(?), 1977.]

16997

[Arma and her son decorating a Christmas tree at Jared’s home at
Lansing(?),1977.]

16998

[Arma and her son decorating a Christmas tree at Jared’s home at
Lansing(?), 1977.]

16999

[Arma and her son sitting at a table at Jared’s home at Lansing(?),
1977.]

17000

[Arma sitting at a table at Jared’s home at Lansing?, 1977.]

17001

[Arma sawing a stick at a table at Jared’s home at Lansing(?), 1977.]

17002

[Andy and Ethel Porterfield and their dog posing in front of their
home in Canoe, B.C., 1978.] (Negative sheet 43)

17003

The drunks at Edgewood. [Andy and Ethel Porterfield, two
unidentified people, and Arma posing in front of the Porterfield home
in Canoe, B.C., 1978.] (Negative sheet 43)

17004

[Unidentified man, Arma, and Ethel in front of the Porterfield home
in Canoe, B.C., 1978.] (Negative sheet 43)

17005

[Jared, Ethel and Ethel’s dog posing in front of their home in Canoe,
B.C., 1978.] (Negative sheet 43)

17006

[Arma in front of her house(?), 1978.]

17007

[The ‘Tarahne’ at Atlin, B.C., 1978.]

Photographs
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17008-17016

[Views of Atlin and the surrounding area from at trip that Jared and
Arma made there, 1978.]

17017-17018

[Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative
sheet 44)

17019

[Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative sheet
45)

17020

1978. Last of July. Forsefire [sic] coming towards Lansing. [Forest
fire near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative sheet 45)

17021

July 28, 1978. Fire starts on bench hills up Lansing river. [Forest fire
near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative sheet 44)

17022-17025

[Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative sheet
44)

17026

Aug. 5 1978. Same fire. [Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing,
August 1978.] (Negative sheet 44)

17027

Aug. 5 1978. Same fire. [Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing,
July 1978.]

17028-17029

[Forest fire near Jared’s home at Lansing, July 1978.] (Negative sheet
45)

17030

[Jared in a boat travelling on a river, 1978.]

17031

[Boats in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.] (Negative sheet
45)

17032

[Boats loaded with dogs and possessions in front of Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1978.]

(Negative sheet 44)

Jared Wilkinson Lansing photograph album. – [ca. 1978-1979].
46 photographs : col. ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared at his home in Lansing, showing him
performing routine duties around the house. Also included are photographs of visitors,
such as Brad White, and Arma and an unidentified woman with a baby. The album was a
birthday present to Jared from Ethel in 1979. The annotation on the inside of the album
was as follows: To Jared Wilkinson on November 13 1979. From Ethel Porterfield.
The photographs were removed from the album for conservation reasons. The original
order was retained.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

17033

[Brad White sitting on a kennel at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]
(Negative sheet 44)
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17034

[Brad White eating in front of a tent, 1978.]

17035

[Floatplane landing near Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]
(Negative sheet 45)

17036

[Brad White using a scythe to cut grass at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1978.] (Negative sheet 44)

17037

[Jared’s home at Lansing as seen from the food cache, 1978.]
(Negative sheet 44)

17038

[Dogs at their kennels at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17039

[Fish and meat sitting on a table outside at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1978.]

17040-17042

[The vegetable garden at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17043

[Jared’s boat pulled up out of the water at his home at Lansing,
1978.]

17044

[Jared standing in the garden at his home at Lansing, 1978.]

17045

[Wild flowers at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17046-17047

[Views of one of the dilapidated buildings at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1978.] (Negative sheet 44)

17048

[The vegetable garden at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17049

[One of the dilapidated buildings at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17050

[Jared’s home at Lansing as seen from the river in front of the
house,1978.]

17051

[The river in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17052-17053

[Aerial views of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.] (Negative sheet
44)

17054

[Jared digging the garden at his home at Lansing, 1978.]

17055

[Arma standing next to laundry drying on the line at Jared’s home
at Lansing, 1978.]

17056

[Arma standing in the garden at Lansing,1978.]

17057

[Jared kneeling in the garden at his home at Lansing, 1978.]

17058

[Jared’s home at Lansing as viewed from the hills across the river,
1978.]

17059

[Jared’s dogs at their kennels at Lansing, 1978.]

17060

[Boats docked in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17061

[Bear tracks in the snow near Jared’s home at Lansing(?), 1978.]

17062

[Sunrise at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1978.]

17063-17064

[A floatplane in an ice filled river in front of Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1978.]

(Negative sheet 44)
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17065-17066

[The vegetable garden at Lansing, 1979.]

17067-17070

[Landscape views taken by Jared on a hiking trip; Mount Joy is in
the background, September 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17071

[Air North Charter floatplane unloading Arma in front of Jared’s
home at Lansing, 1979.]

17072

[Pete and Mary Beattie, their daughter and their dogs in two boats,
1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17073

[Arma and an unidentified woman with a child on the food cache at
Jared’s home at Lansing, June 1979.]

17074

[Arma and an unidentified woman with a child standing next to dogs
at their kennels at Jared’s home at Lansing, June 1979.]

17075

[A berry bush, 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17076

[Fireweed growing at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]

17077

[A storm near Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]

17078

[Fireweed growing at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]

Jared Wilkinson Fort Selkirk and Lansing photographs. – 1979.
56 photographs : col. ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Jared at Fort Selkirk and at his home in Lansing,
and in the surrounding areas. Also included are photographs of the Beatties at their home
18 miles below Lansing, Arma and an unidentified woman with a baby, and a group of men
at Jared’s home.
Arranged in chronological order.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

17079

[Fort Selkirk, 1979.]

17080

[Taylor and Drury store at Fort Selkirk, 1979.]

17081

[A building at Fort Selkirk, 1979.]

17082-17087

[Ice floes on the river in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]

17088-17091

[Views of Jared’s home at Lansing in the spring, 1979.]

17092-17093

[The river in front of Jared’s home at Lansing in the spring,
1979.]

17094-17095

[Views of Jared’s home at Lansing in the spring, 1979.]

17096

Arma in the pea patch same day. [Arma in the pea patch at
Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]
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17097

[Vegetable garden at Lansing, July 1979.]

17098

Aug 1979. Potatoes at Lansing. (Negative sheet 46)

17099

Last July. Peas at Lansing. 1979. [Pea patch at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17100

[Vegetable garden at Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 44)

17101

Garden last of June, 1979. [Vegetable garden at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1979.]

17102

[Arma standing in the garden at Lansing, with a butterfly on her
hand, 1979.]

17103

July 1979. Pea patch. [Pea patch at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17104

[Arma picking peas in the pea patch at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17105

[Arma and an unidentified woman with a baby at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1979.]

17106

[Pea patch at Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet
46)

17107

Sept. 7, 1979. Jared and his little moose at Lansing. [Jared
standing in a boat loaded with moose meat in front of his home at
Lansing, September 7, 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17108

[Jared’s dogs at their kennels at his home in Lansing, 1979.]
(Negative sheet 45)

17109

[Arma sitting in a boat loaded with moose meat in front of Jared’s
home at Lansing, September 7, 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17110

Sept. 1979. Arma come up river from picking cranberries. See
Lansing in the far background. Station range in the background.
[Arma sitting in a boat looking through binoculars, near Jared’s
home at Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17111

Aug. the last, 1979. Arma came in on this Beaver. [Floatplane
on the river in front of Jared’s home at Lansing, 1979.]

17112

[Partially skinned bear in the yard at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1979.]

17113

[Two unidentified men and a dog in a canoe in front of Jared’s
home at Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17114

Sept 1979. Mont [sic] Joy in the background. Me & my dog
Woodie went on a hard hiking trip. [Jared on a hiking trip near
Mount Joy, September 1979.] (Negative sheet 44)

17115

Same trip 2 day later. Dog is tired. [Jared on a hiking trip near
Mount Joy, September 1979.] (Negative sheet 44)

17116

Aug 1979. In the pea patch. [Jared in the pea patch at his home
at Lansing, August 1979.]
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17117-17119

Pete and Mary Beattie at their home 18 miles below Lansing.
[The Beatties swimming in the river in front of their home,
1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17120

[18 miles below Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 46)

17121

[Pete and Mary Beattie and their daughter sitting in front of their
cabin 18 miles below Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 44)

17122

[Jared posing with Pete Beattie, his daughter and an unidentified
man and woman in front of the Beattie’s cabin 18 miles below
Lansing, 1979.] (Negative sheet 44)

17123

Sept. 9 1979 at Lansing. [Arma in the cauliflower patch at Jared’s
home at Lansing, September 1979.] (Negative sheet 45)

17124

Aug 1979 at Lansing. [Fireweed growing at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1979.]

17125

June 1979. Pick nicking 2 miles above Lansing. [Arma and
unidentified woman with baby having a picnic on the banks of a
river, June 1979.]

17126

My dog Wiggles on the pick nick. [Arma, unidentified woman
with baby, and Jared’s dog having a picnic on the banks of a river,
June 1979.]

17127

[Jared, Arma and Jared’s dog Wiggles standing on the banks of a
river, June 1979.]

17128

[Arma and unidentified woman with a baby standing on the banks
of a river, June 1979.]

17129-17130

[Unidentified group of men helping Jared in his garden at Lansing,
1979.]

17131-17132

[Unidentified group of men sitting taking notes at Jared’s home at
Lansing, 1979.]

17133

[The Beattie’s home 18 miles below Lansing, with Mary Beattie
standing in the doorway of the main cabin, 1979.] (Negative
sheet 46)

17134

[Jared and Arma at standing in a field at Jared’s home at Lansing,
1979.]

Ethel and Andy Porterfield Canoe, B.C. photographs and Jared Wilkinson
Vancouver photographs. – 1980.
5 photographs : col. negatives ; 9 x 12.5 cm.
The sub-series consists of photographs of Ethel, Andy, and Arma in Canoe, B.C., and Jared
visiting friends and relatives in Vancouver in 1980.
Arranged in chronological order.
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17135

[Ethel and Arma standing in a garden in someone’s backyard, ca.
1980.]

17136

[Andy sitting in front of his birthday cake, Canoe, B.C., ca. 1980.]

17137

[Ethel, Andy and an unidentified man and two women having
dinner, Canoe, B.C.(?), ca. 1980.]

17138

[Jared posing with Mr. Wilkinson’s sister and husband, and other
unidentified people in Vancouver, 1980.] (Negative sheet 47)

17139

[Jared posing with unidentified family, Vancouver(?), 1980.]
(Negative sheet 47)
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SERIES VII
WILKINSON FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS OF ANCESTORS, RELATIVES AND FRIENDS. –
[ca. 1860-1960].
431 photographs : b&w ; 20 x 24 cm and smaller.
The series consists of old family portraits and group photographs, views of the towns and villages,
and general scenery of the Wilkinson family in Utah and Thompson family in Wisconsin, dating
back to the Civil War. A few family photographs of the Porterfields in Canada are present too. As
well, there are contemporary photographs of friends and relatives of the Wilkinsons, such as the
Stelfoxes, and Lintons, dating until 1960. The majority of the individuals and locations in the
photographs are unidentified.
Caption list follows.
Photo #

Description

17140

[Woman with three pups in front of two wall tents.]

17141

[Scene of lake with canoe in foreground.]

17142

Clay’s wife, myself. Uncle Charley and Aunt Cora - Taken just
before I got sick.

17143

[Group of 12 children posing with woman in front of a log building.]

17144

Albert. [Man sitting on rocks with small handgun.]

17145

[Man on horseback posing.]

17146

[Man posing with sheep horns.]

17147

[Man, woman, and child posing in untended meadow

17148

[Three men posing with caribou and moose antlers and sheep horns
on riverbank.]

17149

Ralph and part of his family. Donald, Eugene, Gordon, and Doris (?).

17150

Duane Peterson, Cathlene Boy. [Small child with dog.]

17151

[Man and woman in front of a house.]

17152

[Family posing in front of a house.]

17153

[Group of five men posing, one holding a small child.]

17154

[Caribou and moose antlers on display, sheep horns too.]

17155

[Loading hay onto carts.]

17156

[Man and woman posing with two children.]

17157

Picture of Russell Post - Fimmerly

17158

[Scene of town on river front, boat in foreground, ice jam in river.]

17159

[Man posing smoking pipe. Taken July 10-38

17160

Amery, Wis. [Young woman cameo photo.]
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17161-17163

[Children posing.]

17164

[Young woman posing.]

17165

Freighter on road near Evans . . . Mr. Jared Wilkinson & son.

17166

Ethel Burr.

17167

[Small girl and baby boy posing.]

17168

Irene . . . Ione.

17169

[Woman posing.]

17170

[Woman sitting with girl on left and boy on right (Ethel, Mrs
Wilkinson, Jared?).]

17171, 17172

[Two young girls posing.]Dear Mrs. Wilkinson, just got pictures
finished. The other of Ethel was spoiled. Lloyd has just finished a
hay-baling siege. Baby is growing so fast. Is strong, but not so strong
as Ethel was. She weighed 12 lbs at 3 mos.Charlotte climbs a lot
now. Does not talk yet. My sister is in N.B. en route for France.A
merry Xmas to all, Sincerely yours, Roselle (?) Beharrell.

17173-17175

[Photos of children.]

17176

[Young woman posing seated with white dress.]

17177

[Man, woman, and two young girls posing in their Sunday best.]

17178

[Woman posing, side view; with magazine in lap.]

17179

[Young couple posing.]

17180

[Two little girls in white dresses.]

17181

[Five men posing on and about a huge log on a flatbed railcar.]

17182

[Three children posing.]

17183

Laverne.

17184

[Small boy on porch.]

17185

[Dead fish and ducks, guns, and fishing rod on display.]

17186

[Man posing outside building.]

17187

[Woman posing, leaning on car.]

17188

[Woman in polka-dot dress posing, leaning on car.]

17189

[Man digging in garden.]

17190

[Old man with beard.]

17191

This is Richard & I taken July 18, 1948.How about sending me one
of you - all ! Please ![Young woman standing with boy.]

17192

[Young man in uniform.]

17193

[Girl on motorcycle.]

17194

[Woman posing, seated.]
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17195

[Uniformed man.]

17196

[Head and shoulders of dark-haired young man.]

17197

[Group of thirteen men posing in front of hay cart.]

17198

[Horse.]

17199

[Train on bridge.]

17200

[Two young boys boxing, child in diapers refereeing.]

17201

[Farm workers baling hay.]

17202

[Two women posing on a bridge over a stream.]

17203

[Man sitting on top of boxcar.]

17204

[Two children posing with a baby and a dog.]

17205

[Man and woman posing with violin.]

17206

[Man driving car.]

17207

Lura T.

27208

[Two houses with woman in front of one.]

17209

[Woman and small boy on porch.]

17210

[Group of people on porch.]

17211

[Large, imposing building with clock tower.]

17212

[Two women standing back to back.]

17213

[Couple posing in front of tree.]

17214

Miles Canyon, Dawson Y.T.

17215

Yukon Mosquito.

17216

[Two small log buildings with four women posing in front.]

17217

[Stream.]

17218

[Woman holding baby.]

17219

[Large group on 25 people posing in front of a house.]

17220

Stanley W. Trosset Jr. holding his niece taken 4 yrs ago.]The only
small picture I have.

17221

This is my grandchild. Nancy Reid Martin.S.W. Trosset

17222

John & Betty Stelfox and family except for two ladies and baby on
left. Four children in middle from smallest to largest are Joyce,
Jennifer, Brad & Elinor (back). Donald (adopted boy) in front of
Betty at right.Taken near Missoula Jan. 1970.

17223

H.L. and Doug Caldwell.

17224

Seth house.

17225

[Group of eleven people.]

17226

[Unidentified woman.]
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17227

[Unidentified man.]

17228

[Man and woman opening gift.]

17229

[Man and woman standing in field.]

17230

[Three children going skating.]

17231

[Four men with sailor hats and guns.]

17232

[Horses and people in winter.]

17233

[Man and woman posing with baby in man’s arms.]

17234

[Girl holding hand of baby on lawn.]

17235

[Eight cub scouts.]

17236

Lou and I at Soup Lake. Sept. 1948.

17237

[Woman and daughter posing in garden.]

17238

Our camp at Independance, Aug. 1946.

17239

Jim in tent at Independance Aug. 1946.

17240

Jim ‘rocking’ Aug 1946.

17241

Myself - at work panning some lead I’d say. Sept. ‘46.

17242

Myself with pan, rocks and dirt tho not gold nuggets worse luck,
Sept. ‘46.

17243

Camp at Primrose Slough Sept. 1946. Woodcutters’ pup looking for
eats.

17244

Snow in Seattle in Nov. 1946.

17245

Billy and our new car Feb. 1948.

17246

The four. Feb. 1948.

17247

[Leona and Lorraine Wilkinson.]

17248

The sun makes me look as though I was blind in one eye, but I ain’t.

17249

[Five people posing.]

17250

Eddie.

17251

[Two men.]

17252

[Man, standing with covered wagon and three horses.]

17253

[Two young children in pram.]

17254

[Young woman posing.]

17255-17259

[Four people posing on porch.]

17260

[Four adults and young child on porch.]

17261

Walter.

17262

For Bert and Loura two girls posing on park bench.]
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17263, 17264,
17265, 17266

[Three men posing on porch.][Two girls and two dogs on
porch.][Man and woman posing dressed as Indians.][Ten people
posing on porch.]

17267

[Group of people.]

17268

‘46’ Store - Balsam Lake, Wis.

17269

[Eight people posing on porch.]

17270

[People in sled pulled by two horses.]

17271

[Two girls posing on boardwalk.]

17272

Nov. 30/08 woman with boy and dog.]

17273

[Man and woman posing.]

17274

[Three people on porch.]

17275

[Five people posing.]

17276

[Small boy and baby in garden.]

17277

[Girl head and shoulders.]

17278

[Four young women posing.]

17279

[Woman on porch.]

17280

Myself and our cat Paulline.

17281

[Woman posing.]

17282

Nov. 10, 1911. [Nine people having tea.]

17283

[Small boy posing on stool.]

17284

[Picnic at Aunt Edith’s.]

17285

[Woman and small boy on porch.]

17286

Dorothy Lougene Sampson weight 13 1/2 lbs. age 8 months.
Sunbonnet has spoiled curls so it looks like her hair is straight.

17287

From Gay to Earl Jensen.

17288

[Young lady posing.]

17289

[Men baling hay.]

17290

[Two young men, fully clothed, standing waist-deep in a stream.]

17291

[Four people posing on boardwalk.]

17292

[Man and woman standing on porch wearing aprons.]

17293

[Man standing beside covered wagon with three horses.]

17294

[Two small boys boxing in yard with referee in diapers.]

17295

[Man in car.]

17296

[Man sitting on top of boxcar.]

17297

[Powerdam.]
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17298

[Man reclining on lawn under tree.]

17299

[Two children on horse, woman standing by.]

17300-17302

[Two small boys boxing.]

17303

[Two men standing in doorway.]

17304

[White-haired and bearded old man.]

17305

[Family portrait (13 people).]

17306

[Men standing.]

17307

[Two men posing.]

17308

[Six women standing on roots of large stump.]

17309

[Three people eating around a stove in the bush, two tents in the
background.]

17310

This is me and my horse Tots.

17311

[Fox fur draped over chair.]

17312-17313

[Woman standing in driveway.]

17314

Moonie and Jack at Ketchican, Alaska, Converted Corvette in
background, Sept. 1949.

17315

May 24, 1951.

17316

Morey and Susan - Angelic aren’t they, but it is only a pose.

17317

Milt Coswell.

17318

[Small girl carrying doll, ca. 1958.]

17319

[Woman with dog.]

17320

[Two small children sitting on lawn in front of house.]

17321

Playing mud pies.

17322

[Woman standing on docks. In background, two big boats.]

17323

[Woman sunbathing on bench.]

17324

Graduation, May 28, 1958.

17325

[Young woman lying on lawn, June 1958.]

17326

[Airplane with girl posing in front.]

17327

[Airplane with man posing in front.]

17328

New Year’s Dinner, 1957.

17329

[Couple on porch.]

17330

[House with huge pile of firewood on left-hand side.]

17331

[Two women on side of a stream, two young girls wading.]

17332

Peter L. and Sophronia Zion, July 1962.
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17333

Sophronia Jane Wilkinson Zion, July 1962.

17334

[Two women.]

17335

How do you like this? This was taken about a year ago.

17336

Judy, 1st grade Dec. 1958.

17337

Susan, 3rd grade Dec. 1958.

17338-17342

[Unidentified people.]

17343

Delores, 1949.

17344

Betty Joyce 8 yrs, Sandra Lee 18 mos., Sept. 8, 1944.

17345-17348

[Unidentified people.]

17349

Nov. 1958 in England. Harvey aged 2 1/2 yrs.

17350

Taken in San Antonio, Texas, 30 Sept. 1961.

17351

Great Grandmother Howarth & Great Grandfather Howarth.

17352

[Unidentified family.]

17353

Betty and John Stelfox married July 7, 1956- Sept. 26, still
married!!!!

17354

Susie’s Grandchildren.

17355

Susie’s daughter Madeline and her husband Oscar.

17356

Taken by Dad’s house.

17357

Dad and his tall sunflowers and Susie taken in September when we
were over there.

17358

All the inlaws and me and Dad

17359

Camping. Teeton Mountains of Wyoming - 1954.

17360

[Four people standing by a fence.]

17361

1/8/58 - I make my living selling pianos.

17362

[Four people standing by a fence.]

17363

Rev. Muir, Ray and Leona, June 22, 1943, First Christian Church,
Seattle, Wash.

17364

All Dad’s inlaws & Ray & I.

17365

Ray on the Dallas ferry June 1948.

17366

[Leona and two people standing by a car.]

17367

[Two men and a girl sitting on logs with a gun and a lynx.]

17368

Dad and I an Dallas ferry.

17369

Darlene Shirley Delores Feb. 1946.

17370

Delores and Billy Feb. 1946.

17371

Dorothy and family Feb. 1946.
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17372-17376

[Different combinations of people posing beside house.]

17377

[Man working in garden.]

17378

Dad and Bert March 1946.

17379

Susie and Evelyn.

17380

Susie, Bobby (my grandson), Evelyn and my son in law Larry.

17381

[Man in car.]

17382

[Group posing incomprehensible annotaion on back.]

17383

This is Lou with his new false teeth.

17384

This is my son Charley Eugene and myself.

17385

[Charley Eugene.]

17386

[Insurance business

17387

[Couple standing.]

17388

Here are the old folks: Xmas 1959

17389

Delores Lougan Averill and Billy

17390

Dad, Dorothy, Billy and Delores

17391

William Darrell Averill, aged 3 1/2 years

17392

Leona, Mrs. Gordon, Norfolk VA, Mrs. Carr, Hettinger N.D.

17393

[Couple in front of house.] 1954.

17394

This is Betty Joyce, I, and Gay’s girl friend. Betty Joyce looks so
silly.

17395

This is me (Evelyn), Sandra Lee, & Oscar, my sister’s husband.

17396

Shingle both cutters.

17397

[Two photos of a group of people.]

17398

Christa, me, Donna Lee, Claude, Eugene.

17399

Nancy, Harry on trike, Richard. Florence and Harry’s children

17400

[Five people standing in front yard.]

17401

Donna Lee; Lee Jensen, cousin; His wife; Walter Jared Jensen; me;
Christa, sister; Norma, my daughter. Donna Lee is her daughter.

17402

Rich Field, Utah

17403

Uncle Ben, Aunt Charlotte; Rich Field, Utah.

17404

Ray and Leona in front of office, Oct. 1949.

17405

[Leona with a group of people.]

17406

Dad Sept. 16, 1949 Toppenislo Wash.

17407-17411

[Wedding.]
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17412

Now look at my princess. Purty little gall, I’d say. And look at
Muggs. Quite a difference. The big tuff guy is me. That will skeer
Ethel.

17413-17414

[Women posing.] Sept. 1952.

17415

My sister Betty, at her home in Walla Walla. March 1956.

17416

Sandra Lee.

17417

[Group of people standing.]

17418

Vivianne 1 1/2 years, Gordon 3 years, Vicki 4 1/2 yearsKohse.

17419

Susie and Sandra Lee.

17420

[Baby in pram.]

17421

[Young man with arms around young woman.]

17422

This is me. Lou.

17423

Daddy and Dorothy. Taken in front of Hotel Commercial. The one
we run.

17424

[Children dressed up.]

17425

[Lou.]

17426

[Woman raking grass.]

17427

[Lady standing in front of house.]

17428

Ethel. [Woman in yard with pups.]

17429

This is myself and Armour Haines, the originator of the Black Lily
Remedies and the trap for sparrows.

17430

July 1931.

17431

[Melvie 9 years old, Lawrence 2 years old.]

17432

[Two women sitting in yard playing with kittens and puppies.]

17433

Dot and me.

17434

A small rock.

17435-17437

[Ten horses pulling a boiler on skis.]

17438

Leona; taken by the waterwheel that runs the old laundry.

17439

[Young couple sitting on bench in corner of brick wall.]

17440

[Group of people in a field.]

17441

[Wedding party.]

17442

[Woman standing arms akimbo.]

17443

[Three women and a dog, with a man on a stump behind.]

17444

Will Linton and Aunt Lizzie[?] Eden Man.

17445

This is Mamma taken last summer over at Riverdail in Raymond.

17446

[Young man posing on dirt road.]
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17447

Delores Lougean Averill age 4 1/2 months.

17448

[Portrait of two men and three women.] Christmas 1961 to Jared,
best guide in the world. From J. Rigg Vaughn.

17449

[Portrait of a young man.]

17450

Elinor and Bert Hurmer.

17451

[Couple posing on lawn.]

17452

[Portrait of a man, two women, and a young girl.]

17453

[Portrait of a couple.]

17454

Greetings from a Yukon Sourdough.

17455

[Two men.]

17456

[Three women and a man.]

17457

[Woman and a man.]

17458

George Thompson and wife.

17459

Lura [?] Porterfield.

17460

Billy aged 18 months taken Aug. 1912. Hatty and Bill Goodwind.

17461

[Portrait of a man with a funny beard.]

17462

[Portrait of a couple.]

17463

[Portrait of a woman.]

17464

1 year, 6 months. [Portrait of a child.]

17465

Bob Thompson and wife Bella. Bella died 1907

17466

Dad’s wheat crop 1916

17467-17468

[Two portraits of couples.]

17469

Emma Horn.

17470

Grand Pa Porterfield’s home in Ontario.

17471

[Three people sitting outside a log house.]

17472

[Portrait of a man.]

17473

[Baby in christening gown.]

17474

[Portrait of a young lady.]

17475

[Portrait of a young lady.]

17476

Etta Mae Plumadore age 7 months.

17477

[Portrait of man, woman, and baby.]

17478

[Portrait of young lady standing.]

17479

[Young woman posing.]

17480

[Two babies.]
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Photo #

Description

17481

[Small girl and big girl.]

17482

Feb. 21, 1902 portrait of a young lady.]

17483

[Woman with two children.]

17484

[Small child and baby.]

17485

[Young man in uniform carrying a trombone.]

17486

Sadie McKensie.

17487

Edwin.

17488

[Portrait of a young couple.]

17489

[Young man posing.]

17490

[Young woman with glasses.]

17491-17492

[Portrait of a young man.]

17493

[Four men posing with violin and trumpet.]

17494

Mae.

17495

[Two women walking in water.]

17496

[Portrait of small child.]

17497

[Portrait of young woman.]

17498

[Portrait of two men.]

17499

[Portrait of young girl.]

17500

[Portrait of woman.]

17501

[Portrait of a young lady.]

17502

[Portrait of a young lady.]

17503

[Portrait of a girl dressed as an Indian maid.]

17504

[Portrait of a family.]

17505

[Men chopping down a tree.]

17506

[People and horses.]

17507

Cultas [?] Lake fish hatchery.

17508

[Woman holding a baby.]

17509

Vivianne, Mother, Rhoda (with cigarettes). Taken April 15, 1957.

17510

[Couple with daughter, and grandchild on lawn beside tree.]

17511

[Two young children on tricycle summer 1931.]

17512

Dec. 1931 Leslie’s kids.

17513

July 1931 Leslie’s family.

17514

Jan. 1931 Leslie’s family.

17515

[Four children playing in the snow.]
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17516

Bill & Dee.

17517

This was just before the big snow we had after Christmas.

17518

[Two women on the steps of a church dressed up.]

17519

Our house, greenhouse behind trees, office, garage, mess, etc. Staff
residences. Highway running down centre of snap, in front of
buildings.

17520

L. to R. - House, power house (showing in front of old windchanger
tower) & store - back of house showing - front faces lake. Fall 1948.

17521

This is back side of house allso [sic.] back side of barn and garage.

17522

Mae and children 1945.

17523-17524

Celia with Mae’s children 1945.

17525

[Man and woman standing in front of house.]

17526

For Annie and Russ from J. A. Fowler 1902.

17527

[Portrait of a woman.]

17528

To Russel and Annie from Grandma with Xmas Greetings.

17529

[Portrait of an elderly couple.]

17530

[Portrait of a young family; man, woman, little girl.]

17531

[Portrait of a woman looking at a man.]

17532

To Aunt Eliza with love from her niece Mary J. Fowler; Christmas
1911.

17533

[Portrait of a woman.]

17534

[Portrait of a young man and a young lady.]

17535

[Portrait of a girl and two boys.]

17536

Don Linton and family. Also Annie Porterfield taken 1917, Ochre
River Manitoba.

1753717538

[Elderly couple on porch steps.][Group of five people sitting on
porch steps.]

17539

[Portrait of a woman.]

17540

[Family portrait.]

17541

[Small girl with mother and grandmother.]

17542

Centre couple Grand Pa Linton and Grandma. Taken around 1900.

17543

[Four men posing on and around a tractor-type machine.]

17544

Bob and Bill Thompson.

17545

[Many people posing on and about a baling apparatus.]

17546

Grand Dad Porterfield building a cheminey at Roostburn, Man.

17547

[Tom Thompson.]
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17548

[Portrait of a woman and child.]

17549

[Portrait of a man and wife.]

17550

[Family portrait; man, woman, and child.]

17551

[The steamship ‘Manitou’ on a river.]

17552

[Lumbercamp at Channel Island, Manitoba.]Mother was cooking,
Dad was engineer. 1905.

17553

Bob Thomson & Dan Linton’s store, at Eden, Man.

17554

Billy Anderson at 4 yrs, 9 mos., Sylvia Anderson at 2 yrs, 9 mos.,
Ernest Anderson at 8 mos. Photo taken Oct. 1915.

17555

[Man, woman, and two children posing in front of a large house;
Uncle Bill Thomson and Aunt Hattie.

17556

[Thirty three people and a horse posing in a town.]

17557

[Portrait of two women and a man.]

17558

The five Thompson Brothers, around 1905.[Clockwise from top
left: Bob, Tom, Alex, Bill, Geo.]

17559

Russel George. The school Dad Porterfield went to in Ontario.
Taken about 1885.

17560-17570

[Photograph album containing pictures, all unidentified.]
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SERIES VIII
PORTERFIELD FAMILY BRITSH COLUMBIA, ONTARIO AND YUKON PHOTOGRAPHS.
– [ca. 1940-1969].
290 photographs : b&w and col. ; 20.5 x 28 cm and smaller.
Andy Porterfield, Ethel’s husband, was born in B.C. During the Second World War he served in the
Canadian Army, where he trained in Ontario. In the late 1950s he was the head packer in charge of
moving Geological Survey pack horses from the Pelly Farm. During this period, probably in 1956,
he met Ethel Wilkinson at Pelly Crossing, and they later married and settled in Canoe, B.C. Little
else is known about his family’s background.
The series includes photographs that depict Andy Porterfield’s life in B.C. and Ontario from around
1940 to 1960. Included are family members, relatives, and friends. Most of the individuals and
localities are unidentified, and the majority of the images depict B.C. and Ontario. For these reasons,
the photographs are described in bulk. The photographs are contained in three photograph albums,
with the remainder loose, with no discernable order. The photographs were generally ordered
according to their content.
Detailed listing follows.

1.

Porterfield family photograph album. – [ca. 194-].
1 album (96 photographs : b&w ; 10 x 15.5 cm and smaller).
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Porterfields and their relatives and friends in
B.C. and Ontario during the Second World War. Many of the photographs have captions
on the back.
The photographs were not removed from the album.
Photographs numbered 17571-17666.

2.

Andy Porterfield Yukon photograph album. – [ca. 1955-1957]
1 album (39 photographs : b&w and col. ; 9 x 12.5 cm and smaller).
The sub-series consists of photographs that largely depict a geological survey team in the
Yukon, of which Andy Porterfield was a member or a packer.
The photographs were not removed from the album.
Photographs numbered 17667-17705.
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Porterfield family photograph album. – 1957-1958
1 album (56 photographs : b&w and col. ; 9 x 13 cm and smaller).
The sub-series consists of photographs of the Porterfield family and relatives in B.C.,
Ontario and the United States.
The photographs were not removed from the album.
Photographs numbered 17706-17761.

4.

Porterfield family photographs. – [ca. 1940-1969].
99 photographs : b&w ; 20.5 x 28 cm and smaller
The sub-series consists of photographs of Andy Porterfield and other family members and
relatives in B.C., Yukon, Ontario and the United States.
The photographs were loose and had no discernable order. Some of them appeared to
have been removed from a photograph album. Some of photographs have captions on the
back. They were generally ordered chronologically.
Caption list follows.
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Photo #

Description

17762

[Young woman holding flowers.]

17763

[Two small boys.]

17764

[Two boys and a girl dressed up posing on lawn.]

17765

[Man in uniform.]

17766

[Front view of house.]

17767

[Landscape view of mountain.]

17768

Andy’s saddle horse.

17769

The Grand Coolie.

17770

[Horse and two-wheeled cart with a man.]

17771

[Woman.]

17772

[Man holding baby.]

17773

Aug. 1953, Kelowna, B.C. [Elderly woman and three children.]

17774

Mr. and Mrs. Millar’s Golden Wedding.

17775

Just telling the horse to step lively outside the hotel.

17776-17777

[Horses.]
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17778

Indian & his wife with dogs with nurse and janitor.

17779

HMCS DONNACONA [Sailors.]

17780

[Woman, dog, and car.]

17781

[Three men and an early form of motorized transport.]

17782

On Claims West of Paddy Lake, February 1957.

17783

[Man holding two horses.]

17784

[Two men and a woman.]

17785

[Two men and a woman.]

17786

Dad and Mother Shuswop Lake 1930.

17787

Mother Albert and George.

17788

Andrew and George Porterfield Ansty Arm, B.C.

17789

Taken at Cedar Cottage, 1925.

17790

[House in winter.]

17791

Andy, Tony, Nigger, Babe - Little Salmon (copper claim) [Man with
packhorses.]

17792

[Man and woman.]

17793

[Young woman in fur coat.]

1779417795

[Grocery cart pulled by pony.][Elderly couple.]

17796

[Elderly couple.]

17797

[Two young ladies.]

17798

[Young lady with man with whipped cream on his face.]

17799

[Two men with equipment spread on the ground.]

17800

Frenchman Lake.

17801

[Man standing in yard with buildings in background.]

17802

[Couple standing on porch steps.]

17803

[Couple standing in front of a fence.]

17804

Andy starting up the mountain with his pack train.

17805

Windsor Hotel.

17806

Taken at Susie’s cottage Aug. 10th/52.

17807

[Old lady with young woman standing behind her.]

17808

[Pack train.]

17809

[Three men on and about a truck loaded with wood.]

17810

Major at Little Salmon Lake.

17811

[Man posing with dead bear.]

17812

Pass between Thomas and Little Salmon.
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17813

Paddy Lake Feb. 1957.

17814

[Portrait of a young woman.]

17815

[Two men displaying dear bear in a town.]

17816

[Two young girls standing on stripped logs.]

17817

[Man and woman standing outside house.]

17818

[Man posing on the deck of a boat.]

17819

35 miles west of Hearst #11 highway. Feb. 1945.

17820

Ansty Arm, B.C.

17821

Andy and Dad.

17822

[Man looking at a car.]

17823

[Two young women in a yard.]

17824

[Three uniformed young women, one not.]

17825

Camp Borden.

17826

[Two men at army base.]

17827

[July 12, 1941 - three young men in uniform.]

17828

Smooth Rock Falls, April first, 1945.

17829

[Men and motorbikes at army base.]

17830

Truck being pulled out of mud hole by small Bren Gun carrier. Just one
of many in some trouble. Two officers looking on.

17831

[Group of unidentified individuals, predominantly Indian.]

17832

[Four men on and about a truck.]

17833

[A dog.]

17834

Cpl. Porterfield [...] Camp Borden.

17835

Two boats at Lake Rosseau with Mrs. Gilbert & Andy & Jack, July 7,
1948.

17836

Porterfield Picture. L to R: Chinese cook, Bill Hucal, seated in front,
George Porterfield Sr.

17837

[Man in uniform seated with small boy.]

17838

[Man in garden.]

17839

[A man and two women posing in front of a car.]

17840

Ansty Arm B.C. Porterfield logging camp equipment.

17841

White Smith ice breaker, Shuswop Lake, B.C. 1941.

17842

[Man looking at cars.]

17843, 17844

[Two men in uniform on a stage.][Man in uniform with a dog.]

17845

[Woman with man in uniform holding dog.]
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17846

May/43.

17847

[Woman standing beside house.]

17848

[Woman, daughter, and dog.]

17849

[Girl dressed in cowboy/Indian dress.]

17850

[Young woman and little girl.]

17851

[Young woman standing in front of flowers.]

17852

[River near city, Vancouver(?).]

17853

[L to R :] Albert, Andy, George Sr., George Jr., Porterfield.

17854

[Three men and a baby.]

17855

[Three men, no baby.]

17856

[Army graduating class.]

17857

‘A’ Platoon, 69th Canadian General Transport Company, R.C.A.S.C.,
1949.

17858

Bighorns on Palliser Range, Banff National Park, Alberta. June 1967.

17859

John Stelfox working on bighorn sheep winter range, Palliser Range,
Banff National Park, Alberta. July 1969.

17860

Bighorns at Disaster Point, Jasper National Park, Alberta May, 1972.
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SERIES IX
JARED WILKINSON PELLY FARM AND PELLY CROSSING FILM REELS. – 1954-1956.
4 film reels : b&w and col. ; silent.
Series consists of footage filmed by Jared Wilkinson and spliced together to form 9 to 10 minute
reels. Many of the individual scenes are extremely short, causing both the component segments and
the compilation reels to be very jumbled and choppy. The films primarily document the hunting,
fishing, and trapping activities of the Wilkinson family. Also included are scenes of the Pelly Farm,
the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing, and various members of the Wilkinson family.
Sub-series descriptions follow.

1.

Jared Wilkinson Pelly Farm and Pelly Crossing film. – [ca. 1954].
1 film reel : b&w and col. ; 16 mm, silent, 11 min. 1 sec.
This film, taken by Jared Wilkinson, documents the trapping activities of the Wilkinson
family, including the checking of their traplines, skinning animals, and stretching furs. It
also contains scenes of the Pelly Farm, the construction of the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly
Crossing, dogsledding, river scenery, horses, and numerous boats, including the Pelly
Crossing ferry. There is much footage of the members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-181 (Also on video V-306 as Film #1)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

0:00

Dogsledding: hitching up dogs

0:03

Horse

0:05

Man and a dog

0:07

Lynx in a trap

0:14

Dogsledding: dog sled passing a tent

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
black and white,
silent

Lynx in a trap
Dogsledding: dog sled in front of buildings, probably
at the Pelly Farm
0:26

Lynx in a trap

0:33

Cabin and a cache
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Time/
Footage

Description

0:34

Dogsledding

0:44

Mountain scenery

1:00

Dogsledding: dogs and sled at a cabin, on trail

1:20

Horses

1:25

Dogsledding

1:41

Lynx in a trap, man shooting the lynx

1:51

Ethel and Eddie Wilkinson at a tent in the snow

1:52

Dogsledding

2:16

Eddie and Jared Wilkinson skinning animals

2:28

Two people walking in the snow

2:31

Eddie or Jared Wilkinson stretching furs

2:35

Horses on ice, in corral

2:48

Dogsledding

2:53

River scenery

3:04

Truck, truck unloading a tractor

3:14

Truck on road, river scenery

3:24

Locomotive

3:28

Horses

3:31

Cat

3:33

River scenery

3:38

Boat arriving at shore

3:41

Men camping on shore
River scenery, including Needle Rock n the Pelly
River
Boat on a river
People loading the Wilkinsons' boat “Owl”

4:07

Ethel and Lura Wilkinson walking down a trail
Birds
Dog
River Scenery
People on shore of a river
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4:34

Men fishing

4:42

Needle Rock in Pelly River
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Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

colour
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Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Men pulling in a fish net
Boats on a river, including the Pelly Crossing ferry
4:59

Man pulling in a fish net, Lura Wilkinson watching
from shore, man hauling in a fish net
Boats on a river, including the Wilkinsons' boat
“Owl”

5:19

Horses

5:27

Tractor clearing trees
People unloading a boat
Men building the Wilkinsons' house at Pelly
Crossing
The Wilkinsons' boat “Owl” on a river

5:45

Horses
The Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing

5:56

Lura Wilkinson in a garden

5:58

River scenery
Boat on a river
River scenery

6:09

Men carrying a canoe

6:12

A group of people standing in front of the
Wilkinsons' boat “Owl”
Buildings at Pelly Crossing
Boat at shore

6:33

Cat
Dogs
Bird

6:42

Sunset

6:46

Man and dogs getting into a boat, boat on a river

6:56

Dogsledding
Ethel Wilkinson and another person at a cabin
Dogsledding
Coyote in a trap
Dogsledding: dogs in front of the Wilkinson home
at Pelly Crossing, on trail

8:17

Lura, Edwin, and J.C Wilkinson in front of their
house at Pelly Crossing - the house is hung with furs
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Time/
Footage

Description

8:27

Two men digging in a field at Pelly Crossing

8:29

River scenery

8:33

Lura Wilkinson and cats

8:36

Raft on a river

8:41

Birds

Yukon Archives

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Truck boarding the Pelly Crossing ferry
Boat on a river
Ethel, Edwin, Lura, and J.C. Wilkinson and others
in front of the Wilkinson house at Pelly Crossing
Boats on a river
9:12

Bulldozer clearing trees
The Wilkinsons’ boat “Owl”

9:30

Bulldozer clearing trees

9:39

Boats on a river

9:54

Eddie Wilkinson hiking with dogs, mount ain
scenery, Eddie Wilkinson hiking with dogs

10:32

River scenery
Trees

10:44

Campfire

10:47

Eddie and Jared Wilkinson on their boat “Owl”
Airplane
Men eating at a campsite

11:01
2.

End

Jared Wilkinson Pelly Crossing film. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm, silent, 11 min. 53 sec.
This film, taken by Jared Wilkinson, primarily documents the hunting and fishing
activities of the Wilkinson family and their friends. Consequently, it includes much
footage of animals, campsites, dogsledding, and river scenery. However, it also contains
scenes of buildings and streets in Whitehorse, the airports in Seattle and Juneau, and
various members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-182 (Also on video V-306 as Film #2)
Shot list follows.
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Time/
Footage
0:00

Description
J.C and either Eddie or Jared Wilkinson fishing in their
boat

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
colour, silent

“Sharky” (the boat “Owl” is at shore): pulling in a net,
clubbing a fish
0:13

Two men working on woodpile

0:18

Dogsledding: dog sleds in front of Wilkinson house and
buildings at Pelly Crossing, dogs confronting a lynx, dog
sleds on trail

0:57

Ice on a river

1:17

A group of men, women, and children in a yard

1:18

A group of men and women in front of a building

1:20

Passengers disembarking from an airplane (Southern
Airways)

1:22

People in front of an airport terminal building

1:27

Sign: “Northwest Airlines”

1:32

Seattle-Tacoma Airport terminal

1:43

People entering a building

1:50

View from airplane: mountains

1:57

Juneau Municipal Airport terminal

2:02

Sign: “Juneau, Capital of Alaska, Welcome”

2:04

Flowers

2:08

Men on a street, Whitehorse

2:19

Scenes of Whitehorse: streets, Bank of Montreal, Sam
McGee’s Cabin, Old Log Log Church, Log Skyscraper
MacBride Museum

3:31

Fork lift carrying freight

3:40

Paddle steamers on shore at Whitehorse

3:52

Sign “Regina Hotel”

3:55

Tires and antlers

3:57

Man

3:59

Man and woman

4:01

Man with a dead bear; two men skinning the bear

4:49

Jared or Eddie Wilkinson on a riverbank

4:50

Two men in a canoe on a river

4:57

Man beside a beaver dam

5:15

Caribou, dead caribou, mountain panorama, caribou, man
and dog with a dead caribou
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Time/
Footage

Description
and dog with a dead caribou

150

6:11

Dog getting into the Wilkinsons’ boat “Sharky”, two men
and a dog in the “Sharky” on a river

6:22

Man and a dog on a riverbank

6:27

Man gathering furs

6:29

Skinned animal carcass and skull

6:40

Man in forest

6:46

River scenery

6:58

J. Rigg Vaughn packing antlers into a campsite

7:09

J. Rigg Vaughn and another man displaying furs and antlers

7:45

Sunset

8:04

River scenery

8:12

Boat, campsite, dog

8:18

Man chopping wood

8:21

Sunset

8:24

River scenery

8:34

Two men play fighting in a tent

8:41

Moon

8:44

Campfire

8:46

River scenery

8:47

Moon

8:56

Eddie Wilkinson and another man at a campsite,River
scenery Bison River scenery

9:27

Man fishing, J. Rigg Vaughn displaying a fish

9:42

Moose

9:53

J. Rigg Vaughn holding berries

10:04

Man sawing down a tree

10:15

River scenery

10:19

Campsite

10:24

Man displaying berries

10:30

Scenery

10:38

Beaver dam and pond

10:50

Two boats at shore

10:52

Campsite and campfire, Eddie Wilkinson cooking over
campfire

Yukon Archives
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Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

campfire

3.

11:06

Boat on a river

11:15

Man fishing, displaying a fish

11:34

Eddie Wilkinson in a boat River scenery

11:40

Man displaying dead birds River scenery

11:53

End

Jared Wilkinson Pelly Crossing film. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent , 10 min. 46 sec.
The film, taken by Jared Wilkinson, documents numerous fishing trips undertaken by the
members and friends of the Wilkinson family. Consequently, it largely consists of scenes
of campsites, boat travel, and scenery. However,it also contains much footage of the
Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing, dogsledding, and the members of the Wilkinson
family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-183 (Also on video V-306 as Film #3)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

0:00

Lura and Ethel Wilkinson in a flower garden in front of
the family house at Pelly Crossing

0:07

Ethel Wilkinson hanging meat to dry

0:09

Ethel Wilkinson feeding cats

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
colour, silent

Two women in a flower garden
Eddie and Jared Wilkinson displaying fish
0:24

Horses on a trail, people getting off horses
River scenery

0:43

Ants

0:46

Eddie Wilkinson, dogs, and boats

0:52

Men displaying fish
Boat on a river, at shore

1:02

Man skinning a bear
Boat on a river
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Time/
Footage

Description
Trees
Cat
Eddie Wilkinson working on the roof of a building
Lura, Eddie, and Ethel Wilkinson and others in front of a
truck
Boat on a river
River scenery

1:36

Campfire

1:40

River scenery

1:46

Cache

1:47

Men loading horses into a truck; Lura, Ethel, and J.C.
Wilkinson beside truck; truck on a road

2:00

Lura and Ethel Wilkinson and two other women in front
of the family house at Pelly Crossing

2:03

Ferry crossing the Pelly River at Pelly Crossing, ferry
unloading

2:20

Ice on a river

2:22

Dogsledding: dog sled in front of buildings at Pelly
Crossing

2:43

Sunset
Dogsledding
Two people walking in snow
Dogsledding: dog sled in front of the Wilkinsons’ house at
Pelly Crossing
Pelly Crossing buildings
Dogs
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3:27

Forest fire

3:44

Person on a bicycle

3:49

J.C., Ethel, and Lura Wilkinson and another man beside a
truck, truck departing with two canoes

4:00

J.C., Lura, and Ethel Wilkinson and other people in front
of buildings at Pelly Crossing

4:02

Boats on river, tying up boats at shore, people in boats on
river, unloading boats on shore

4:59

Two men displaying fish

5:03

Eddie Wilkinson and another man building a campfire and
eating lunch
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Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Films
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Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

eating lunch
5:11

Boat on a lake

5:20

Lake scenery

5:25

Man taking a geological sample

5:28

Lake scenery

5:32

Two men on shore, boat on a lake

5:39

Man climbing a mountain, mount panorama, people on
top of a mountain ain

5:55

Boat on a lake

6:02

Fish

6:09

Boat at shore

6:12

Men at a campsite

6:15

Four men walking along shore of a lake
Men in a boat
Eddie Wilkinson and two other men ishing from shore,
displaying fish

6:26

Boats on a river

6:48

Campfire

6:51

Stream
Fox
Man climbing a mountain, mountain scenery, stream,
mountain scenery

7:17

Sunset over a lake, man on a shore

7:30

Two men in a boat, getting out of the boat at shore
(Ethel and Lura Wilkinson watching)

7:33

Man displaying a bear skin at the Wilkinsons’ home at
Pelly Crossing, people in front of buildings
A group of people at the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly
Crossing
Views at Pelly Crossing

7:48

Cat

7:53

Ethel, Eddie, and Lura Wilkinson in a vegetable garden

8:00

Sunset, campsite on shore
Campsite

8:10

River scenery

8:23

Cache
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Time/
Footage

Description

8:25

Dogs in a boat

Yukon Archives

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Cache
Sunset
Dead fish
8:38

Boat at shore, boats on a river

8:39

River scenery

8:40

Boats on a river

8:41

River scenery

9:03

Lura Wilkinson in the flower garden in front of the
family house at Pelly Crossing

9:12

Ethel and Eddie Wilkinson displaying a fish
River scenery

4.

9:33

Men and pack horses crossing a stream

9:53

Campsite: men eating a meal

10:01

Horses and riders climbing a mountain, at the top of the
mountain

10:11

Tents, mountain scenery, man at the top of a mountain,
mountain scenery

10:32

Sunset

10:37

Flower garden in front of the Wilkinsons’ house at Pelly
Crossing

10:43

J.C. Wilkinson in the flower garden in front of the family
house at Pelly Crossing

10:46

End

Jared Wilkinson Pelly Crossing and Fort Selkirk film. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent , 11 min. 3 sec.
The film, taken by Jared Wilkinson, primarily documents the hunting and fishing activities
of the Wilkinson family. Consequently it contains much footage of boat travel and
scenery. However, it also includes scenes of an outing to Fort Selkirk, dogsledding, the
break up of ice on the Pelly or Yukon River, and activities at the Wilkinsons’ home at
Pelly Crossing. Also included are scenes of the members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-184 (Also on video V-306 as Film #4)
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Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format
(Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Men boarding trucks, trucks depart

colour, silent

0:07

Boats on a river, man in boat, boats on a river

0:20

Eddie Wilkinson and another man hauling a dead bear out
of a river

0:32

Mountain scenery

0:37

Man displaying a moose head, men loading and packing
moose meat

1:01

River scenery

1:04

Sunset

1:07

River scenery, Eddie Wilkinson in a boat, river scenery

1:24

Trees, woodpile, lake, woodpile

1:42

Car on a road, truck on a road

1:53

Pond

1:59

Bulldozer clearing trees

2:16

Construction equipment at the Wilkinson’s home at Pelly
Crossing

2:31

Ice on a river

2:38

Eddie Wilkinson in front of a woodpile

2:43

Ice on a river

2:47

Two men in front of a woodpile

2:49

Dogsledding

2:57

Moon

2:59

Sunset

3:02

Dogsledding: man hitching up a dog sled, dog sled on trail,
dog sled in front of the Wilkinson home at Pelly Crossing,
dog team, cabin and dog team, tent and dog team, dog team
on trail

4:11

Helicopter

4:12

Truck at the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing

4:12

Ethel Wilkinson feeding dogs
Man and woman at homestead
[Blank]

4:50

River scenery
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Time/
Footage

Description

5:07

Flock of birds

5:09

River scenery

5:17

Lura and Eddie Wilkinson on a riverbank

5:22

Eddie Wilkinson beside ice on a riverbank
River; ice on a river; Ethel, Lura, and J.C. Wilkinson
watching ice on a river; ice on a river

6:24

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson beside ice on a river

6:28

Helicopter

6:35

River

6:44

Jared Wilkinson checking a fish net, poling a boat

6:48

Lura Wilkinson looking out over a river

6:53

Cat

6:57

Chickens

7:04

Men, horses, and buildings at Pelly Farm

7:14
7:24

A group of people in front of a tent, river and tents
Men climbing a mountain
River scenery

7:46

Men loading horses

8:09

River scenery

8:13

Eddie Wilkinson and another man in a garden

8:16

Fort Selkirk

8:20

Airplane

8:23

Men departing from Ft. Selkirk

8:42

Ft. Selkirk
Boat on a river, boat approaching shore boat on a river

9:00

Ft. Selkirk

9:07

A group of people at Ft. Selkirk

9:15

Men on a riverbank

9:22

Man starting a boat engine, boat on a river
Eddie Wilkinson getting into a kayak, rowing a kayak
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9:42

Helicopter taking off

9:53

Eddie Wilkinson in a boat

9:55

Scenery

Yukon Archives

Format
(Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Films

SERIES IX

Time/
Footage

Description

10:10

Moose in a river

10:18

Boats at shore, boats on a river

10:27

Moose

10:32

Eddie Wilkinson, another man, and a dog in a stream

10:37

Buildings

10:42

Eddie Wilkinson and a dog on a road

10:51

Berries

10:55

Moose

11:03

End

Format
(Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
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SERIES X
EDDIE WILKINSON FILM REEL. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; silent.
Series consists of footage filmed by Eddie Wilkinson and spliced together to form a 9 minute reel.
Many of the individual scenes are extremely short, causing both the component segments and the
compilation reel to be very jumbled and choppy. The film primarily documents the hunting, fishing,
and trapping activities of the Wilkinson family near their home at Pelly Crossing. Also included are
scenes of the family’s homestead and the various members of the Wilkinson family.
Detailed sub-series descriptions follow.

1.

Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River and Dawson film. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 9 min. 8 sec.
This film, taken by Eddie Wilkinson, primarily documents the hunting, trapping, and
fishing activities of the Wilkinson family. Consequently, it contains much footage of
animals, furs, boat travel, and scenery. Other subjects include dogsledding, the Pelly
Crossing ferry, ice on either the Yukon or the Pelly River, a parade in Dawson City, and
the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing. There are also several scenes featuring the
members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-185 (Also on video V-306 as Film #5)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Dogsledding

colour, silent

0:02

Two men cutting wood

0:08

Tractor plowing a field

0:25

Ice on a river, river

0:37

Horses

0:42

River

0:44

The Wilkinsons’ boat “Owl” on a river

0:49

Ethel and Lura Wilkinson carrying fish, Ethel Wilkinson
cleaning a fish

0:55

Rainbow
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Time/
Footage

Description

1:00

Flock of birds

1:04

Ferry at Pelly Crossing unloading horses

1:13

A group of men and women

1:19

River scenery

1:23

Ferry and road at Pelly Crossing

1:30

Men carrying a canoe
Eddie Wilkinson and dogs
The Wilkinson house at Pelly Crossing

1:37

Boat in ice on a river

1:43

Dogsledding: dog sled in front of the Wilkinsons’ home at
Pelly Crossing
A group of people including Jared, J.C, Lura, and Ethel
Wilkinson

1:49

Dogsledding

1:52

Lynx
Dead bear

1:56

Lake

2:01

Bulldozer

2:03

Boat on a river

2:05

Mountain scenery

2:09

Eddie Wilkinson and dogs walking along side of a
mountain

2:21

Ethel Wilkinson removing fish from a net

2:24

Airplane taking off

2:31

Ethel, Lura, and J.C. Wilkinson in a garden

2:40

Ferry being loaded at Pelly Crossing

2:42

The Wilkinsons’ Pelly Crossing home in winter

2:47

Dogsledding: dog sled in front of the Wilkinsons’ home at
Pelly Crossing

2:53

Man with furs
Ethel Wilkinson with stuffed animals
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3:01

Ice on river at Pelly Crossing

3:13

Horses

3:24

Boat on a river

Yukon Archives

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Films
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Time/
Footage

Description

3:40

Eddie Wilkinson displaying fish

3:44

Mountain scenery

3:48

Flower garden in front of the Wilkinsons’ house at Pelly
Crossing

4:06

Pack horses

4:12

Ethel, Lura, and J.C. Wilkinson in flower garden in front
of their house at Pelly Crossing

4:23

Boat on Pelly River near Needle Rock

4:45

Eddie Wilkinson and another man beside a tent

4:50

Lake

4:55

Sunset

4:59

Raft on a river

5:04

Dogsledding: dog sleds on trail

5:37

Jared, Edwin, J.C., and Lura Wilkinson carrying a rack of
furs

5:44

Ice on a river

5:57

Men in boats moving into a river

6:08

Ferry unloading bulldozers at Pelly Crossing

6:23

Dead fish

6:31

Boat at shore, fish drying

6:38

Boat on a river

6:49

Parade in Dawson City: baton corps, band, floats, clown,
marching band in a field

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Lynx
7:31

Ethel, J.C., Lura, and Eddie Wilkinson and J. Rigg Vaughn
in front of a truck

7:46

Rack of furs beside the Wilkinson house at Pelly Crossing

7:57

Tractor plowing a field

8:13

Stuffed wolverine and lynx

8:26

Two women in front of a house

8:36

Ethel Wilkinson on top of a hay truck

8:48

A group of men and women

9:08

End
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SERIES XI
JARED AND EDDIE WILKINSON PELLY CROSSING AND DAWSON CITY FILM REELS. –
[ca. 1956-1957].
2 film reels : col. ; silent.
Series consists of footage filmed by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson and spliced together to form 11 and 4
minute reels. Many of the individual scenes are extremely short, causing both the component
segments and the compilation to be very jumbled and choppy. The films primarily document the
hunting, fishing, and trapping activities of the Wilkinson family. Also included are scenes of the
family’s homestead at Pelly Crossing and the various members of the Wilkinson family.
Series title based on identifying labels and format.

1.

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly Crossing and Dawson City film. – [ca. 1956].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm, silent, 10 min. 55 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, primarily documents the hunting and
trapping activities of the Wilkinson family. It includes footage of animals, furs,
dogsledding , and boat travel. Other subjects are the ferry at Pelly Crossing, a parade in
Dawson City, and activities at the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing. The film also
contains many scenes of the members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-186 (Also on video V-307 as Film #6)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Men and boats at shore of a river

colour, silent

0:02

River scenery

0:05

Moose

0:21

Men killing a bear, Eddie Wilkinson with dead bear

0:26

Moose, two moose

1:17

Cats

1:24

People on streets of Dawson City

1:41

Parade in Dawson City: baton corps, band, floats,
clown, spectators, marching band in a field

2:32

Lake
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Time/
Footage

Description
Mountain scenery

2:38

Six men in front of a tent
Men and a dog boarding a boat

2:48

Lura Wilkinson holding bread and a frying pan

2:52

J. Rigg Vaughn with a movie camera

2:55

Ethel Wilkinson and a man
Boats on a river

3:18

Boats at shore
River scenery, the Wilkinsons’ boat “Sharky” on a
river, river scenery
Boat at shore
Dog on a boat, river scenery
The Wilkinsons’ boat “Sharky” on a river

4:08

Man in front of a tent

4:11

Mountain scenery
Campsite
River scenery

4:25

Dog

4:27

Men, including Eddie and J.C. Wilkinson, play-fighting
in front of a tent

4:47

Boat on a river

4:57

Man with a movie camera

4:58

Antlers and men in a boat

5:00

Man on shore
Antlers and men in a boat
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5:08

Sunset

5:10

Ice on a river, Pelly Crossing ferry in the ice

5:33

Dogsledding: dog sled on river ice, in front of a tent, on
trail, in front of the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly
Crossing

6:11

Eddie Wilkinson pouring a liquid in front of a woodpile

6:16

Sunset

6:19

Dogsledding

6:48

Sunset over the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly Crossing

Yukon Archives

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Films

SERIES XI

Time/
Footage

Description

6:56

Jared, Lura, Ethel, and Eddie Wilkinson holding
Christmas presents

7:01

Lura Wilkinson at the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly
Crossing

7:07

The Wilkinsons’ Pelly Crossing home in winter

7:11

Man with furs

7:14

Sunset

7:18

Sunrise

7:21

Man walking in snow

7:26

Ethel Wilkinson with cats at the Wilkinsons’ home at
Pelly Crossing

7:33

Dogsledding

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Lura and J.C. Wilkinson at the Wilkinson home at
Pelly Crossing
7:46

Two women and a man boarding a truck

8:00

Sunset

8:13

Sunrise

8:15

Edwin, Jared, and J.C. Wilkinson with a wolf

8:35

Eddie Wilkinson with a dead otter

8:45

Dogsledding: dog sled in front of the Wilkinsons’ home
at Pelly Crossing, on river ice, on trail

9:05

Cabin frame

9:12

Dogsledding: dog sled on river ice
Man and dogs on bank of a stream
Eddie Wilkinson with furs
River scenery
Ducks
River scenery
Man and dogs crossing a stream
Eddie, Lura, and Ethel Wilkinson and other people at
the Wilkinson home at Pelly Crossing
Cat and butterflies
Ethel Wilkinson with stuffed animals

10:55

End
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Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly Crossing film. – [ca. 1957].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm, silent, 3 min. 41sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains footage of a hunting trip. Included
are scenes of a moose and the return of the hunters to the Wilkinsons’ home at Pelly
Crossing. The film also contains footage of scenery along the Yukon River, the Pelly
Crossing ferry, and the various members of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-187 (Also on video V-307 as Film #7)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

River scenery

colour, silent

0:09

Antlers and men in a boat

0:14

Moose in a river, moose

0:42

Antlers and men in a boat

0:49

Two men displaying fish

0:58

Antlers and men (including Eddie Wilkinson) in a boat

1:12

River scenery
Ferry at Pelly Crossing
River scenery, buildings on shore

1:45

Child
Trees
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1:57

Scenery

2:00

J. Rigg Vaughn with fish, furs, and supplies at the Wilkinson
home at Pelly Crossing; Vaughn is joined by Ethel, Edwin J.C.
and Lura Wilkinson

2:44

Eddie Wilkinson and another man with moose antlers

2:49

J. Rigg Vaughn and Ethel Wilkinson playing with antlers

2:56

Men (including Eddie Wilkinson) and a truck on ferry at Pelly
Crossing

3:14

Two women in front of a house

3:20

River and dam

3:31

Man beside a truck

3:33

City buildings, airport

3:40

Sign: “Columbus, Miss.”

Films

SERIES XI

Time/
Footage

Description

3:41

End

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
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SERIES XII
JARED AND EDDIE WILKINSON YUKON AND BRITISH COLUMBIA FILM REELS. – 19541977.
11 film reels : col. ; silent.
Series consists of footage filmed by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson and left as short, uncompiled
segments. Many of the individual scenes are extremely short, causing the resulting segments to be
very choppy and jumbled. The films document the Wilkinsons’ activities at Pelly Crossing, Lansing,
Whitehorse, and Edgewood, B.C. Subjects include the hunting, fishing, and trapping activities of the
Wilkinson family, the various members of the family, and the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at
Whitehorse.
Series title based on identifying labels and format.

1.

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Pelly Crossing film. – 1954.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 21 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, shows the Wilkinsons’ dogs in their
kennels at the family’s Pelly Crossing home and a boat running rapids on an unidentified
river.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-188 (Also on video V-307 as Film #8)
Shot list follows.

2.

Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:10

Man in a boat on a river, scenes of a river

colour, silent

0:25

People on shore of a river

0:29

Boat going through rapids

0:53

Man on bank of a river

0:56

River, rapids

1:21

End

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson British Columbia film. – 1959.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm, silent, 1 min. 23 sec.
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This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, was shot near the Wilkinsons’ home in
Edgewood, British Columbia. It depicts fishing activity and a waterfall and contains
footage of members and friends of the Wilkinson family.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-189 (Also on Video V-307 as Film #9)
Detailed listing follows.

3.

Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Waterfall

colour, silent

0:19

Field of yellow flowers with a building in the background

0:21

Waterfall

0:24

Six people on a bridge

0:27

River

0:29

Man and a boy fishing, displaying fish

0:37

Man in a river

0:40

Eight people fishing, displaying fish

0:46

Lura Wilkinson in a flower garden

0:57

Lura and J.C. Wilkinson in a flower garden

1:04

Flowers

1:12

A group of women and girls

1:15

Girl Guides beside a car

1:19

A group of men and women

1:23

End

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson British Columbia film. – 1961.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm, silent, 1 min. 20 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, shows members and friends of the
Wilkinson family on a swimming outing and on a hunting expedition in British Columbia.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
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Film Number: 16-190 (Also on video V-307 as Film #10)
Shot list available.

4.

Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Woman and two children beside a lake

colour, silent

0:16

Man wrapped in a towel

0:22

Streets of a town

0:25

Man climbing a mountain

0:36

Eddie Wilkinson with a rifle on the side of a hill

0:42

Eddie Wilkinson in a forest

0:48

Forest and mountains

0:54

J. Rigg Vaughn at a campsite

1:03

Men and horses on a trail in the forest

1:14

Eddie Wilkinson and another man beside a river

1:20

End

Dawn at the Farm. – [ca. 1964].
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm colour, silent, 1 min. 21 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains scenes filmed at the Wilkinsons’
home at Pelly Crossing.
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm motion film.
Film Number: 16-191 (Also on video V-307 as Film #11)
Shot list follows.
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Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Men launching boats on a river

colour, silent

0:13

Man sitting in a fishing boat

0:17

Hay bales

0:23

Flock of birds

Films

5.

SERIES XII

Time/
Footage

Description

0:42

Moose in a river

0:50

Moon

0:56

Three men loading a sled onto a truck

1:16

Boat travelling in a river of ice

1:21

End

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Ice. – 1966.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm colour, silent, 1 min. 25 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains footage of the Wilkinsons' cabin
near Pelly Crossing and the break-up of the ice on either the Pelly or the Yukon River.
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm motion film.
Film Number: 16-192 (Also on video V-307 as Film #12)
Shot list available.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Ice on a river

colour, silent

0:04

Cabin

0:08

Dogs

0:12

Ice on a river

0:16

Dog in a boat

0:18

Dog in doorway of a cabin, man with dog

0:34

River

0:39

Cabins and ice

0:49

Man beside and on top of ice

1:22

Woman and man beside a truck

1:25

End
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First Day of the Dog Race. – 1968.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 18 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains scenes of racks of furs and the dog
sled races at Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous in Whitehorse
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-193 (Also on video V-307 as Film #13)
Shot list follows.

7.

Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Furs hanging on a rack

colour, silent

0:07

Eddie Wilkinson beside a rack of furs

0:11

Furs hanging on a rack

0:23

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: start of dog sled
races

1:18

End

Second Day of the Dog Race. – 1968.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 25 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains scenes of the dog sled races and
the flour packing event at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse.
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-194 (Also on video V-307 as Film #14)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage
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Description

0:00

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: start of dog
sled races, dog sled races

1:07

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: flour packing
event people on Main Street

1:25

End

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
colour, silent

Films

8.

SERIES XII

Third Day of the Dog Race. – 1968.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 21 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains scenes of dog sled races at the
Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse.
Tilte taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-195 (Also on video V-307 as Film #15)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

9.

Description

0:00

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: start of dog
sled races, spectators

0:49

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: end of dog
sled races, dog teams, spectators

1:21

End

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)
colour, silent

Dog Races. – 1968.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 23 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, contains footage of Eddie Wilkinson and
another man fishing and the dog sled races at the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at
Whitehorse.
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-196 (Also on video V-307 as Film #16)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Airplane landing on a river

colour, silent
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Time/
Footage

10.

Description

0:04

Eddie Wilkinson and another man fishing, displaying
fish, clubbing fish

0:18

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: start of
dog sled races

1:11

Houses in Whitehorse, CN truck on a street

1:23

End

Yukon Archives

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous. – 1968.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 20 sec.
The main subject of this film is the Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse. It
contains scenes of dog sled races and parade floats on Main Street. The film was taken by
Jared and Eddie Wilkinson.
Title taken from film container.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
Film Number: 16-197 (Also on video as Film #17)
Shot list follows.

11.

Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Boat on shore

colour, silent

0:10

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: dog sled
races

1:10

Yukon Sourdough Rendezvous at Whitehorse: parade
floats on Main Street

1:20

End

Jared and Eddie Wilkinson Lansing film. – 1977.
1 film reel : col. ; 16 mm , silent, 1 min. 17 sec.
This film, taken by Jared and Eddie Wilkinson, near the Wilkinsons’ home at Lansing,
depicts ice on a river, dogs, and a family friend walking in a river.
Archives has the original 16 mm film.
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Film Number: 16-198 (Also on video V-307 as Film #18)
Shot list follows.
Time/
Footage

Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:00

Ducks

colour, silent

0:04

Ice on a river

0:19

Dogs

0:22

Woman walking in a river, buildings on shore in
background

0:49

Dogs, woman feeding dogs

1:17

End
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